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The purpose of this study was to examine the feasibility of
processing and marketing the hardwood bark and finewood residue
materials generated by the primary wood using industries located within the project study area (an area encompassing all of Illinois and
area fifty miles wide surrounding Illinois).

The study (1970 through

1973) involved three separate phases of work.

The first phase developed information regarding the sources of
residue materials both with regard to the geographic distribution of
the mills generating the residues and with regard to the quantities
produced by the various types of mills within the project area.

The

data developed indicated that 71 of the saw mills considered to be
large enough to justify debarker installations and the six pulp mills
operating in the study area could have generated an estimated 1,125,000
cubic yards

and finewood residue materials in 1970 if all the

round wood processed had been debarked.

The mills with debarkers In-

stalled in 1970 generated about 528,000 cubic yards of residue bark

and an additional 335,800 cubic yards of finewood residues (sawdust
and shavings).

The remaining indicated potential supply of residue

materials (261 ,200 cubic yards) is the residue materials that could
have been produced by those larger mills that had not installed de-

barking equipment at the time the study was made.
The second phase of the project or marketing study developed
information regarding the market project area when used only as
mulches, soil conditioners, bedding, litter and for other closely
related type uses.

The eleven user-groups contacted in the marketing

survey represented approximately 7,300 potential marketing outlets
for these materials.

This figure excludes the livestock producers.

The eleven user-groups surveyed used and/or sold approximately
2,902,000 cubic yards of all types of mulching materiasi in 1971.
It was estimated the twelfth user-group considered (all Commercial
livestock producers) uses an additional 26,000,000 cubic yards of
bedding and litter materials annually.

By applying estimated replacement ratios of wood residue products
for the various other types of materials now used and/or sold by these
various user-groups, it appears a market potential of approximately
1,979,000 cubic yards of wood residue products could be developed
in the marketing area.

This indicates that potential markets in excess

of the quantities of bark and wood residue generated by the primary
wood using industries can be developed over the next five to seven
years.

The third phase of the study examined, through operational
analysis procedures, the economic aspects of processing and

distributing residue products from eight assumed processing sites to
nine major marketing points within Illinois.

The MPS/360 linear

programming routine (6), a basic cost minimization procedure, was
modified to develop a profit maximization model.

The purpose was to

determine what the optimum flow of the various types of residue
products would be from the eight assumed processing points (including
external sources) to the nine marketing points selected in the study
area.

Various spacial analyses were made wherein the objective

functional elements of the matrix (production costs, transportation
costs and product selling prices) as well as flow constraints were
varied to demonstrate the sensitivity of optimum flow solutions to
these variable cost and price elements.

Spacial Analysis IV indicates all residue materials in the
project area could be dispersed profitably if the average delivered
prices of $11.88 per cubic yard for bagged mulches, $6.72 per cubic
yard for bulk processed bark and $3.25 per cubic yard for bedding
and litter prevail.

Returns of approximately $5,500,000 would accrue to the primary
wood processing firms participating in the production and distribution
of these residue products, 34 percent of which would derive from
sources outside the project area.
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A Preliminary Study of the Economic Feasibility of
Marketing Processed Hardwood Residue Products in Illinois
I.

Introduction

Statement of the Problem
The primary forest products industries, regardless of
their geographic locations, have historically been con-

fronted with the problem of dealing with the large quantities of residue materials--the bark and solid wood residues
--generated when the raw roundwood resources, (saw logs,
veneer blocks, pulp bolts, poles, piling, stave bolts,
posts, etc.) are reduced to more refined products.
Regardless of the conversion process involved, residue materials are generated.

In sawmill operations three

types of residue materials must be dealt with, 1) the

coarse solid wood components, (slabs, edgings and trim
ends), 2) the finewood residues (sawdust and shavings), and

3) the raw bark residues produced bymost of the larger
mills that have debarkers.

In veneer mills, veneer clip-

pings, veneer trim, chip screenings, and bark residues are
involved.

Since most pulp mills debark their cordwood

bolts they too must deal with bark and chipscreening residue materials.

Even pole and post yards that utilize the

tree trunks in the round form are confronted with bark
disposal problems.

The magnitude of this problem is often not appreciated by those not intimately familiar with the various
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wood conversion processes.

Few realize that only 54 to

57% of the original log is recovered in the form of saleable lumber products when it is processed in a sawmill.
Approximately 46% of the original weight of the log is
lost in the form of residues of one type or another.
In the case of sawmills about 21% of the original
log is lost as coarse residues, 12-14% as finewood residues, and 8-10% as raw bark.

Bark residues are generated

at the rate of from 1,100 pounds to 1,500 pounds for every
thousand board feet of green lumber produced.

The resi-

dues generated in veneer mills are nearly equivalent to
those stated above.

In cooperage plants the residues

generated are even greater; possibly less than 20% of the
original White Oak log actually becomes a part of the finished barrel.

At the large pulp mills where roundwood bolts are
debarked before they are converted to chips there is a
12-15% raw material loss sustained simply through removing
the bark.

Approximately 450 to 500 pounds of raw bark

residues are generated for each standard cord of bolts
processed.

One can see that mills processing large quan-

tities of roundwood resources are soon confronted with a
monumental disposal problem if these materials are not
converted to usable products of some form.

As long as timber resources were plentiful and
stumpage was cheap, the wood-using industries gave little

3

more than token thought to the possibilities of utilizing
these residual materials.

In earlier years there were few

economic incentives to spur interests in this direction.
These materials were considered and treated as a waste

product that had to be disposed of in the cheapest manner
possible.

This generally meant they were dumped into huge

open piles and abandoned when the mill moved on, dozed
into gullies or swamps and/or burned by one means or
another.

Little thought was given to the discomforts in-

flicted upon those living and working nearby who bore the
external costs of these unattractive practices.

Neither

the solid waste pollution of nearby streams and water ways,
the added risk of accidental fires nor the pollution of
the air within the adjacent communities seemed matters of
great concern.

Over the years these disposal practices

were seldom challenged, and the annual waste of thousands
of tons of wood resources apparently roused neither the
ire nor the concern of many.

Just prior to and during the war years (1940's) some
rather dramatic changes in attitude toward these residues
began to evolve.

Rising stumpage values and less avail-

able supplies of timber resources prompted more serious
thought and effort toward developing uses for these huge
quantities of wood and bark resources that had been wasted
for so many years.

This movement was particularly evident

in the forested regions of the Pacific coast.

A major

effort to develop uses for all types of residue materials
was begun.

"Presto Logs" were successfully produced and

marketed in the early 1940's.

This compressed sawdust

product was one of the first commercially successful uses
developed for residue materials.

An extensive research

effort to develop uses for bark residues generated in this
region was also launched at about this same time.

The

following papers (3, 5, 35, 53, 66) illustrate the diversity of work undertaken in an effort to find uses for residue materials.

Through the 1950's a number of firms in

Washington and Oregon were pioneering the practice of pro-

ducing bark-free chips from the coarse residues generated
in nearby sawmills by installing debarkers and coarse wood
residue chippers.

The wood composition board industry1

which ultimately would serve as a major outlet for the
finewood residues produced in the region also had its beginning during this period.

Although the movement toward better utilization of
residue materials progressed slowly at first, it gained
momentum subsequent to the war years.

The spectacular in-

creases in the use of solid wood and bark residues achieved
in the Pacific coast region during the 1950's are epito-

mized by the outstanding improvements in the utilization

1The wood composition board industry consists of
those mills producing hard board, particle board, insulation board and asphalt roofing tile.

standards attained in the state of Oregon.

In 1953,

Scrogins (61) completed his first wood residue survey of
the Oregon wood-using industries.

This study indicated

there were only three pulp mills accepting chips produced
from coarse mill residue materials and only two composi-

tion board mills in operation, and neither reported the
use of finewood residues.

The report shows that only

389,000 tons of coarse wood residues were used by the pulp
industry in 1953.

There were virtually no finewood resi-

dues being used by the pulp or composition board manufac-

turers, and bark utilization figures were not even
reported.

The author notes that other than for fuel, bark

residues were not used.

A second residue utilization survey (48) conducted
in 1967, shows the remarkable advances in utilization
standards achieved over this relatively short period.

This second study reports that of the 13 pulp mills operating in Oregon, all were accepting residue chips.

These

mills utilized 5,106,000 tons of chipped coarse residue
materials.

The survey shows further that the number of

composition board mills had increased from 2 to 22 and
that their residue use was 315,000 tons of sawdust and
777,000 tons of shavings, an increase of more than a million tons per year over the quantities used in 1953.

This

study determined that nearly 12 million tons of wood resi-

dues, coarse and fine, were produced in 1967 and all but

11% were utilized.

These wood residues comprised 90% of

the raw material needs of the pulp and composition board
industries for that year.

About 3 million tons of bark

residues alone were produced, and 1,710,000 tons or 57%
of these bark residues were converted to usable products.

A total of some 706,000 cubic yards of the bark materials
were used for agricultural and horticultural purposes.
In view of the monumental quantities of residues

produced in the Pacific coast region this is an enviable
record.

It illustrates the fact that a great deal of

progress toward utilizing these materials can be accomplished when a concentrated research and development effort is made.

Similar, if not quite as spectacular, gains in the

utilization of wood and bark residues have also been
realized in the Southern Pine region.

In most other

forest regions of the United States, however, the development of means of utilizing the bark and wood residues has
progressed somewhat less satisfactorily.

Upon arriving in the Midwest in 1965, the author
found that within the Central Hardwoods region, and particularly in Illinois, efforts to develop uses for and the
actual utilization of wood and bark residues had lagged
far behind that of other forest regions.

The use of

coarse residues for chips had begun but the use of bark
and the finewood residues was virtually nil.

Not a single

firm was geared up to process and sell bark products of
any kind.

This was not surprising, when one views conditions
prevailing in the Midwest.

The market diversity needed to

stimulate interest in wood residues was lacking.

The pulp

industry in the Midwest, for example, had until quite recently used straw as their basic source of fiber.

This

meant there were very limited markets for even the coarse
wood residues generated; and since there were no composi-

tion boardplants, the market potential for the finewood
residues was equally grim.

Without these types of market

outlets high level utilization of waste materials was
virtually impossible.

In addition there were no restrictions on disposal
of mill residues; thus most mill operators continued to
dump or burn these waste materials.

Frankly this was

about the only economic means available to them for disposing of their waste materials.

Fortunately these conditions are changing in the
Central Hardwoods region, and as they change the opportunities to improve and ultimately match the utilization
standards reached in other regions are vastly improving.
One of the major changes that has occurred is the
fact that three pulp mills in the project area switched
from straw-based operations to the use of wood chips over
the period from 1957 to 1961.

Since that time these mills

have modernized their plants and have nearly doubled their
capacities.

Two additional large capacity pulp mills have

been built and another is planned.

All of these mills now

accept chips produced from clean coarse wood residues.
This in turn has encouraged the installation of dëbarkers

in most of the larger sawmills and has therefore increased
the production of bark.

Five felt board roofing plants

provide additional outlets for wood residue chips and in
some instances for small quantities of sawdust.

Their use

of finewood residues, however, still falls far short of

providing an adequate outlet for all the finewood residues
produced.

It is the large quantities of bark residues,

along with much of the sawdust and other finewood residues,
that still pose a very real problem for Midwestern mills.

A problem that is becoming increasingly acute now that the
new solid waste and air pollution codes are being more
rigidly enforced--enforced to the extent that disposal
practices used in the past have virtually been eliminated.

Mill operators of all types are being forced into a
choice.

They must choose either to adopt new and more

costly methods for disposing of their residue materials
(high cost burners or sanitary land fill operations), the

negative approach, or to take the positive approach by processing their residue materials into commercially accept-

able and saleable products.

If this approach is opted the

wood-using industries need help.

They must have better information regarding alternative approaches to their problem if costly mistakes are to
be avoided.

They must know a great deal more about the

potential uses to which residue materials might be put and
the types and needs of the groups or agencies to whom these
products might be sold.

They must also have more specific

knowledge of the performance capabilities of these materials and the marketing potential for products that can be
produced from bark and wood residues.

Only as this infor-

mation is developed will it be possible to decide whether
to continue to dump these materials or to invest in the

processing equipment needed to convert these residues into
usable products.

It is to this end that this project has

been directed.

Purposes of the Project

As it has been pointed out, the primary wood-using
industries, individually and collectively, in The Central
Hardwoods region are faced with the difficult decision
as to which course of action they should take in dealing
with the bark and finewood residues they generate.

Must

they seek new means of disposing of these materials or
is it really possible that uses for them can be developed?
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This project explores in depth, the feasibility of

converting wood residue materials into commercially usable
and saleable products as an alternative to installing more
elaborate and more costly burners and/or resorting to
costly sanitary landfill programs to solve this difficult
residues problem.

To pursue this objective, it was the further purpose
of this study to develop the information needed to make
some realistic determinations in this regard:
1) to locate by geographic districts the total
sources of supply of bark and finewood residues within the

project area both with regard to the quantities and types
of residue materials generated.

The information needed to

define the magnitude of the problem and possibly even more
importantly the data needed for demonstrating to potential
user-groups2 the fact that these materials are available

within reasonable distances of their operations, and that

they are generated in sufficient quantities to supply their
needs on a continuing basis and at reasonable costs.

2User-Groups--for the purposes of this study usergroups are defined as those groups of firms, institutions,
agencies and individual operations that either use, use
and sell, or simply sell at the retail level all types of
materials classed as mulches, soil conditioners, decorative
ground cover, bedding, litter and other related materials
used for horficultural and agricultural purposes, including
the raw hardwood shredded bark and finewood residue products developed and used for these purposes, i.e. nurseries, landscape contractors, garden shops, stables, etc.
(See Table VII.)

to assess and quantify as reliably as possible
the marketing potential for quality-produced bark and
other wood residue products and, in so doing, to demon-

strate to potential bark processors that the market
potential for these materials is sufficiently large to
justify the investment of capital in processing equipment
capable of producing the quality and diversity of products
needed to serve the different user-groups using and/or
selling the types of materials that can be produced from
bark and wood residue materials.
to bring together the sources of supply and
potential consumption data derived in this study to determine the location of the least cost assembly and
redistribution points for the bark and wood residue

materials generated, with the hope that such a study
would encourage and help the bark processing industry in
this area to develop and expand their operations in a

more orderly and logical manner, and
to further the goal of realizing full utilization
of the bark and wood residues generated in the project
area, thus contributing to the further abatement of the
air and water pollution problems confronting both the

primary wood-using industries and those communities within
which the industries operate.
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II.

Review of Previous Work With
Wood Residue Materials

A comprehensive and determined effort to develop
practical uses for, and thus improve, the utilization of
the bark and finewood residues generated by the primary
wood-using industries of Illinois and the Central Hardwoods
region as a whole has been underway at the University of
Illinois since 1968.

During this relatively short time,

the progress made has been quite remarkable.

A review of

this work is presented here because of its important relationship to the present study of the economic aspects of
residues utilization in the project area.
The study of residues utilization in the Midwest was

begun in response to the expressed needs of the primary
wood-using industries in this region.

In late 1967,

Robert Kundrot, then serving as the Wood Utilization
Extension Specialist, and the author made an informal
contact survey of the sawmills, pulp mills, cooperage
plants and the various other types of mills in this area.
Our objective was to determine what the Department of

Forestry at the University of Illinois might do in the way
of research activities to best serve the needs of the
local forest-based industries.

In an overwhelming number

of instances, the mills contacted indicated their greatest
need was help in solving the mill residues problem.
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Fortunately it was discovered, at about this same
time, that the Department of Ornamental Horticulture,

under the direction of Dr. J. B. Gartner, was also very
much interested in studying the possibilities of using

wood and bark residues as a potential source of organic
matter to be used in various ways by the nurserymen and
landscape contractors in this area.

As a result of these mutual interests and with the
financial support of several industrial firms, it was
possible to initiate a joint project in this area of work
(University of Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station
Project #65-352) with the author and Dr. Gartner acting
as co-project leaders.
following:

The project plan provided the

1) that work with both hardwood bark and fine-

wood residues should be undertaken, and 2) that initial
efforts should be directed toward developing large bulk-

type uses of these materials, uses that held the greatest
promise as serving as an alternative to the practice of
dumping and burning these residue materials.

The search for uses of this nature has led to the
initiation of studies in a number of different and interesting areas.

Horticultural Uses
The initial efforts of the Department of Ornamental

Horticulture at the University of Illinois, Urbana, were
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directed toward determining the performance capabilities
of shredded hardwood bark and sawdust materials when used
as the following:

1) a growth media for container-grown

ornamental shrubs and trees, a rapidly expanding means of

producing ornamental crops, 2) a packaging material for
small woody shrubs (roses, grapes, berries, etc.) lifted

as bare root stock and subsequently packaged and shipped
to retail outlets, 3) a substitute material for the peat
moss and other materials ordinarily used for artificially
balling trees and the larger woody shrubs, and 4) a general mulching and soil conditioning material for numerous
and sundry other nursery operations.

The discerning reader will quickly note that the
proposed use of bark and other wood residue materials for
the above purposes was not a novel idea conceived here at
the University of Illinois.

For many years wood residues

have been used in these capacities in other regions.

The

bark, sawdust and other forms of wood residues produced
from processing the western and southern coniferous spe-

cies have been used extensively in producing ornamental
crops in their respective regions.

Bollen (8) points out

that the extensive use of the bark of the various western
species for growing ornamental crops attests to their
performance capabilities in these particular uses.

Baker

(5) and McNeilen (47) have in their papers described the

procedures for growing in containers when using bark and
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other residue materials.

Bollen and Glennie (9) have shown

that with adequate nutrients, especially nitrogen, plant
growth in soil to which soft wood barks and sawdust have
been added is generally better than it is in unamended soil
potting media.

Pokorny (54), and more recently DeWorth

(17), have demonstrated that the bark of the southern pine
species can also be used successfully as a rooting media
and a growth media for container grown ornamentals.

These

are only a few of the references one could cite regarding
the extensive work done with coniferous bark residue
materials.

Work with the bark and wood residues of these species
has yielded valuable information regarding their performance
capabilities and the techniques of working with them.

A

wide range of uses for these materials in the agricultural
and horticultural fields have been developed.

Visitations

to large commercial growers in California, Colorado, Oklahoma and throughout the southern states revealed the surprising extent to which bark and sawdust potting mixes are
being used.

Many of the nurseries and greenhouse producers

were found to be using these materials almost exclusively
as a growth media for their container-grown crops, as

packaging materials, as soil conditioners and mulches and
in various other ways.

DeWorth (17) points out that in

1970 greenhouse crops grown in pots made up approximately
75% of the total florist crop production in Texas, and he
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expects it to go much higher over the next few years.
his opinion, the expanded use of bark and wood residue
materials for these purposes is assured.
Here in the Central Hardwoods region, however, the

record is almost a complete reversal of those cited above.
In 1967-1968 when work was begun at the University of
Illinois there was little knowledge regarding the possibilities of using the residues generated from the Central
Hardwood species for these same purposes.

Very little work

with these materials had been done, and there were no commercial operations using them.

It was obvious that a

vigorous research program to determine the performance
capabilities of the bark and residues of the midwest species in these various use capacities would have to be carried out before they could or would be accepted and used
with confidence by the growers in this region.

Thomas and

Behr (64) in their marketing study in southern Michigan,
also cite this as being a major problem that must also be
overcome in their particular area.

Work toward filling the void in our knowledge regarding the possibilities of using hardwood residues for
horticultural and agricultural purposes was begun at the
University of Illinois in 1967.

The Department of Orna-

mental Horticulture initiated studies using hardwood bark
materials as a substitute for the materials presented used
as media for growing potted plants (peat moss, perlite,
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vermiculite, topsoil, etc.).
studies (29) were encouraging.

The results of their initial
Geraniums, the species

used in these first trials, were grown in potting mixtures
containing hardwood bark.

The growth obtained compared

quite favorably with that of plants grown in the standard
potting mix (1/3 soil, 1/3 peat, 1/3 perlite).
In subsequent studies (30, 31), it was demonstrated

that ornamental plants can be grown quite satisfactorily in
bark mixtures if proper fertilizer amendments are added.
Klett (41) working with woody ornamentals produced his
best growth in various mixes of bark and sand or bark,
soil and sand, depending upon the species grown.

Still

(63), working with various solid wood residues (sawdust and

wood chips) as the growth media, demonstrated that these
materials can also be used as potting mixes but emphasized
the importance of adding sufficient nitrogen and further
points out that the age of the sawdust materials may be
an important factor.

In other studies conducted by the Department of
Ornamental Horticulture, the use of hardwood bark as a

packaging material for bare root nursery stock has been
investigated (32, 33).

It was demonstrated that bark and

other wood residues can be used successfully for artifi-

cially balling bare root nursery stock if proper wrapping
materials are used and nutrient additives are not
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excessive.

These materials performed as good as, or better

than, the peat moss mixtures normally used.

Recent studies conducted at other institutions have
also shown that hardwood residues will serve very well for
Horticultural purposes.

In his work Haramaki (36) has

shown that herbicide bark mulch combinations have proven
to be a most effective mulching media.

Weed control was

good and the bark persisted well over a two year period.

Scott (59) suggests his results further extend the list of
crops which have been successfully grown in bark and sawdust media.

His best results were obtained with a bark-

sawdust compost with ammonium nitrate added as an extra
source of nitrogen.

This series of studies has gone a long way toward
supplying knowledge of the potential of the hardwood residue materials when used for horticultural and agricultural

purposes and has opened the door to more widespread use of
these locally produced materials.

A number of the larger nurseries in Illinois have
already shifted to the use of hardwood bark growth media
in their container grown operations, and others are beginning to work with these materials on a more limited basis.
There are many indications that use will continue to in-

crease as more growers become familiar with the techniques
of growing crops in bark and finewood residue materials.
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An example of the excellent quality of stock produced
in a hardwood growth media by a commercial grower in Illinois is illustrated in Figure 1.

The sweet gum (Liquid-

ambar styraciflua L.) shown here is typical of the two-year
old stock grown at these operations.

Apparently the bark

growth media enhances root development.

The roots appear

to penetrate and utilize the total space within the containers.

The excellent root development of a golden privet

(Ligustrum ovalifolium 'sureum' x L. vulgare, Wyman) grown
in a bark growth medium is shown in Figure 2.

Erosion Control and Roadside Slope Stabilization
Initial work by the University of Illinois Department
of Forestry was directed toward developing residue materials to be used in roadside maintenance programs.

The

department investigated the feasibility of applying bark
mulches by machine methods and tested the performance
capabilities of various types of shredded hardwood bark

materials when used as 1) a roadside seeding mulch where
erosion control and permanent slope stabilization are the
vital functions expected of the materials and 2) a func-

tional and aesthetically attractive deep-mulch for the
individually planted trees and woody shrubs used widely
now in roadside landscaping projects.
The need for developing new and more effective materials for erosion control and slope stabilization along

Figure l.A two-year-old container
grown sweet gum (Liquidambar styraciflua L.)
grown in a shredded hardwood bark growth medium.

Figure 2.

A view of the excellent
root development of Golden
Privet (Ligustrum ovalifolium 'aurem' X L. vulgare,
Wyman) grown in a container
using shredded hardwood
bark as the growth medium.
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right-of-ways is attested to by the widespread search being
made for materials to serve this purpose.

The performance

of a wide array of materials has been studied by the Departments of Highways in many midwestern and eastern
states.

The state of Minnesota Department of Highways studies
(27) point out that public pressures for safer and more ef-

ficient highways have brought the expressway and freeway
type roads into prominence.

Along with these modern high-

ways comes a multitude of new management problems and amplifications of many of the older ones, two of which are
the control of erosion and the establishment ofa good
vegetative cover capable of withstanding the erosive action

of water and soilmovement.

This report emphasizes that

the present methods of seeding, mulching and the means of
controlling erosion have not kept pace with advancing road
building technology. A major objective of their study was
to develop more effective roadside mulching media.

The

erosion control capabilities of eleven different types of
materials were investigated.
In Nebraska, Dudeck et al.

(23) report having worked

with some 14 types of seeding mulches in their search for
more effective mulching media.

Diseker and Richardson

of Georgia (18), McKee, Blazer and Barkley of Virginia
(46), Kelley and Beasley of Massachusetts (7) and a number

of others have done work with various types of mulching
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materials in attempts to find better and more effective
media for controlling erosion on newly constructed roadside slopes.

Wood chips reportedly were tried in a number of
instances and are highly recommended in Massachusetts.
Shredded bark, however, does not appear to have been tried
as a roadside mulch in any of these studies.

The potential

of shredded bark materials has not been considered and/or

may have been overlooked as a prospective roadside mulching
medium.

At the University of Illinois it was felt that a
fibrous, rather coarse-shredded bark material could be
produced that would have the characteristics common to,
and required of, effective roadside mulching media--a

material that might be substituted for the dwindling supplies of straw and corn cobs normally used in this area.
Several distinct advantages of shifting to these materials
were foreseen:

1)

large quantities of residue bark mater-

ials are available over all seasons of the year and
sources of these materials are quite well distributed over

the project area; 2) they are a relatively low cost matercould
ial; and 3) it appeared that lower application costs
be achieved.

Furthermore the objective of developing

potentially large bulk-type uses for bark residue materials
would be served if this use could be perfected.
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Large quantities of roadside mulch are needed by the
Illinois Department of Transportation, Bureau of Roadside
Maintenance.

Approximately 5,000 to 7,000 acres of road-

side slopes are seeded and mulched each year in Illinois
alone.

In addition to this, several hundred acres of

shrub-beds and individually planted trees are deep-mulched.
If shredded bark materials were used as the mulching media,
the Department of Transportation would utilize up to
250,000 to 300,000 cubic: yards of processed bark per year.

A market outlet of these proportions would help materially
in solving the bark residues utilization problem of this
area.

With these points in mind and working cooperatively
with the Bureau of Roadside Maintenance, the first field
trials using processed shredded bark mulches were initiated
on a section of FAI route 74 just east of Marshall, Illinois, on March 26, 1969.

A series of panels on a freshly

graded cut-bank slope were selected for treatment.

Two

selected processed shredded bark seeding mulches were
applied at two different rates of application.

Adjacent

panels were treated with straw and emulsified asphalt and
were used as a basis for comparing the performance of the
new bark materials.

These initial trials (70) demonstrated conclusively
that shredded bark materials can be mechanically applied
in bulk form to roadside surfaces, using blower-type
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equipment.

Although the equipment used, a modified "Finn"

straw blower unit,3 needed further mechanical development

to improve the front-end feeder unit, the blower section
worked very well.
Figure 3.

This equipment is shown in operation in

A very uniform distribution of the bark materials

over the treated surfaces was obtained.
illustrated in Figure 4.

This is graphically

The treated slopes were aesthe-

tically attractive to passers-by and the problem of
spattering asphalt over nearby fences, guardrails and/or
buildings, a problem encountered with the straw and asphalt
treatment, was avoided as tack materials were used with
the bark mulches.

This is a distinct advantage when treat-

ing roadside slopes in populated or metropolitan areas.

The erosion control aspects of these initial trials
were very encouraging.

The shredded bark mulches applied

at 30 cubic yards per acre performed equally as well as the
conventional straw and emulsified asphalt mulch treatment
in the short term and soil erosion was reduced to acceptable levels over that period between application of mulches

and the establishment of vegetational growth capable of
preventing further erosion.

In addition the bark mulches

produced a vegetative cover sufficiently dense to stabilize
the treated slopes over the long-run.

The cover was

"Finn" straw blower, originally designed to
handle baled straw materials, was modified to handle bulk
materials by D. J. Butler and Ralph Nave, Associate Professors of Agriculture Engineering, University of Illinois.

Figure 3.

The modified "Finn" straw blower used for applying shredded hardwood bark seeding mulches to
roadside slopes.

Figure 4.

A view of the uniform distribution obtained when
the shredded bark mulch was blown into place.
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visually superior to the vegetative growth produced on the
straw and emulsified asphalt treated areas.

Figure 5 shows the dense vegetative cover produced
on the bark-treated panels as compared to the non-uniform

cover established on the straw and emulsified asphalt
treated area shown in Figure 6.

The superior species

composition of the cover produced on the bark treated
panels is also very evident.

Several species of weeds can

be seen in the cover produced on the straw mulched panel,

Figure 6, while very few weeds can be identified on the
bark mulched area.

Because the results attained in the initial trials
with shredded bark seeding mulches were promising, addi-

tional trials were made to study the performance of these
materials under differing conditions.

These trials were

to determine whether the excellent performance of shredded
bark mulches could be replicated under other circumstances.
In these trials, summer and fall applications were
made.

These additional studies included observations of

the following:

1) effects of changing the textural

composition and the rates of application of the shredded
bark materials; and 2) effects of applying these materials
at various seasons of the year, on various types of soils,

on slopes of different lengths, on fill slopes as well as
cut-bank slopes and on slopes of different aspects (north,
south, east and west).
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Figure 5.

Figure 6.

The dense, uniform vegetational cover produced
Note that
on the shredded bark mulched panels.
weed species are not evident.

The non-uniformly distributed vegetational cover
produced on the straw mulched panels. Note that
several weed species make up a considerable proportion of the cover on these panels.
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Results of the supporting trials (71) corroborated
the findings of the initial studies.

Shredded bark applied

at rates of from 30 to 40 cubic yards per acre proved to

have performance capabilities equal to those of straw and
emulsified asphalt in preventing erosion in the short term,
and in every instance the vegetative cover produced was
more dense, better distributed over the treated surface,
contained a much higher percentage of seeded species and
produced a vegetative cover capable of permanently stabilizing the surfaces of the treated slopes.

Figure 7 il-

lustrates again the superior type cover produced on the

bark mulched areas, as compared to the rather sparse cover
produced on the straw mulched slopes shown in Figure 8.

As a result of these studies, the Illinois Division
of Highways placed shredded bark on the list of approved
materials for mulching woody shrub beds and individually
planted trees in 1969.

These new materials were approved

as a roadside seeding mulch in the spring of 1972 when new
equipment for applying them was developed.

Several com-

mercial applications of these materials have already been
made and in all instances the materials have continued to
perform well.

It appears there will be a continuing shift

to the shredded bark mulches as the new machines for applying these bulk materials are acquired by the Landscape Con-

tractors and as they gain experience in working with these
materials.
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Figure 7.

The dense vegetative cover produced on a bark
mulched fill slope, west exposure, F.A.I. Route
74, near Seymour, Illinois.

Figure 8.

The rather sparse vegetative cover produced on a
straw mulched fill slope, west exposure, F.A.I.
Route 74, near Seymour, Illinois.
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Use as Animal Bedding and Poultry Litter
A further area of study involving bark and wood residue materials that is underway at the University of Illi-

nois is the exploration of their use as bedding and litter
media.

A cooperative project involving the Meade Corpora-

tion of Ohio, the Department of Ornamental Horticulture
and the author, is in progress.

It is well known that large cattle feeding opera-

tions, both the open lot and the large confined under-roof
feeding operations are in trouble because of the manure
residues they generate.
are urgently needed.

Better manure management systems

Open feedlot run-off is often cited

as a source of stream pollution.

Many feedlots are being

forced to either control their run-off problems or close
down and move to other sites.

Confined under-roof feeding

operations also must work out acceptable manure management
procedures.

In some instances they have resorted to

slotted-floor and aerated canal operations which in turn
produce sludge materials that must be disposed of or converted to a usable product.

The cost of building and

operating this type of facility is beyond the means of
many operators.

Other possible solutions to this problem

are being investigated at the University of Illinois.
One approach to this problem has involved working
with a confined feeding operation in Ohio.

In this
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operation some 12,000 to 16,000 feeder cattle are confined
in covered pens.

The cattle are maintained on a deep-

bedding which serves as amediumto absorb the animal waste.
When the bedding materials are saturated with manure com-

ponents they are removed and the pens recharged with fresh
A number of different types of materials (i.e.

bedding.

peanut hulls, begasse, straw, cobs and wood chips) had
been tried

as

bedding media in these operations with

varying degrees of success.

Since these feeding opera-

tions are not connected with a farm unit where the manures

can be used for field fertilizers or soil conditioners on
their own lands, the problem of finding volume outlets for
the spent bedding and manure residues had proven critical.

A proposal that shredded bark be tried as the bedding
material with the further provision that the bark and
manure residues then be recovered and studied as a possible potting medium was made and accepted.

In initiating

these operations the pens were charged with shredded bark
bedding up to 8 to 10 inches in depth.

The bedding was

freshened as it became saturated until the manures and
bedding materials had built up to depths of from 18 to 20
inches.

These combined materials (bark and manure compon-

ents) were then removed and taken to a composting yard.

The materials were piled in long wind-row type piles 6 to
8 feet in depth and except for occasional turning were
left for several weeks in these compost piles.

At the end
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of this period the composted materials were processed
through a hammer mill to reduce them to the proper texture
then put through a semi-digestion process to control
pathogens.

The processed materials are bagged and sold as

a potting medium.

A rich, dark, odorless and loamy type

material is produced.

A series of growth studies using these materials as
the potting media have been made at the University of
Illinois.

The results of these trials (40) show that this

combination is an excellent potting medium for bedding
plants, foliage plants and other greenhouse crops.

Meade

Corporation, the firm processing this combination bark and
manure growth medium, sold over 30,000 bags in 1970 and the
total production, some 52,000 cu. yds., has been sold in
succeeding years.

A second approach to the problem of handling the

manure residues produced by cattle feeding operations has
been initiated in cooperation with a large open lot feeder
in Illinois.

In this instance the approach differs only

in that a loafing island procedure is followed.

In this

procedure, the shredded bark is simply piled near the
center of the pens to depths of from 8 to 12 feet.

The

cattle having free access to these built up islands use
them as a rest area after feeding.

The islands are self-

cleaning in that the soiled materials tend to work down
and out to the edges of the island due to the cattle
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walking on and off the bark knolls.

When the materials

are worked out to the edges of the piles and are quite
saturated they are recovered with front-end loaders and removed.

The islands were recharged on approximately a week-

ly basis.

During rainy periods the retention of animal wastes
is not complete in this procedure, but waste run-off has

been greatly reduced over that occurring when the cattle
are left on bare lots.

The materials removed from the lots in these trials

have been used to improve the texture and organic content
of the sandy soils occurring on the feeder°s farm itself.
These materials could, however, be processed and sold as

potting media much the same as it has been done in the
first instance.

Observations indicate there is also a renewed interest in using bark and wood residues as a bedding material
for domestic animals particularly in the case of horse
stables in suburban areas.

Straw is becoming more scarce

and is not a preferred material because it is difficult to
handle and dispose of after it is used.

A number of users

have been supplied with bark materials on a trial basis.

In initial performance observations bark and shavings have
compared favorably with such other items as peanut hulls,
cotton seed hulls, cracked cobs, etc.

A number of users

have expressed a preference for these bark materials over
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straw and other hay type bedding materials.

Greater ef-

forts to better exploit the potential of these types of
uses of wood and bark residues should provide additional
outlets for the bark and wood residue materials generated
in the project area.

Although work with poultry litter has not been done

atthe University of Illinois, others have worked in this
area.

Finewood residues and bark have been used success-

fully as poultry litter in a number of studies (1, 16, 22,
39)..

As a result of these and other studies they are used

on a commercial basis in many localities.

Recreational Uses
The increased leisure time enjoyed by our society has

placed tremendous pressure on Federal, State and Municipal
park facilities.

Traffic around picnic tables, playgrounds,

on the trails and on the camping sites has created serious
In high

soil management problems for park administrators.
traffic areas soil compaction is a serious problem.

Vege-

tational growth and trees are often adversely affected.

In

dry seasons dust can become a serious problem if protective
cover materials are not used and when these conditions are
followed by heavy rains, erosion can be severe

Park main-

tenance personnel are urgently searching for cover mater-

ials that are 1) functional as a protective covering or
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mulch, 2) safe for the use-occupants, children in particular, and 3) aesthetically acceptable to the public.
Preliminary trials using shredded bark as a protective cover for these types of areas have been initiated
with the State Division of Parks and with the Corps of Engineers on four different sites.

Although formal studies

have not been completed in these areas, informal interviews
with park users, conducted by the park rangers and ourselves, indicate these materials are being well received
and appear to be performing well.

These observations are

substantiated by the survey studies conducted by Roth (56)
on a southern Illinois park site in 1971.

He reports high

preference ratings for these natural type materials were
obtained in their interview surveys.

Home Landscapinq and Beautification Use
It is becoming increasingly apparent there may be a
large and yet unexploited market potential for the bark

and wood residues produced from the Central Hardwood species when used as a landscaping and mulching media around
multiple unit housing developments and individual homes in
the high population areas of the Midwest.

It is a diffi-

cult market to develop rapidly and will require major sales
efforts.

These materials are beginning to be used on a

wider scale, but more extensive efforts through extension
programs, through demonstrations and through promotion at
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flower shows, fairs, etc. are needed.

Landscape architects

themselves are and can be of great help in this area if
they recognize the functional capabilities of these materials and use them more in their landscape designs and
operations.

The U. S. Forest Service Brochure (57) is a

good example of the type of promotional effort needed to
promote the wider use of bark and wood residue mulching
materials by the home owner.

Work in this area is underway

on a limited scale and plans for broadening efforts are
being formulated.

Feed Diluent for Ruminants
Dr. Frank C. Hinds, Associate Professor of Animal
Science, a specialist in animal nutrition, at the

University of Illinois, has done considerable work toward
determining the potential for wood and bark residues when

used as a feed diluent for the ruminant species (sheep and
cattle).

He has sought to develop both the materials and

procedures needed for self-feeding these species in confined feeding areas.

He speculates that by using a low

energy diluent (sawdust and/or bark) mixed with smaller

quantities of a high energy balanced diet he can place
these feeds before the animals on a continuous basis; thus
the possibility of adapting mechanized self-feeding for
ruminants will have been accomplished.

The preliminary

results of the studies conducted by Dr. Hinds (38) indicate
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that this approach has merit.

Ewes have been maintained

on diets of 70% bark and/or sawdust combined with high
energy mixtures for over two years.

Lamb feeding trials

have been successful and plans have been made for expanding
the studies to include cattle in the near future.

Dr.

Hinds views this approach to feeding as a possible means of
producing meat for less cost due to both reduced labor
costs and to the utilization of less costly roughage type
feed materials.

Strip Mine Reclamation Use
Strip mina reclamation studies are underway in a
joint project involving the University of Illinois, the

United States Forest Service and private mining corporations.

Researchers in this project are investigating the

possibilities of using wood and bark residues as an aid in
rehabilitating strip mine areas.

Plans for deep incorpor-

ation of the residue materials into the soil surfaces with
the thought of actually developing high organic top soils
for these areas are underway.

Contouring and mulching to

prevent further erosion on these areas is also being incorporated into the working plans of these study projects.

The program has not progressed far enough to produce any
predictable results as yet but initial aspects of the work
are encouraging.
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Composition and Particleboards
The Wood Science Department at the University of
Illinois, under the direction of Dr. Poo Chow, has an ex-

tensive program underway to develop composition boards from
bark, sawdust and various combinations of these residue
materials.

This work (13) could result in the development

of highly valuable uses for wood residues.

However, Chow's

proposals for utilizing the residues, though a very im-

portant approach to the problem, are not considered further
in this study because of the longer nature of the project
and since the project is not closely related to the orna-

mental and agricultural uses of wood residues considered in
this study.

The results of the work conducted at the University
of Illinois and by others working in these same areas have
demonstrated conclusively that a number of uses for
shredded hardwood bark and other wood residue materials

have commercial applications andpoint up the need for taking the next step of studying the economic aspects of these
developments; the major objective of the current project.
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III.

Area and Scope of Study

In conducting a study of the nature proposed in this

project, geographic areas must be established in order that
working populations within some specified area can be identified and defined.

In this particular study both the

sources of the residue materials generated and the market
potential (consumption) for bark and wood residue materials
had to be developed for specific areas.

Sources of Supply Area Defined
The geographic area selected for study in establishing the total sources of supply of hardwood bark and fine-

wood residues was the whole of Illinois plus the land area
in a zone 50 miles wide surrounding Illinois.

All mills

classed as larger mills (mills cutting more than 500 MBF

annually) operating within this gross area were considered
a part of the total mill population.

The volumes of bark

and finewood residues generated by these mills were used
in determining the total quantities of residue materials
available within the project area.
These boundaries were drawn for the study because of
the peculiar distribution of the primary wood-using industries in and adjacent to Illinois.

A number of the larger

mills, particularly the pulp mills, thus a number of the
larger sources of residue materials lie just outside the
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borders of the State of Illinois.

Obviously these mills

are dependent upon forest resources of Illinois and are

definitely in a strong position to supply the demand for
processed residue products within the State of Illinois as
It was felt necessary, therefore, to

that demand develops.

include them in the study in order to show more realistically the total sources of residues available to those
who might use them in the near future.

Marketing Area Defined
The area selected for studying the marketing aspects
of the project, however, was limited to the State of Illinois proper.

In determining the market potential for

shredded bark and other finewood residue materials, only
those firms, agencies, institutions, and individual operations using and/or selling mulching materials, soil conditioners, bedding and litter materials and other related
products, lying within the geographic boundaries of liiinois were surveyed.

By determining the marketing potential

for residue products in this manner, conservative estimates

of the potential use of these types of materials relative
to their sources were derived.

The reason being that sev-

eral of the large metropolitan areas lying just outside
the boundaries of Illinois also represent substantial

marketing possibilities for the processed bark and wood
residue products generated by the mills included in the
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study.

This is particularly true in the case of a number

of mills located near the St0 Louis metropolitan area and
must be considered as a factor influencing the spacial
analyses determinations presented later in this report.

Unfortunately common boundaries for determining both
the sources of supply and marketing potential for bark and
other residue materials could not be adopted:

expediency

and the cost of collecting partial data regarding the use
and/or sales of mulching and bedding materials in neighboring states would not permit it.

User-Groups Interviewed in Marketinq Study
Since one of the major objectives of this study was

to estimate the future market potential for processed bark
and wood residue products, it was necessary 1) to decide in

which use-areas processed residue materials might prove to
be competitive with other materials, 2) to determine what
existing materials these new shredded bark products might

be substituted for, in both commercial and retail market
outlets, and 3) to decide which user-groups actually use
and/or sell the major proportion of the types of materials
(mulches, soil conditioners, bedding, litter, etc.) desig-

nated for study so they could be included in the survey
interviews and thus determine the total quantities of
these materials used and/or sold in the study area.
Previous studies had shown that quality residue

products can and are beginning to compete favorably with a
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number of other materials, i.e., peat, straw, cobs, nutshells, etc., in a number of use-areas, particularly as

growth media for ornamental crops, as a mulching and packaging material, as a roadside seeding mulch and erosion

control media, as a functional and decorative ground cover
material in home landscaping and beautification projects,
and as a protective cover for high traffic areas within
recreational sites, on golf courses, cemeteries, institutional grounds, and in many other ways.

They also appear

to be gaining favor as a bedding and litter material for
livestock and poultry operations.

As locally produced processed bark and other residue
products move into these use-areas, they will replace, in
part, quite a large number of materials that have been traditionally used for these purposes.

The materials con-

sidered to fall into these classifications were of two
major groups:

1) materials used as mulches, soil condi-

tioners, ground cover, and other related horticultural and
agricultural uses, and 2) materials used as bedding for
stock or litter for poultry.

The materials used for these

purposes are not mutually exclusive, i.e., straw, peat,
cobs, etc., and are used for both purposes in several instances.

For the purpose of this study, these materials

were grouped into the following 12 classes of use-types of
materials:

1) peat moss materials both sphagnum and sedge

types, 2) perlite calcined clay and vermiculite type materials, 3) straw, wild hay, and other similar type
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materials, 4) corn cobs, in the whole form or cracked, 5)
various types of crushed nutshells, 6) decorative type rock

mulches and washed gravel, 7) sand used as soil conditioners or in growth media, 8) a group of miscellaneous types
of materials classed as others, 9) imported processed bark

mulches, 10) decorative chunk bark ground cover, ii) sawdust and wood shavings, and 12) the various types of bedding materials used by the livestock and poultry producers
in Illinois.

Appendix A shows the complete list of mater-

ials reported by the respondents in the study and the
classes into which each was assigned.
Since locally produced bark and other finewood prod-

ucts had not previously been marketed in this area, the
direct approach to determining their market potential
could not be used.
taken:

Therefore an indirect approach was

that is the quantities of materials used or sold

for which residue products might be substituted was determined.

In order to determine the total consumption of all

12 classes of materials listed above, it was necessary to
determine who or what user-groups to include in the marketing survey in order to obtain some reasonably accurate
information regarding the total usage and/or sales of
these materials within the project area.

After long deliberations, it was determined that if
the total quantities of mulches, soil conditioners, packaging and bedding or litter type materials used or sold in
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the project area were to be determined, 12 user-groups
should be included in the marketing survey.

The user-

groups selected for inclusion were as follows:

1) land-

scape contractors, 2) state and private nurseries, 3)
retail garden centers and grocery chains selling live
plants, 4) florists, 5) parks, local state and federal,
and park districts, 6) cemeteries, 7) golf courses, both
public and private, 3) federal and state institutions,
9) university and college campuses, 10) horse stables and

breeding farms, 11) poultry farms, and 12) dairy farms and
commercial livestock producers, a group not surveyed but
for which bedding requirements were estimated.

The lists

obtained for defining the populations of each of these
groups are shown as Appendix 13.

Although the user-groups included in the marketing
survey determinations were admittedly not all-inclusive,

their scope is sufficiently broad to encompass a large proportion of the total usage and/or sales of mulching and
bedding type materials in the project area.

It was felt

that if the usage and/or sales of these 12 user-groups

were determined, the market potential for the types of
materials selected for study in this project would be
reasonably well defined on a quantitative basis.
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IV.

Procedures

The two initial phases of this project dealt, necessarily, with the compilation of data regarding 1) the geographic distribution of the sources and quantities of bark
and wood residue materials generated within the project
area, and 2) the quantities of materials used and/or sold
in the project area for which locally produced residue

materials are expected to become partial replacements as
they are introduced and made available in the market place.
In each instance survey procedures were employed for developing this information.

Sources of Residue Materials Survey
The first phase of the study was directed toward

determining where and in what quantities bark and finewood
residue materials are produced.

This involved developing

an up-to-date list of the primary wood-using firms located
and operating within Illinois and within the 50-mile zone
surrounding Illinois.

A revised list of the mills in the

project area was developed with the cooperation of the
State Forester of Illinois and from the bordering states.

A mail questionnaire was sent to all mills on the
revised list.

This included both the small and large mills

within Illinois.

However, only the larger mills outside the

boundaries of Illinois were mailed survey questionnaires.
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The questionnaire used in the survey was developed
cooperatively with the Survey Research Laboratory at the
University of Illinois, Urbana.

The questions of major im-

portance in the questionnaire sought to establish the type
and quantities of bark and finewood residues each respondent produced.

It was feared, however, that in some in-

stances the mills would not have this information.

There-

fore each mill was also asked to report the quantities of
raw wood processed in their operations in 1970.

Where

necessary, then, the volumes of logs processed could be
used for estimating the bark and the sawdust and shavings
produced by that particular firm.

The type of debarker

used and the present disposition of the residues produced,
were also important aspects of the information sought.

A copy of the Primary Wood-Users questionnaire, used
in this phase of the project, can be found in Appendix C
of this report.

Since a relatively small number of mills were in-

volved in the study, those not responding to the first
mailing of the questionnaire were sent a second mailing.
If this failed to produce a response, the respondent was
contacted by phone or in person, thus at least partial

information was obtained from most of the larger mills appearing on the revised list of the primary wood-using firms
located within the project area.

No attempt was made to

contact the small mill non-respondents beyond the second
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mailing because their contribution to the total residues
produced in the study area is very small and their production of residues was not included in the survey results in
any case.

Data from more than 190 mills were received.
nine of the larger mills responded.

Seventy-

The information from

these returns was converted to common units of measure
(cubic yards) and compiled.

Both the geographic distribu-

tion of the mills and the quantities of residue materials

produced by them were determined from the completed survey
forms.

Marketing Survey

The second phase of the project was directed toward
determining what the market potential of processed bark
and finewood residue materials might be in the project
study area.

Since these new materials have not been avail-

able long enough to establish themselves in the market
place, the problem became one of determining the quanti-

ties of materials presently used that are or might be replaced, at least in part, by these newly developed residue
products as they become readily available to the public.

A large number of materials on the market fall into this
classification.

For convenience and for the purposes of

this study, they were grouped into the 12 classes of
materials defined in Chapter III.
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After listing materials with which bark products

presently compete and will continue to compete, a decision
was made as to which firms, agencies, and/or groups of individuals actually sell and/or use these materials.

Eleven

of the 12 user-groups were surveyed to determine the quantities of the 12 classes of materials they used and/or sold
within the project area in 1971.

The consumer and user-groups determined to be those
firms, agencies, or groups responsible for selling or using

a large proportion of the types of materials listed above
were the 12 user-groups defined in Chapter III.
Total lists of the firms, agencies, and/or individual
operations within each of these consumer or user-groups
were developed through the cooperation of the Survey Research Laboratory here at the University of Illinois.

The

sources of information used for developing these lists are
shown in Appendix B of this report.

The Survey Laboratory

also assisted in composing and mailing the questionnaires
used in this portion of the study.

In each instance the

questionnaires were modified to fit the conditions pre-

vailing within each of the 11 user-groups included in the
survey.

After pretest responses within each of these

groups were examined, sampling frames were randomly selec-

ted from the various lists and the survey questionnaires
mailed to those firms or agencies selected.

The total

population of each group, the number of firms or agencies
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selected for the sample mailing, and the number and percent
of responses for each of these groups are shown in Table
VII of this report.

The main objectives of the questionnaires used in the
marketing survey portion of this study were to determine:
1) the types of materials used or sold by the various usergroups, 2) the quantities of these materials used or sold,
and 3) which of these materials or products were, in the
opinion of the respondents, gaining, remaining static or
losing ground as far as consumer use and acceptance was
concerned.

A sample of the questionnaire used in this sur-

vey is included as Appendix D of this report.

All user-groups were sampled by mail questionnaires
except group 12, which includes the dairies and the commercial livestock producers (cattle, hogs, and sheep).

Time

and the available funds would not permit a survey of this
very large user-group.

Bedding usage estimates for this

group were made with the cooperation of Dr. Royce Hinton,
University of Illinois, Associate Professor of Farm Management.

His work (unpublished data) indicates that 500

pounds per year of new bedding materials are used for each
milk cow maintained in the dairy herd, 200 pounds of new
bedding materials for each beef cow and steer maintained
over a full year, 230 pounds per pig saved per year and 20
pounds per head per year for the stock sheep herds main-

tained in Illinois. These use values were multiplied by
the number of head of dairy cows, cattle, hogs, and sheep
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reportedly maintained or produced in Illinois in 1970 by
the Cooperative Crop Reporting Service (51).
The procedures followed for determining total quantities of materials used or sold by the 11 user-groups con-

tacted in the mail questionnaire survey were somewhat more
complex.

One of the major tasks was converting the re-

ported quantities of materials used or sold by each respondent to a common unit of measure (cubic yards) and then

compiling the average volume of use or sales per firm or
agency within each user-group so that sample data could be
expanded to population values.

Use and sales volumes were

compiled for the state as a whole and for each of the nine
districts into which the state has been divided.

The dis-

tricts used in this study are those districts defined and

used by the Illinois Cooperative Crop Reporting Service
(51) in compiling agricultural statistics.

Analysis of the

returned data indicated a sampling error of approximately
7% was achieved in deriving the quantities of materials
used.

(See Appendix F for detailed procedure.)

The final step was to determine or estimate the percentage of these materials that might be replaced by processed hardwood bark or finewood residue materials, thus

deriving an estimated total market potential for the new
hardwood bark and finewood residue products that are now
being introduced to the consumers within the project area.
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Economic Operations Analysis
In the final phase of this project the major purpose

was to examine the various economic aspects of the problem
of converting bark and other wood residue materials into

usable products and further to examine the prospects of
profitably marketing these products rather than to continue
to dispose of them as waste materials.

There were several

interim steps required to carry out these procedures.
Through the sources of supply survey returns it was

possible to develop information regarding not only the
total quantities of residue materials generated within the

project area but also to determine those quantities produced within each of the nine districts into which Illinois
was divided (see Figures 9 and 10).

From this data it was

possible to determine if the wood-processing mills within
the various districts of Illinois actually produce sufficient quantities of residue materials to warrant and support the establishment of a bark and firiewood residues

processing operation.

Several investigations (15, 41, 58, and 64) conducted
by others working in this area report that bark processing
plants ranging in annual capacities of from 12,500 cubic
yards up to 390,000 cubic yards and more are operating successfully in various other regions of the country.

A

number of these investigators appear to agree, however,
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that probably a near optimum size for a small plant should

be in the 18,000 to 24,000 cubic yard range of annual capacity.

A plant of this size is a significant bark process-

ing operation that is capable of producing an integrated
array of products, including bagged materials.
In the present study it was assumed that those districts in Illinois supporting wood processing mills that

generate residue materials in quantities of this magnitude
or greater could ultimately support a viable bark process-

ing plant; a plant or plants that would be supplied either
by a single wood-conversion mill or by pooling the bark
and finewood residues generated by two or more mills operating within that particular district.

The districts into which Illinois was divided and the
assumed locations of probable bark processing plants within
these districts are shown in Figure 13.

Although a single plant site per district was assumed
in this study it should be noted that the author realizes
that more than one plant may ultimately be supported in
several of the districts where large sources of residues
exist.

In these instances more than one processing opera-

tion may ultimately be economically feasible and desirable.

This fact does not, however, negate the preliminary maximum
profit distributions derived in this study because the dis-

tribution model deals with the maximum profit distribution
of the excess production of products for a given district.
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The second step taken in analyzing the economic prospects for utilizing the wood residues materials dealt with
the marketing aspects of the problem.

From the marketing

data derived from the mailed questionnaires survey the following information was determined:

1) the probable total

consumption of processed residue products over the study
area as a whole, 2) a determination of the quantities of
probable consumption by districts within the state, and 3)
a further breakdown into the quantities of the various
types or forms of residue products expected to be consumed
within each of the districts--products that have differing
costs of production and are sold at different prices according to the level of refinement required in producing
them.

The three product forms recognized and their major

respective outlets were:

1) packaged shredded bark

mulches, growth media, decorative cover and other types of
packaged wood residue soil conditioner type materials that
are bagged and sold mainly through retail outlets to the

home landscaper and gardener, 2) processed bark and other
finewood residue materials sold largely in bulk form to

nurseries, landscape contractors, grounds keepers at large
institutions, golf courses, etc. and 3) shredded bark,
sawdust and shavings also sold in bulk but as bedding

materials to stables, dairies, other livestock operations
and to the poultry producers as litter.

With these quanti-

tative values having been determined both the quantities of
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materials available and an indicated marketing potential
for the various products within each of the nine districts
in the study area were established.

The final step in the economic analysis procedures

was that of determining what balance exists between the
quantities of residues generated in the project area and
the derived or indicated market potential for the products
that can be made from these materials.

It was determined that a linear programming approach
to the problem should be pursued because such an approach
does provide a means for determining optimal distribution
solutions.

It was felt that such an approach might best

determine what the rational behavior of firms might be in
the competitive marketing situation represented in this
study.

As Baumol (12) suggests, "The programming approach

can be used quite successfully (given some preassigned

goals) in describing what courses of action relevant persons might take in working toward their objectives in the
most efficient manner."
In this specific study the analysis procedures followed were those developed by Batterham and Hill (6).
Their approach is designated as the MPS/360 linear programming routine.

Through this procedure both optimal

product lines for the eight assumed processing plants
within the districts are indicated and the optimal trans-

portation routings of the various types of products from
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region to another are defined.

The flows of the processed

materials are directed to the potential market deficits
among the various districts in such a manner that profits
are maximized within the constraints imposed upon the
model.

The constraints that were imposed upon the matrix

were; 1) product sales were constrained beyond the zero

profit range, 2) sales could not exceed the indicated
quantities of residues generated within each district nor
for each of the three types of products, and 3) in the
final instance the flow of the various types of products
(bagged mulches, bulk mulches and bedding and litter) from
the various districts to potential market deficits in
other districts could occur only after the indicated local
consumption estimates were satisfied by the local producer.

The solution attained actually when these constraints were
imposed was the indicated maximum profits distribution of
the products produced by the assumed processing plants
themselves rather than deriving an overall industry profit

maximization solution which the program is designed to
determine when these constraints on distribution are not
imposed upon the model.

The optimum flow determinations derived under the

various constraint configurations used are presented in
Chapter VI of this report.
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V.

Results and Discussions

Sources of Residue Materials Survey
When the bark and wood residues utilization work was

begun at the University of Illinois in 1968, support for
the project was not widespread.

As a result research was

limited to work on the residues produced by only three or
four cooperating firms who were sufficiently interested in
solving their residue problems to contribute both funds and

materials to support the initial phases of the residues research effort.

The immediate concern in these early stages

of the work was to learn as much as possible about the

performance capabilities of these new products in only two
or three specific use-capacities.

Little thought or effort

was given to the residue problems confronting the area as
a whole.

However, as research results demonstrated that pro-

cessed hardwood bark and other wood residue materials performed well in a number of use-areas (see previous work)
commercial uses of these materials began to develop.

As

these uses expanded and contacts were made with additional
prospective user-groups, it appeared that substantial gains
in the utilization of residue materials might be attained
if vigorous research and development efforts were continued.

At the same time it was increasingly obvious that

much better information regarding the overall availability
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of these materials would have to be developed if the planfling of meaningful future research, the expansion of fur-

ther practical uses for and the interest and confidence of
potential new user-groups were to be realized.

As indicated earlier, a mailed questionnaire survey
was initiated to collect this much-needed information.
Important and interesting information has been derived from
the returns of this survey effort.

Location and Classes of Mills
The first information developed by initiating this
survey effort was a list of the wood-using firms in Illinois.

The original list of firms made available for this

study indicated there were approximately 314 primary woodusing firms operating within the State of Illinois.

Six-

teen of the mills included in this list proved to be felt

board plants or small paper mills that for one reason or
another do not use raw roundwood resources.

The 298 re-

maining mills fell into the following categories:

1) mills

that could not be contacted--81 mills failed to respond to
the questionnaire.

Subsequent attempts to contact them by

phone also failed.

The disposition of these mills is not

known for sure.

Many are closed down, have moved to new

locations or are very small operators that simply had little or no interest in the project, and 2) mills that were

contacted--operators of 219 mills were interviewed during
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the study.
gories:

These respondents fell into the following cate-

19 were out of business, 25 were presently not in

operation, and 5 were under construction or were remodeling
and indicated they were not but would be operating soon.
Of the remaining 170 mills responding, 84 were small mills
cutting less than 500 MBF annually.

There were 86 large

mills contacted that were cutting or using more than 500
MBF of roundwood annually.

These were the mills of prime

interest in this study.

Distribution of Small Mills in Illinois

The 84 small mills are, of course, the portable or
semi-portable type of installation.

They do not have, nor

do they indicate the intention of installing, debarking
equipment.

For this reason this study does not consider

them as being sources of bark residue materials.

However,

even though they have not been considered as a contributor
to the available residue production in this area, they are
in many instances an important local source of finewood
residues (sawdust) and/or slab-wood that could ultimately
be sold to larger mills where the slabs can be debarked before they are chipped and in such instances the bark, as

well as the solid wood slabs, could ultimately contribute
to the quantities of residues available in the area.

Be-

cause they may be of interest as local sources of finewood
residues and potentially may become even more important
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sources for other types of residues, the distribution of

these smaller mills within Illinois was considered to be
sufficiently important to warrant showing their locations
as indicated in Figure 9.

Because these mills are widely

distributed over the state, they could be a strategic
source of material for specific nurseries, dairy opera-

tions, or other types of local user-operations even though
their residue production might be quite small.

Distribution of Larger Mills by Types
As mentioned above, the completed interviews indicated that at least 86 larger type mills were operating in
the project study area in 1970.

Since the seven roofing

felt plants (see Figure 10) utilize whole wood chips (nondebarked wood chips), the roundwood materials they process
do not contribute to the residue problem.

Therefore, only

79 mills actually contributed the data used in calculating
the total quantities of bark and finewood residues generated within the study area.

The types of mills involved

and the numbers of each are indicated in Table 1.

A large proportion of the saw mills are, as one might
expect, concentrated in the southern portion of the state
where the major forested areas occur.

A smaller but sig-

nificant number of saw mills are scattered along the major
water sources.

Even fewer are scattered over the remaining

portions of the state.

The geographic distribution of the
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TABLE I.

THE TYPES AND NUMBERS OF LARGE MILLS OPERATING IN
THE PROJECT AREA

Type of Mill
Saw Mills
Saw and Veneer Mills
Stave and Heading Mills
Pole Yard
Roofing Felt Plants
Pulp Mills
Pulp Chipping Centers
Total:
*

Number of
Firms
51
3

16
1

7*
6

86

These plants utilize residue chips but do not produce residue materials.

various types of larger mills operating within the project
area is shown in Figure 10.

Five of the six pulp mills occurring in the study
area are located just outside the Illinois boundaries.
These mills do, however, depend heavily upon the forest resources of Illinois, provide a ready market for the chips

produced from the coarse residues generated by the saw
mills operating within the boundaries of Illinois, and
generate bark residues that are readily available to potential users of these materials in the project area.

Because

of this they are a very important factor in the overall ef-

fort to improve utilization within the project area.

It

can be seen that the Chicago area, Northeast District, is
the furthest removed from both the larger saw mills and the
major pulp mill operations in the project area.

This is

unfortunate because many of these mills will need to tap
the large potential markets of this heavily populated area.
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The seven rather well distributed roofing felt plants
represent additional markets for coarse wood residue chips
and thus materially improve the level of utilization attained in this area.

At times when chips are scarce these

mills accept small quantities of sawdust.

They thus hold

some promise as a periodic market outlet for small quantities of finewood residues, but they fall far short of using
the total available supplies even in their immediate locale.

Quantities (Volumes) of Bark Residues Generated
Once the major sources of supply of residue materials
were determined, the next problem was to determine the

quantities of residue materials produced or that could be
produced by the various operations within the project area.
Estimates of the quantities of hardwood bark residues

produced or that could be produced by the various types of
mills in the project area are shown in Table II.

Data for the several different types of saw mills are
presented in the upper portion of this table and that of the
pulp mills and pulp related operations (chip centers) in the
lower portion of the table.

The estimates are further bro-

ken down into those quantities that are or could be pro-

duced by mills that: 1) have debarking equipment installed,
have definite plans for installing debarking equipment,
do not plan to install debarkers, and 4) mills that preferred not to state their intentions in this regard.

TABLE II.

ESTIMATED PRODUCTION AND POTENTIAL PRODUCTION OF BARK RESIDUE BY MILL
CLASSES (1970)

Mill Class
Saw

With
debarker
installed
Vol.*
No.

mills

Saw & chipping mills

Planning
debarker
installed
Vol.*
No.

Mills
Not
planning
debarker
installed
Vol.*
No.

Not
reporting
intentions
Vol.*
No.

Total
potential
bark
production
Vo1.*
No.

14

63,754

41

163,629

2

5,973

10

74,748

2,598

1

4,593

3

15,480

14,160

2

8,250

16

70,059

1

2,298

1

2,298

20

84,868

71

326,214

2

59,310

38,964

6

414,918

38,964

8

474,228

79

800,442

5

29,012

3

9,312

19

61,551

7

66,477

1

2,298

--

--

1

8,289

--

8,121

5

Saw & veneer

mills

Saw, stave &
heading mills
Pole yard &

mill

Sub total

1

39,528

--

-15

111,899

9

51,138

Chipping only
operations

1

41,031

1

18,279

Pulp mills

3

375,954

--

4

416,985

1

18,279

19

528,884

10

69,417

Sub total
TOTALS
*

In cubic yards.

27

30

78,309

117,273

20

84,868
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The data shows that the 71 larger saw mills could or

would generate approximately 326,000 cubic yards of bark
residues if all had debarking equipment installed and continued their operations at the present level.

The survey

responses indicated further that in 1970 only 15 saw mills
were debarking their logs.

The bark residues these mills

generate represents 34% of the potential bark supply from
saw mills in the project area.

Indications are that about

50% (163,037 cubic yards) of the total bark residues the
saw mills could generate will be available in the near future, however, because nine additional mills indicate plans
to install debarking equipment soon.

The much improved

market for clean wood chips at the various pulp mills
within the project area has triggered this strong movement
toward more debarking equipment installations.

It appears

this movement will be further enhanced if the opportunities
for selling bark residue materials continue to improve.

This is important because as of now, there is about 26%
the potential bark production being wasted by saw mills
that have not stated whether or not they intend to have
debarkers installed and an additional 24% of the potential

bark production is left on the slabs produced by saw mills
that indicated they neither have nor plan to have debarkers
in the near future.

The bark residues that could be produced at the re-

cently established chipping centers represent about 7% of
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the potential bark production for the entire project area.

Although only one of these operations has installed debarking equipment at this time, the other plant is designed for
installing debarkers and may do so soon.

Further review of the information presented in Table
II suggests that the pulp mills are the major source of
bark residue materials within the project study area.

The

three mills that are now debarking their roundwood generate
91% of the potential bark that could be produced by the
pulp mills.

The raw bark generated by these three pulp

mills represents 47% of the potential bark production for
all operating mills in the project area.

Table II shows that the 71 larger mills operating in
the project area would have the capability of generating
more than 800,000 cubic yards of bark residues if all

roundwood materials were debarked before being manufactured
into more refined products.

Approximately 66% of this po-

tential supply of bark, or 529,000 cubic yards of these
bark residues, are now being produced annually.

When the

bark generated by those mills planning debarker installa-

tions are considered, nearly 75% or approximately 598,000
cubic yards of bark residues will be generated annually
within the project area.

This represents 6,977 truck

loads if hauled by the largest truck available in the area,
one which holds approximately 86 cubic yards per load.
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It should be noted that most saw mills and the pulp

mills as well basically operate on a woods-run type of log
supply.

Thus the bark they generate is comprised of a

mixture of the bark from a number of the hardwood species
found in this area.

The stave and heading mills, of

course, process only white oak logs.

There is, therefore,

a potential annual production of some 70,000 cubic yards
of pure white oak bark within the study area.

About half

the reporting cooperage plants will be producing bark in
the near future.

This bark may offer advantages for con-

tainer-growers since uniformity of materials is an impor-

tant factor in producing container-grown ornamentals, thus

the single species bark sources may be of particular
interest.

Types of Debarkers and Quantities of Bark Produced by
Type
In working with various bark materials at the

University of Illinois, it has been determined that bark
produced by the machine-head type debarkers is considerably different from bark produced by the ring- and drumtype debarkers.

In many respects they are distinctly dif-

ferent materials and must therefore be handled accordingly.
Their physical composition is noticeably different in that
there is a much higher content of solid wood particles in
the bark produced by the machine-head type debarkers.
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Generally speaking the bark removed by the machine-head
type of debarker comes off the log in a rather uniform
structure and in smaller particles or chunks.

These

smaller particles limit the range of materials, from a
textural composition standpoint, that can be produced from
the bark produced by the machine-head type of debarker.
On the other hand, rather coarse and shreddy type products
can be made from the bark removed by the drum- and ringtype debarkers.

Products having this particular feature

cannot be made from the bark removed by the machine-head
type debarkers.

Some preference for the drum- and ring-

type produced bark has been expressed by the container
growers because this bark has fewer woody slivers to contend with when the containers are handfilled.

With the

proper operator and with the right hammermill and screening arrangement, however, a rather wide range of textural
qualities can be produced from the bark removed by all
three types of debarkers.

Because there are these important differences in the
bark residues produced by the different types of debarkers,
each mill contacted in the survey was asked what type of
debarker they were using and/or intended to install.
Twenty-eight mills responded to this question.

The quan-

tities of bark produced by these 28 mills are presented in
Table III.

TABLE III.

QUANTITIES OF BARK PRODUCED OR TO BE PRODUCED BY TYPES OF DEBARKERS
AND MILL CLASSES (1970)
Types of Debarker

Mill Class

Drum
Vol.*
No.

Saw mills
with
chippers

Ring
Vol.*

No.

Machine
head
No.
Vol.*

Planned
machine
head
installed
Vol.*
No.

16

107,099

1

8,289

39,528

7

47,649

18,279

2

59,310

--

--

3

375,954

10

69,417

29

598,301

8

63,231

4

Saw & veneer
mill

1

8,289

--

Stave & heading mills

2

8,121

5

41,031

1

32,258

--

Chipping
plants
Pulp mills
TOTAL-ALL MILLS

6

*

In cubic yards.

337,401

1

38,553

--

369,659

1

38,553

12

120,672

Total
all
types
Vo1.*
No.

11,610
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These data show again that pulp mills are an important source of bark residues and are the major source for
bark produced by the drum and ring-type debarkers.

The

figures indicate that roughly 376,000 cubic yards of bark
or about 68% of the presently available bark is produced
by the pulp mills.

In all instances these mills have drum

or ring-type debarkers.

Twenty saw mills and one chip

center have machine-head type debarkers installed and now
annually produce just short of 121,000 cubic yards of this
type of bark residues.

Most saw mills reporting inten-

tions to install debarkers indicate they will install the

machine-head type, and this trend is expected to continue
as saw mills generally find this type of debarker best
suited to their needs.

Species Composition of Loqs and Bolts Processed
The survey produced interesting information regarding the species composition of the wood processed by the
mills in the project area.

This type of data had not been

available before and provides the opportunity to compare

the composition of the bark residues generated by the saw
mills versus those generated by the pulp mills.

Surpris-

ingly, except for the pine used by one pulp mill at the
southern end of the study area, there is little difference

between the species composition of the raw wood materials
processed by the pulp mills and that used by the saw mills
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within the project area.
in the saw mills.

Walnut is, of course, used mainly

It is not a preferred species for the

pulp mills, but a small amount creeps in.

The species is

not a large percentage of the total cut in either case.
Oaks, cottonwood, and hickory are the major species processed; soft and hard maple and sycamore are the next most
important species.

All other species are more or less uni-

formly scattered through the mixed hardwood stands of this
region and therefore, do not make up a very large portion
of the total mix of logs or bolts delivered to the mills.

The quantities of raw wood processed in either board feet
or tons are shown in Table IV.

As a matter of interest and to show the striking difference in the species used by the pulp industry in southern Wisconsin, the quantities and species composition of
the wood used there are presented in Table V.

The species

composition of the forests in Wisconsin are strikingly
different from those of the Central Hardwoods.
aspen is the dominate pulping species.

Obviously

At both the north-

ern and southern extremities of the project area conifer-

ous species become an important part of the forest resource
and are used to a large extent as a pulping species.
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TABLE IV.

SPECIES COMPOSITION OF TIMBER PROCESSED BY
PRIMARY WOOD-USING INDUSTRIES IN PROJECT
STUDY AREA (1970)

Species

Cottonwood
Oak (white & black)
Hickory
Elm
Aspen
Ash
Walnut
Cherry
Hard maple
Soft maple
Sycamore
Pine
Other
Total
*

Saw mills
% of
Volume
total
M.B.F.

pulp_mills
% of
Weight
total
tons

36 mills reporting

8 mills reporting

10,196
55,119
4,488
3,048
120
3,066
1,736
908
2,117
7,183
3,349
100
1,858
93,288*

10.9
59.1
4.8
3.2
0.1
3.3
1.9
1.0
2.3
7.7
3.6
0.1
2.0

10.6
39.7
10.9
3.6
0.9
3.2
0.1
0.2
2.4
5.1
3.2
18.2
1.9

114,800
4,296,600
1,179,300
393,700
97,500
341,400
13,000
19,500
260,300
551,900
346,200
1,969,000
200,200

100.0% 9,783,400*

100.0%

These data derived only from mills that gave detailed and usable information on their survey returns and does not represent the total quantities
of wood processed in the project area.

Note:

TABLE V.

SPECIES COMPOSITION OF PULP WOOD PROCESSED IN
WISCONSIN MILLS (1970)
Pulp mills
weight in tons

% of
total

Oak
Aspen
Pine
Mixed Hardwoods

7 mills reporting
310,700
10,780,700
1,981,000
271,900

2.3
80.8
14.8
2.1

Total

13,344,300

100.0%

Species
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Other Residue Materials Generated
Coarse wood residues were not considered an important
factor in this study, per se, because they are a problem
apart from that of the bark and finewood residue materials.

The survey questionnaires did, however, provide space for
reporting this information.

From the data received, it is

estimated that the 71 larger saw mills in the project area
annually produce 151,324 tons of coarse residue materials
(slabs, edging, trim, etc.).

Thirty-three mills failed to

report what disposition was made of their coarse residues,

but of the 46 mills responding to the question, only nine
report that all of their coarse residues are being dumped
or burned.

Thirty-seven mills report they chip most of

their coarse residues for pulp chips.
they sell them as fuel.

A few mills reported

This data is encouraging because

it indicates that most of the larger mills do have a market
for their coarse residue materials if they debark their
logs before they are sawn.

The expanding pulp industry has

been of real help in this regard and has virtually elimi-

nated the problem of disposing of coarse wood residues for
those mills having debarking equipment.

The finewood residues still represent a very difficult disposal problem for mills of all sizes.

Only a few

report sales or even successful give-away programs.

As a

result these materials are still largely burned or dumped
as a waste product.
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Based on the estimates provided by the respondents
in their survey returns or the total board foot volume of
logs reported to have been cut in 1970 by those mills that
did not estimate their finewood residue production, it is

estimated that the 71 larger saw mills in the project area
produced at least 304,000 cubic yards of sawdust and 32,000
cubic yards of shavings.

It would appear then that the

total annual production of finewood residues in 1970 was
approximately 336,000 cubic yards of residue materials in
addition to the 800,500 cubic yards of bark.
The sum of these two figures suggests that markets
for more than a million cubic yards (1,136,500 cubic yards)
of residue materials will have to be developed if the
stated goal of attaining complete utilization of all residue materials generated in the project area is realized.
In 1971, however, two of the stave and heading mills closed

down, thus reducing the residue bark supply by 10,500 cubic
yards.

Disposition Made of the Mill Residues Generated in the
Project Study Area

To establish the disposition presently being made of
the residues generated in the study area, the respondents
were provided space in the survey questionnaire for reporting this information.

Twenty-two of the mills responding

to the questionnaire failed to indicate what use or means
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of disposal they employ for the residues they produce.
For the purposes of this study, it has been assumed these
mills either dumped or burned their residue materials.

The

remaining 57 respondents did provide information regarding
the procedures they follow in handling their residue materials.

In those cases where the residues are not used or

sold, the method of disposal was indicated.
marizes this information.

Table VI sum-

The table indicates the types of

mills reporting and the use or disposal procedures they are
following.

If, as was assumed, those mills who gave incomplete
information are actually not using the residue materials
they generate, then roughly 41% of the bark residues
(326,500 cubic yards) are still being burned or dumped and
continue to be a wasted resource.

It should be noted that

16% of the potential bark production is nOt produced as
such because a number of mills still do not have debarkers
installed, therefore, the bark remains incorporated with
the coarse wood residues that are produced at these mills
and is ultimately dumped or burned with the slabs and
edging residues.

Seven percent of the potential bark resi-

dues supply is used in the milling processes by the felt

board plants and two of the pulp mills use wood chipped
with the bark left on it.

Thus, the bark is not wasted

nor is it available as a bark residue material but it must
be subtracted from available bark resources determinations.

TABLE VI.

THE DISPOSITION MADE OF THE BARK RESIDUES GENERATED BY MILLS WITH AND
WITHOUT DEBARKERS--1970

Debarked Volumes

Non-Debarked Volumes

cu. yds.

cu. yds.

Included

Mill Class

Sold

Burned

Dumped

Don't
in
Know Product

Saw mills,
chipping
mills &
pole
yards

3,398

58,698

33,398

2,298

Saw &
veneer
mills
Stave &
heading
mills

Chipping
plants
Pulp
mills

-

-

-

5,370

Disposed
of with Incomplete
Solid
InformaTotal
tion
Wood

-

73,161

69,727

240,675

8,289

-

-

2,598

4,593

15,480

2,751

-

-

53,688

8,250

70,059

-

-

41,031

-

18,279

-

-

59,310

283,836

-

92,118

-

38,964

-

-

414,918

57,249

129,435

Total-all

mills

287,229

64,068

175,278

2,298

84,870

800,442
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One other figure worthy of note is the number of
mills that have indicated plans for installing debarkers
in the near future.

These mills have a production poten-

tial of approximately 69,400 cubic yards of bark residues.
This means that an additional 11% of the bark supply soon

will be available for use as bark products and will not be
destroyed with the slabs as it has been in the past.

It

also means that another large portion of the coarse wood
residues generated in Illinois will be converted to chips
and sold to the pulp industry.

It is a move forward in

both instances, as it represents a big shift toward utilization of those wood fiber resources that are presently
destroyed and the added bark materials created will be in
a better form for use in the expanding shredded bark products markets.

The fact that two of the large pulp mills and one

saw mill in the project area have already launched rather
successful bark processing and sales operations over the

past two years is reflected by the sizeable quantities of
bark products reported to have been sold in 1970 (Table VI).

These materials are being sold largely for horticultural

uses and as an additive to the furnaces in a particular
steel making process.
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Outside Sources of Bark and Fjnewood Residues

It seems appropriate to mention, at this point,that
large sources of hardwood residue materials exist on all
sides of the project area.

Many of these sources are near

enough to, and will no doubt be, competing for a portion
of any market demand that develops for bark products within
the project area.

The first such source is a group of several saw mills
and seven large pulp mills located approximately 125 miles
north of the Illinois border.

The geographic location of

these plants is indicated in Figure 10.

This map shows the

strategic location of these additional large sources of
shredded bark residues in relation to the potential markets
in the Chicago area.

These mills process 1,334,400 tons of

pulp wood annually, and in response to our survey questionnaires indicated their processing operations generate approximately 511,000 cubic yards of bark residues annually.
Still another source of bark and finewood residue
materials that will be competing for the market potential
of the greater Chicago area is the residue production of
the saw mills in southern Michigan.

Thomas and Behr (64),

in conducting a field survey of the saw mills in 38
counties of southern lower Michigan, report that 150 mills

generate approximately 152,000 cubic yards of bark residues
and an additional 542,000 cubic yards of fine hardwood
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residues (sawdust and shavings) annually.

The western

portion of this study area is not distant from Chicago and
could conceivably look toward this area as a marketing
opportunity.

After studying the primary wood-using industries of
Indiana, Collom (15) reports that the 459 saw mills and two
pulp mills located in Indiana produce about 360,000 cubic
yards of bark and finewood residues annually.

The quantities of residue materials generated by saw
mills in Kentucky apparently have not been reported, but
the production of residues by their pulp mills is an
important source of hardwood bark.

In addition to the

production of the three Kentucky mills that fall within the
project study area, there are additional large mills that
lie outside the project boundaries.

It is estimated that

these mills generate an additional 276,000 cubic yards of
hardwood bark annually.

The author found that information regarding the
quantities and availability of the residue materials generated in Missouri and in Iowa was not available.

Due to

the large acreages of hardwood forests occurring in those
states, it is evident that they, too, represent large
additional sources of hardwood bark and finewood residue
materials.

These data regarding the quantities and availability
of residue materials in and adjacent to the project area
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are important for several reasons.

The fact they exist in

large quantities should allay fears that processed bark
may not be available on a continuing basis in the Central
Hardwoods Region, and at the same time their existence indicates that possible competition from them will tend to
hold the prices charged for wood residue materials generated within the project area at reasonably low and stable
levels.

These are important factors to potential users

who plan to shift to the use of these types of materials.

They are equally as important to the prospective producer
planning the installation of bark processing facilities
who might hope that prices for residue products will increase rapidly in the near future.

In view of the fact

that large nearby sources of residue materials are avail-

able, the prospects of this occurring are not likely over
the next few years.

Marketing Survey
Once the availability (sources and quantities) of
residue materials within the project area had been established, efforts were directed toward the marketing aspects
of the project.

Although bark and finewood residue materials have
potential utility as fuels, pulp, charcoal and particularly as components of composition boards of one type or
another, Poo Chow (13),these uses may still be some years
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away.

For that reason this study primarily explored those

uses that appeared to hold more immediate prospects as
marketing outlets for the large bulk quantities of bark
and finewood residues that are left pretty much in their
original form.

A wide array of horticultural and agricultural uses
seemed to offer prospective markets of this type.

It is

well documented in the literature that processed bark and
finewood residue materials are widely used as growth media,
mulches, soil conditioners, packaging materials, bedding,
etc., in other regions of the country.

Furthermore, our

own studies and those of others have indicated that hardwood residues can be and are beginning to be used for these
same purposes in the Central Hardwoods Region.

There had

not, however, been any attempt made to learn to what extent
this movement had progressed or to what extent it might
progress over the next few years.

It seemed, therefore,

imperative that the whole marketing structure for materials of these types be examined to determine if in fact
there are substantial prospects for marketing residue

materials in these particular use-areas in this particular
marketing area.

Since a wide array of products were considered to be

materials that could be replaced, at least in part, by
bark and other types of wood-residue materials and since
there were a large number of firms and agencies within each
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of the twelve user-groups (see footnote 2) considered to
be the major outlets for these types of materials, the

mailed questionnaire survey approach was deemed to be the
most feasible approach for developing the marketing data
desired in this study project.
User-Group Statistics
Obviously the marketing survey could not be launched
until lists of the various consumer, user-groups had been
developed.

In developing these lists interesting statis-

tics regarding the numbers of operations within the study
area have been derived.

It appears there are approximately

9,000 firms, agencies and/or individual operations that use
or sell mulching, soil conditioning, bedding and related
type materials in the marketing study area (Illinois) when
the horse stables and poultry operations are included in
the count.

For the reader's convenience, Table VII shows

the number of operations (total population) determined for
each of the 11 user-groups, the number of each group contacted in the survey (sample size), the number of completed
interviews and the percent of response obtained within each
group.

According to the lists available for this study,
there are approximately 7,500 operations using or selling
mulches, soil conditioners and/or similar types of materials of various kinds.

There are approximately 640 stables
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TABLE VII.

THE USER-GROUPS INTERVIEWED IN MARKETING SURVEY
(1971)

User-Groups

Total
Population

Sample

Interviews
Completed

% of

Response

1. Nurseries

994

445

273

61

2. Retailers

2,596

600

300

50

351

206

154

75

1,829

200

120

65

5. Park Dist. &
Forest Pres.

361

361

279

77

6. Cemeteries

781

200

130

62

7. State Inst.

103

103

89

86

8. Golf Courses

290

202

127

63

9. Campuses

150

150

139

93

7,455

2,467

1,622

10. Poultry

852

369

136

37

11. Stables

641

320

151

47

1,493

689

287

8,948

3,156

1,919

3. Landscape
Contractors
4. Florists

Sub Total

Total
Note:

60

12. Dairy& Comm. Stock Producers not included in
survey procedures.
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and 850 poultry operations using bedding and litter type
materials.

These numbers do not include the commercial

livestock producers and/or dairies both of which also use
large quantities of bedding materials.

These user-groups

are considered later in the report.

One further point worthy of note is the fact that
the first four consumer, user-groups listed in Table VII
are the firms that not only use mulching materials and related products in most instances but also represent the
major retail sales outlets for these materials.

The lists

developed for these particular groups indicate there are
about 5,800 retail outlets for mulches, soil conditioners
and other related type materials within the study area.4
Frequency of Use and/or Sales Determinations---1971

Frequencies of Use and/or Sales Reported by Types
of Materials
The first information extracted from the survey returns was the numbers of firms reporting the use arid/or

sales of the various types of mulches, bedding, litter and
related types of materials.

Table VIII shows both the

41n most instances a very good response to the survey questionnaires was obtained. The percentage rate of
response obtained was considerably higher than average for
this type of survey according to the research laboratory.
Consequently the data derived from the survey returns are
considered reliable.
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TABLE VIII.

THE NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS IN
ILLINOIS USING AND/OR SELLING THE VARIOUS
TYPES OF MATERIALS (OVER ALL USER GROUPS)
--1971
Respondents
Using (Yes) Don't Use (No)

No. Valid
Observations

Type of Material

No.

Peat Moss
Perlite and
Vermiculite
Straw and Hay
Corn Cobs
Crushed Nutshells
Other Materials
Bark Processed
Bark Chunks
Decorative
Sawdust and
Shavings
Gravel and
Decorative
Rock
Sand

3335

46

3991

54

7326

1729
1855
813

30

3965
6664
7988

70
78
91

5694
8519
8801

434
406

3596

8031

89
06
91

4030

770

11
94
09

1453

20

5855

80

7309

1294

15

7507

85

8801

914

44
33

1142
514

56

251

2056
764

No.

22
09

No.

Peat Moss
Perlite and
Vermiculite
Straw and Hay
Corn Cobs
Crushed Nutshells
Other Materials
Bark Processed
Bark Chunks
Decorative
Sawdust and
Shavings
Gravel and
Decorative
Rock
Sand

2003

804

67

435
8801

Don't Sell (No)

Sell

Type of Material

28

No. Valid
Observations

No.

%

36

3621

64

5624

14
07
02

4820
5205
5533

86
93

5624
5624
5624

504
1083

08
32
09
19

2870
475
5120
4541

92
68
91
81

5624
5624

84

02

5540

98

5624

115

100

----

--

115

419
91

264
228

98

3134
703
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number of respondents that indicated they use and/or sell
the various types of materials as well as the numbers that
don't.

Note that these numbers are overall user-groups.

The table shows that peat moss materials (when viewed over
all 11 user-groups) are the materials most universally used
and/or sold within this area.

Out of an apparent 7,326

valid observations, more than 3,300 firms, agencies or in-

dividual operators (46%) replied that they use peat moss
materials in their operations.

Fifty-four percent or 3,900

of the respondents either indicated they did not use peat
moss materials or failed to answer the question.

On the

other hand, approximately 2,000 or 36% of the respondents
reported they sell peat moss materials of some type.

Look-

ing further into this table it can be seen that straw and

hay type materials are the second most frequently used
materials in this area.

Straw is far down the list, how-

ever, as far as the number of firms selling it at the retail level is concerned.

Even though processed bark materials were produced

by only two firms within the project area, at the time
this survey was made, relatively large numbers of the re-

spondents (770) reported they used processed bark products.
Only a slightly smaller number of firms (504) indicated
they sold processed bark.

An even greater number of re-

spondents (1453) reported they used decorative chunk type
bark mulches in their operations.

Fewer firms (1083)
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reported they are selling these decorative type bark mulches.

This clearly indicates, however, the degree to which

outside sources of bark are penetrating the mulch, soil
conditioner and related type products markets of this area.
These data suggest that local bark materials might be expected to sell quite well when they are more widely available in the marketplaces of this area.
A rather surprising number of respondents (1294) re-.-

ported they used sawdust and shavings.

On the other hand

surprisingly few (84) reported they sell these finewood
residue materials.

The numbers of firms reporting they use

or sell the various other types of materials (cobs, nutshells, washed gravel, etc.) range down in numbers considerably below those of the more popularly used and/or sold
items.

Frequencies of Use Reported by User-Groups
In Table IX the frequency of use data is presented in
a different manner.

This table presents the number of usei

by user-groups instead of the numbers of users over-all.
For example the table shows that of the 993 nurseries operating within Illinois, 553 (56%) reported they use peat mo

materials of one kind or another in their operations, only
311 (31%) reported they used perlite and vermiculite type
materials, and 350 (35%) use straw, etc.

Retailers show no

response because they sell rather than use these materials.

TABLE IX.

THE NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS USING THE VARIOUS TYPES OF MATERIALS BY
USER-GROUPS--19 71

(Number of Respondents)
Total
Population

Nurseries

Yes
No
Landscape
Yes
Contractors No
Retailers
Yes
No
Florists
Yes
No
Parks
Yes
No
Cemetaries Yes
No
Golf
Yes
Courses
No
Campuses
Yes
No
InstituYes
tions
No
Horse
Yes
Stables
No
Poultry
Yes
No

Peat Moss
Used

Vermiculite
Used

553
440
160
46

311
682

127

-

-

917
912

869
960

361

78

-

283
82
699
157
133
54
96

13
03

993
-

351
-

2596
-

1829
-

781
-

290
-

149
-

103
-

29
74

641

5

-

0

852
-

12
0

79

-

48
00
01
00
05

00
-

Straw & Hay
Used
350
643
96
110

Corncobs
Used
109

884
46
160

Nutshells
Used
90
902
48
157

-

-

214
1615
80
282

42

99

1787

1730

15

6

346

4

35

11

10

746

770

7

7

9

2

0

281

0

22

2

2

127

147

0

13
90

5

5

98
31
610
470

0

480
161
326
526

362

6
0

57
795

TABLE IX

(Continued)

(Number of Respondents)

Dec. Rock &
Sand
Used
Nurseries
Landscape
Contractors
Retailers
Florists
Parks

Cemeteries
Golf
Courses
Campuses

Institutions
Horse
Stables
Poultry

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

Other
Material
Used

80

60

0

04

50

32

0

0

166
28
147
228

206
575
187
136
56
93
21
82
131

514

Sawdust &
Shavings
Used

Bark Dec.
Chunks
Used

Bark
Processed
Used

312
681
49
156

295
697
145
60

150
842

64

93

0

1736

288
1541

112
1717

76

130

19

85

36

25

0
33

276

337

12

20

0

129

326
12
769
45
245
16
134

02

10
93

96

30

751
18

26

0

264

0

10
0

400
241
209
644

7

7

774
23

267
12
138
10
93
10
631
0

852

co

Several items of specific importance in this table
should be pointed out.

The first is that there are areas

of weakness in the table due to the fact that many re-

spondents failed to answer the questions completely.
example the column designated 'other materials

For

shows that

only 64 nurseries answered the question asking if they

used materials other than those specifically listed on the
questionnaire.

Apparently nurseries using miscellaneous

other types of materials indicated they did.

Those not

using other materials failed to mark the uNou space.

Be-

cause of this, only the real numbers of those responding
are significant; the percentage of response in these instances has little meaning.

On the other hand, in those instances where response
was high (close to total population values) very meaningful information regarding the use or non-use of that

particular material by some specific user-group has been
developed.

For example it is quite apparent that nurser-

ies (553) and florists (917) are both large users of peat
moss materials.

Large numbers of florists (869) also use

perlite and vermiculite type materials for potting plants,
bulbs, etc.

Not surprisingly, 480 stables report having used
straw as a bedding material.

It is, however, quite sur-

prising to see that 400 stables report they have used
finewood residues in their 1970 operations.

This strongly
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indicates that this particular market might, in the future,
be more fully exploited.

Relatively large numbers of

poultry operators (326) report they use straw, and an even

A

larger number (490) report they use cracked corn cobs.
smaller number (209) report they use finewood residues.

It appears a wider use of these materials might be promoted
if a real effort were made.

Since our study was particularly concerned with the
use of bark and wood residue materials, it is important to

note the number of users that are presently using these
materials.

The data regarding specific user-groups show

that about 30% (312) and (295) of the nurseries reported
they use sawdust and decorative chunk bark materials respectively.

Only 15% (150) indicate they use the processed

bark mulch type materials.

Obviously the shift, observed

over the past two years, toward the use of processed bark
as a growth media for container grown stock is not reflected in the results of the survey.

A relatively high

percentage of the Landscape Contractors (697) indicated
they used decorative chunk bark in their operations.

This

emphasizes the fact that decorative chunk bark is a good

product and one that is gaining wider acceptance among home
owners.

A careful study of Table IX reveals other inter-

esting information regarding the frequency of use of the
various types of mulching materials reported by the various
user-groups interviewed in this study.
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Frequencies of Sales Reported by User-Groups
The survey returns permitted the determinations o
frequency data in one further area of importance, which was
the numbers of each of the user-groups that reported the
sales of the eleven different groupings of materials included in this study.

These data are presented in Table X.

Much the same pattern evolves here as was observed in the
use data.

Again, peat moss proves to be the material sold

by the largest number of outlets.

Returns show that peat

moss is sold by all four types of businesses involved in
the retail sales of mulches, soil conditioners, decorative
ground cover materials, bedding and litter materia's.
Large numbers of the retail outlets (1288 or 49%) sell
peat moss materials of one type or another.

In contrast,

perlite type materials are sold by only 16% of the retail
outlets; and processed corn cobs and nutshells are sold by
only a few firms.

Only 3 or 4% of those respondents an-

swering this question indicate sales of these less popular
items.

Straw is still sold by a relatively large number

of retail outlets, and a number of other or miscellaneous
type materials are reportedly sold.

Finally, it can be seen that very few firms indicate
sales of sawdust or shavings.

Obviously these materials

have not been adequately promoted in the retail market
outlets as less than 2% of the retail outlets report sales

TABLE X.

THE NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS IN ILLINOIS SELLING THE VARIOUS TYPES OF
MATERIALS BY USER-GROUPS--1971
(Number of Respondents)
Total
Popula-

User-Groups

Nurseries

Yes
No
Yes
Landscape
Contractors No
Yes
Retailers
No
Yes
Florists
No

t ion

993
351

2596
1829

Total

Peat Moss
Sold
232
761
44
162
1288
1308
438
1391

Dec. Rock

Popul a-& Sand
t ion

Yes
No
Landscape
Yes
Contractors No
Retailers
Yes
No
Yes
Florists
No

Nurseries

993
351

2596

1829

Sold

Perlite and
Vermiculite
Sold
108

884

Nutshells
Sold

30

65

963

928

28

31

7

21

175
233

199
54
2543

184
107
2489

Sawdust &
Shavings
Sold

26

20

973
04
202
59
2537

271
2325

83
909

Corncobs
Sold

178
403
2194
265
1564

110
13
68

Straw & Hay
Sold

28

0

188

1829

2364
72

0

71

1757

1829

1758

Bark
Bark Dec.
Chunks
Processed
Sold
Sold
209
784
49
157
609
1988
216
1613

91

902
27

179
344
2253
43
1786
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of finewood residue materials.

Decorative chunk bark is

showing well in retail sales with more than 20% of the
retail outlets reporting sales of these materials, but

processed bark mulch is sold by a relatively small number
of firms.

The fact that these materials have not been

processed locally, have not been promoted by processors at
the local level and have been imported from outside regions
at high costs are all factors contributing to the poor
showing these materials are making in this very large but
competitive marketing area0

These conditions can and will

be altered as quality bark and wood residue products are
introduced by local producers at more competitive price
levels.

Quantitative Determinations of Use and/or Sales of
Mulches and Related Type Materials--1971
A major area of interest and the major purpose of
the marketing survey was to establish estimates of the
total quantities of mulches, soil conditioners, bedding
and litter type materials used and/or sold in the project
study area.

As before, the 11 selected user-groups sur-

veyed and the livestock producers were considered to be
the firms and agencies that account for the major proportion of the use and sales of these types of materials.

Analysis of the questionnaires returned by the respondents in these various user-groups indicated an average
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use and/or sales volume per firm or operation.

The com-

puted averages were expanded to total population use and
sales estimates.

The estimated quantities of the various

types of mulches, soil conditioners and bedding materials
determined from these values are presented in Table XI.
Table XI shows that nearly two and one-half million
(2,436,000) cubic yards of mulching and soil conditioning
type materials alone were used in Illinois in 1970.
stables and breeding farms

Horse

use of bedding materials plus

the litter used by the poultry industry added roughly
another 500,000 cubic yards of materials to the total.

It

appears therefore that there were nearly three million
cubic yards (2,900,000) of these materials used in the
Illinois marketing area in 1970.

As the bedding require-

ments of the commercial livestock industries are examined
a bit later (Table XIII) it will be shown that there are
truly very large marketing potentials for these types of
materials in the area of study.

Table XI indicates more than two million (2,105,000)

cubic yards of mulches and related type products other than
bark and finewood residues are used annually in this marketing area.

It is indicated that 330,000 cubic yards of

bark and other types of wood residue materials were used or
sold as mulching media in 1971.

This is a surprising sta-

tistic as these materials had to be imported products for
the most part because there were only one or two local

TABLE XI.

ESTIMATED QUANTITIES (CUBIC YARDS) OF MULCHING MEDIA, SOIL CONDITIONERS AND BEDDING MATERIALS (HORSES AND POULTRY) UTILIZED IN
ILLINOIS--1971 (ELEVEN CONSUMER AND USER GROUPS)

Type of
Material
User Groups

Total
Population

Peat Moss
Used
Sold

Perlite and
Vermiculite
Sold
Used

Cracked

Straw and Hay
Used
Sod

Cornoobs
Used
Sold

flutshells

Used

Sold

Dec. Rock
and Sand
Used
Sold

Mrseries

994

36,602

30,658

3,117

4,517

293,370

5,172

9,347

1,793

3,593

891

2,079

Landscape
Contractors

351

27,332

6.439

12,145

483

120,500

3,048

32,749

034

1,636

566

24,629

82,624

801,540

743

2,280

Retail
Garden Store8

2596

290,326

-

F'orists
Parks and
Park Dist.

1829

28,847

361

2,576

Cerietaries

781

430

Golf
Courses

290

5,342

149

1,696

Campuses
Fed. & State
Institutions

18,736

19,130

1,208

486
002

-

50,767
850

2,347

-

2,399
3,881

280

-

13,304

-

7,845

-

810

-

026

-

023

4,366

-

360

-

173

-

1,175

7,790

-

795

067

-

536

6,022

1,113

314

-

750

2,220

614

208

8,130

-

-

240

104,046

Subtotal

069

1,221
346.159

36.157

88,367

46,637

427,073

810,610

101,800

-

3,786

075

45,975

-

37,329

3,569

089

248,775

-

41,115

3,644

4,387

675,843

810,610

87,752

52,594

11,802

4,136

68,540

-Horse

Stables
Poultry
Farms
Subtotal
Total
Grand Total
Used & Sold

641

693

-

852

041

-

-

734
104,780

*Included in Other Mate1a18

346,159

450,930

-

36,157

88,367

124,524

,486,458

52,594

140.346

-15,446

19,582

-

4,136

*

4,298

72,927

72,927

Type o
Material
User Groups

Other
Materials
Used
Sold

Nurseries
Landscape
Contractors
Retail
Garden Stores

2,552

1,812

395,503

18,860

4,053

9.330

21,959

49,343

2.314

105,859

501,290

12,648

1,047

243,256

4, 028

605

8,866

3,058

12.340

058

29,655

272,911

84,219

1,311,875

1,046

73,511

1.385,386

739

95,093

83,463

Total P.11

Other Material

?.rk r.cccessed
Uses
Sold

7,500

Florists
Parks and
Park Diet.

2,956
1.001

21,582

584

ceetarj*

853

6,508

016

Golf
Courses

093

15,419

Ca,npusee

495

Fed. & State
Institutions

881

Subtotal
Horse
Stables
Poultry
Farns

21,479

Subtotal

002

Thtal
Grand Total
Used & Sold

-

87,817

002

428

21,481

5lncluded in Other Matedals

64,965

-

10,222

Total Wood
Residues

(Cu. vds.)

Grand Total
(cu. yds.)

1,624

97,422

]92,515

460

-

5,839

6,883

28,465

-

802

-

715

1,533

8.041

56'

-

297

-

454

1,318

16,737

9,613

127

-

428

-

4,657

5,212

14,825

6,568

434

9,422

15,990

2,105,417

108,779

2,436,232

211,654

201

87,003

29,726

298,657

29,927

87,817

109,298

Sawdust &
Shavinqs
Used
Sold

1,685

453

L2'586
-

:

-

Bark Chunk Dec.
Used
Sold

138,706

2.404,074

30,858

8,535

91,667

-

-

12,586

151,292k

-

30,858

91.667

122,525

-

83,507

3,418

330,815

107,312

-

107,513

319,167

29,726

-

59,452

146,455

166,965

465,622

497,780

2,901,854

137,038
220,54S
223,963

3,418
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processors in operation at the time the survey data was
collected.

The importance of this fact will be examined

more closely in a later section of this report.
The relative importance of the various user-groups as

potential market outlets is shown dramatically in the extreme right hand column of Table XI.

An overwhelming bulk

of the mulching and related type materials are sold through
retail outlets (1,385,000 cubic yards per year).

Nurseries

appear to be the next most important market outlet as it is
estimated they use or sell approximately 501,000 cubic yaids
of these materials each year.

Landscape contractors and

florists combined also use or sell large quantities
(464,000 cubic yards) of these materials.

The other user-

groups (golf courses, parks, institutions, etc.), of
course, make up smaller but important segments of the total
market.

It is felt that, as a group, they comprise a sig-

nificant market potential for the future, because in many
of their responses they indicated they expect increased use
of the mulching media in their future operational and maintenance programs.

It was pointed out in a number of in-

stances that increased use of our public facilities (golf
courses, parks, etc.) means that more elaborate programs
for protecting them from erosion, compaction and abuse will
be necessary in order to maintain their integrity.
The importance of bedding and litter use is also
shown in Table XI.

The survey returns indicate that nearly
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466,000 cubic yards of bedding and litter type materials
are used annually by the horse and poultry operations in
Illinois.

The returns indicate that horse stables are al-

ready using rather large quantities of wood residue materials as bedding.

Stable owners have indicated they use

about 107,500 cubic yardsof sawdust and bark per year
which is nearly one-third their total requirement for bedding.

Poultry operations in the project area have indi-

cated they still use straw and corn cobs in large quanti-

ties, but a number of returns suggest that wood residue

materials (processed bark and sawdust) would probably be
used to a greater extent in their future operations due to
the difficulty of finding adequate local sources of straw
and corn cobs.

The total use and/or sales of the lidifferent types
of mulching and related type products are shown at the
bottom of Table XI.

Straw is still used in the greatest

quantities (nearly 1,500,000 cubic yards yearly).

Peat

moss and wood residue materials are presently used and/or
sold in almost equal quantities of close to 500,000 cubic
yards each.

Very small quantities of corn cobs are being

used and indications are their use will continue to decline as harvesting practices continue to swing toward
combining or field shelling of corn, processes that leave
the cobs in the field, thus returning organic matter to the
soil.

There are other interesting facets of the present
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market structure for mulches and bedding materials that can
be noted by carefully studying the various components of
Table XI.

Because the quantitative determinations of the use
and/or sales of the various types of materials presented in
Table XI were the basic data used for making all subsequent
quantitative determinations in the study, they assume a
position of paramount importance to the project as a whole.
For that reason a discussion of the reliability of these
values is appropriate at this point.
Due in part to the fact that this was a preliminary
or an exploratory study and was carried out with limited
funds in its earlier stages (1971), sampling error estimates
for the quantities of the different types of materials used
by the various user-groups were not determined.
In view of the importance of establishing an estimate of the reliability of these determinations, the following approach to the problem was taken.

Since sampling

error estimates of the number of respondents that use and

don't use the various types of materials were available
(see Appendix F), Dr. S. Sudman of the University of Illi-

nois Research Laboratory suggested these estimates could
be used as a means of approximating sampling error estimates.

Based on the distribution of users and non-users

of other commodities and the error estimates determined
from these surveys, it was felt that a factor of
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3 X Sp X 2 at the 50% proportion (see Table 2, Appendix F)
should approximate the total sampling error at the 2 sigma
level of confidence.

Proceeding on this basis the confi-

dence limits of the total use values presented in Table XI
were computed and are presented in Table 3, Appendix F.
This table indicates that the probabilities are 95
to 1 that the actual quantities of mulching media and soil
conditioners used or sold by the nurseries in Illinois
falls somewhere between 423,000 and 579,000 cubic yards
of all types of materials, that the actual quantities of
materials sold through the retail garden stores is somewhere between 1,200,000 and 1,600,000 cubic yards, that
the actual quantities of bedding used by the horse
stables falls between 250,000 and 388,000 cubic yards of
materials, etc., for the various user-groups.

This table

provides the reader with some knowledge of the reliance
that can be placed on the quantitative determinations
presented in Table XI.

The Estimated Percentaqe of the Various Types of
Materials Oriqinally Produced in Illinois
The mail questionnaire used in this study requested
that respondents indicate what percentage of the materials they used and/or sold were originally produced within
the state of Illinois.

This information was considered

important because of the competitive position the
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out-of-state produced materials might hold in relation to
the Illinois-produced hardwood bark and finewood residue
materials.

Transportation costs are a major factor in

determining the competitive position of all mulching and

bedding types of materials because of their low density
characteristics.

Tabulations of the respondents' replies

to this question are shown in Table XII.

As expected the

replies indicate that a high percentage of the peat moss
used or sold in the study area is imported.

Seventy-

three percent (1577) of the respondents indicated that
none of the peat moss they used or sold came from Illinois.
Most of the peat is imported from Canada, but in many instances it comes from as far away as Germany.

Much of

the high grade sphagnum moss used by the florists and
nurserymen as potting media is imported from overseas.

TABLE XII.

THE ESTIMATED PERCENTAGE OF THE VARIOUS TYPES OF MATERIALS ORIGINALLY
PRODUCED WITHIN THE MARKET STUDY AREA (ILLINOIS)--197l

Type of
Material
Peat Moss
Perlite and
Vermiculite
Straw and Hay
Corncobs
Nutshells
Gravel and Dec.
Rock
Sand
Other Material
Bark Processed
Bark Chunks Dec.
Sawdust and
Shavings

Number of
Valid
Observations

Proportion of Materials Produced in Illinois
None
05-50%
50-94%
100%
Respondents Respondents Respondents Respondents
No.
%
No.
No.
No.
%
%
%

2161

1577

73

104

05

137

06

343

16

967

648
97
12

67
07

10

1394
692

44
80

05
05

29

04

87
94

133

-10

266
1209
650

237

02
56

01
01
--

04

1

01

92

39

527
163
209
518
1026

75

02

55

384
152
161
79
45

73
93
77
15
05

920

109

735

80

9

6

14
04

37

18

---

219
960

81

7

93

12

13

6

01
01

10
14
12

11
03
05
03
01

17

02

60

06

5

--

27
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A high percentage of the heavy mulching and decorative cover materials, such as washed gravel, sand and rock
chips, are produced locally because transportation costs
prohibit shipping these items over long distances.
The straw and corn cob materials used are for the
most part locally produced.

However, straw has been im-

ported for some highway seeding mulch requirements because
of the short supply of straw in Illinois during the offseason.

Note that all or a part of the straw used by 186

respondents was obtained outside of the state boundaries.
Some users, particularly landscape contractors, reported
rather large quantities of straw had to be imported in
order to complete highway landscaping projects on schedule.

The data show that the local bark processing industry
presently meets a very small percentage of the market demands for bark and wood residues in this area.

More than

80% of the respondents reported that the bark mulches they
used were produced outside the study area and 93% (978) of
the respondents using or selling decorative type bark

materials had to acquire them outside the study area which
means they were imported from other forest regions.

Lo-

cally produced finewood residue materials have taken a

dominant position in supplying the markets for sawdust and
shavings, however, as 80% of the respondents reported their
needs for these materials were fulfilled from local
sources.
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Respondents' Expectations of the Future Consumption
of the Various Types of Mulchinq and Related Types
of Materials
The marketing survey conducted in this study also
sought information regarding the respondents

opinions

regarding future consumption of mulch and related type
products.

The number and the percentage of those re-

spondents predicting that the use of the various types of

products will increase, remain static, or decrease in the
near future are shown in Table XIII.
A resume of the collective opinions of all respond-

ents indicates a high percentage (55%) of them expect
increasing utilization of mulching and related types of
materials.

Only a small percentage (9%) reported they

expect the use of these types of materials, over all products, to decline in the future.

The opinions of the

respective user-groups with regard to expected consumption were quite similar; in each instance over 85% of the
respondents indicated they expect the level of use of

mulching and bedding type materials will either increase
or remain relatively constant.
However, the respondents' opinions varied consider-

ably regarding the expected level of use of the various
types of materials.

Notably only 17% of the respondents

predicted increased use of corn cob type mulches.

One

hundred percent of the landscape contractors and florists

TABLE XIII.

RESPONDENTS' EXPECTATIONS REGARDING THE FUTURE CONSUMPTION OF MULCHING
AND SOIL CONDITIONING TYPE MATERIALS (1971)
Nurseries
Expected Use To
Incr.
Same
Decr.

Types of Materials
Peat Moss

Perlite &
Vermiculite
Straw and
Hay
Corncobs

Crushed
Nutshells
Other
Materials
Subtotal
Bark
(Processed)
Bark Chunks
(Decorative)

Sawdust and
Shavings
Subtotal
Overall
Materials

#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%

Respond.
of Firms
Respond.
of Firms
Respond.
of Firms
Respond.
of Firms
Respond.
of Firms
Respond.
of Firms
Respond.
of Firms
Respond.
of Firms
Respond.
of Firms
Respond.
of Firms
Respond.
of Firms
Respond.
of Firms

100
56.9
38

51.7
14

23.7
4

15.6
7

17.9

65

37.1
21
28.5
30
51.7
8

57

76.7
134
86.5
12

76.1
203
82.5
378
60

14

24.7
50.8

15

19

35.8

46.4

00.0
139
35.7
11
14.2

23.9

4

17

9

41.0
4

30.4
7

8

60.8

1

8.8

8

00.0

00.0

00.0

100.0

3
4

42.9
7

100.0

3

28.6
-00.0

75

31

32

19.2

44.2

45.8

7

00.0

54.5

7

3

20.0

3

28.6
-00.0
7

10.0
4

9.1

50.0

4

28

1

91.8

4.0

4.0

1

--

02.0
23.9

50.0

28

15
6.2
86
14

36

26

59.0

45.5

11.2
-00.0
11.3
167

13

12

33.6

12

100.0
175
45.0

11
6.1
15
19.8

Landscape Contractors
Expected Use To
Incr.
Same
Decr.

4

1

50.0
5

30.0
1

00.0
5

78.4

10.8

10.8

67
58

37
32

12
10

TABLE XIII

(Continued)

Types of Materials
eat M oss

Perlite &
Vermiculite
Straw and
Hay
Corncobs

Crushed
Nutshells
Other
Materials
U bt 0 ± a 1
Bark
(Processed)
Bark Chunks
(Decorative)
Sawdust and
Shavings
U bt 0

a1

Overall
Materials

#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%

Respond.
of Firms
Respond.
of Firms
Respond.
of Firms
Respond.
of Firms
Respond.
of Firms
Respond.
of Firms
Respond.
of Firms
Respond.
of Firms
Respond.
of Firms
Respond.
of Firms
Respond.
of Firms
Respond.
of Firms

Retail Stores
Expected Use To
Incr.
Same
Decr.

Florists
Expected Use To
Incr.
Same
Decr.

594
50.6
125
32.2

157
60.3
105
67.1
29
50.0

103
39.7
52
32.9

00.0
14
50.0

00.0

46
20.8
10

438
37.3
214
55.3
160
71.9
26

18.7

47.4

45

28

62.1
172
73.8
992
46.3
162
58.4
346
67.0

37.9
61

26.2
927
43.2
70

25.4
140
27.1

25

24

50.8
533
63.3
1525

49.2
234
27.8
1161

51

39

142
12.1
48

12.5
16
7.3
18
22.8
-00.0
-00.0
224
10.5
45
16.3
30

05.9
-00.0
75

8.9
299
10

00.0
305

60.6
14
100.0
84
85.4
-00.0
98
87.5
403
66

29

50.0

14

50.0
-00.0
198
39.4

00.0
14

14.6
-00.0
14

12.5
212
34

00.0
00.0
-00.0
152
100.0
-00.0
-00.0

00.0
-00.0
-00.0
-00.0
-00.0
00.0

TABLE XIII

(Continued)

Types of Materials

Corncobs

#
%
#
%
#
%
#

Crushed
Nutshells
Other
Materials
Subtotal

#
%
#
%
#

Bark
(Processed)
Bark Chunks
(Decorative)

#
%
#
%
#
%
#

Peat

Perlite &
Vermiculite
Straw and
Hay

Sawdust and
Shavinqs
Subtotal
Overall
Materials

0

/0

Respond.
of Firms
Respond.
of Firms
Respond.
of Firms
Respond.
of Firms
Respond.
of Firms
Respond.
of Firms
Respond.

/o of Firms

Respond.
of Firms
Respond.
of Firms
Respond.
of Firms
Respond.
0
/o of Firms
# Respond.
% of Firms

All Respondents
Expected Use To
Same
Incr.
Decr.
861

620

53
273

38
295

43.2
96
27.1
14
17.2
71

46.7
277
64.3

152
09
63

10.2
30

8.6

33

33

41.8

41.0

59

22

39.0

14.2

46.7
190
75.7
1505
48.5
240
63.3
592
74.0

24.3
1295
41.7
84
22.0
173
21.6

00.0
300
9.8
56
14.7

4

61

38

26

56.5
870
69.7
2374

38.1
283
22.6
1578

55

36

35

04.4
5.4

Total #
Respondents
1633
631
353

80
152
251

380

800
67

95

7.7
395
09

4347
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indicated that the use of corn cobs will decline.

A strong

majority of the respondents felt that the consumption of
straw would continue at about the same level or would soon
decrease.

Landscape contractors and florists (46-50%) were

the only relatively large group of the respondents that
felt the use of straw would be increasing.

Surprisingly,

the outlook for cracked nutshells, perlite and the whole
category of "other materials" was good.

High percentages

(91%) of the respondents seem to feel the prospects for
increased or about the same levels of use and/or sales of
all these types of materials are quite certain to prevail
in the near future.
Looking at the respondents' predictions of the ex-

pected future use of the bark and wood residue materials
shown toward the bottom of Table XIII, it can be seen that
over two-thirds (70%) of all the respondents predicted
increased use and/or sales of these recently developed
materials.

Particularly they feel that decorative cover

materials (chunk bark) will enjoy expanded use.

Over 74%

of all respondents predicted increased use of the chunk
bark materials over the next few years.
Estimated Beddinq Materials Requirements of the Livestock Producers of Illinois--1970
If the primary wood-using industries in this area
hope to attain total utilization of the residue materials
they generate within a reasonable period of time,they must
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pursue all possible market outlets with minimum regard in
the beginning as to whether or not the markets developed
are high or low value uses.

The immediate objective must

be to move all residue materials into legitimate use-areas
so that disposal by burning or dumping can be eliminated.
One of the major incentives must be to reduce or eliminate
disposal costs.

It should also be pointed out that once

a mill is committed to the utilization approach, the move
can't be halfway or the major costs of both the old and new
means of handling residue materials may have to be borne.

Thus it appears a major effort should be made to determine
if a larger proportion of the extensive bedding require-

ments of the livestock industries in this area might not
be fulfilled by shredded bark or finewood residue materials.

This very large prospective marketing outlet, if developed
to its true potential, could assure the attainment of full
utilization of the bark and finewood residue materials
generated in the project study area.

The bedding and litter requirements (465,000 cubic
yards) of the horse and poultry industries reported
earlier (Table xi) were determined by means of the mailed
questionnaire survey.

This approach could not be followed

in the case of the major livestock producers (dairies,
feeder cattle, beef cattle, hogs and stock sheep).

It was

necessary to resort to estimates of the quantities of bed-

ding materials used by these extensive operations in the
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state of Illinois.

The basis for making bedding require-

ments estimates was provided by Dr. Royce A. Hinton, Associate Professor of Farm Management, at the University of
Illinois.

In a series of studies (unpublished data) Dr.

Hinton determined that approximately 500 pounds of bedding
is used for each dairy cow, 200 pounds per head for beef
cows and feeder cattle, 230 pounds for each pig and 20
pounds per head per year for sheep.

The derived units of

bedding used per head of livestock were then applied t
the number of head reported to have been produced or main-

tained in Illinois in 1970.

The source of these data was,

"Illinois Agriculture Statistics for 1971" (51).

The results of these bedding requirement determina-

tions are shown in Table XIV as totals for the state as a
whole.

These determinations indicate there may be as much

as 26 million cubic yards of bedding materials used annually by the livestock producers in Illinois.

Figure 11

shows graphically the estimated quantities of bedding materials used by counties within the state of Illinois.
These data indicate that the areas of greatest use are
concentrated toward the western and northwestern portions
of the state.

The high-use areas for bedding are in a

different portion of the state than are the high-use areas
for mulching materials.

This could be a matter of im-

portance to mills operating in areas far removed from the
large market potential of the greater Chicago area.

TABLE XIV.

ESTIMATED BEDDING MATERIALS REQUIREMENTS OF THE LIVESTOCK INDUSTRIES
OF ILLINOIS BY DISTRICTS--1970
Pigs
Saved

Northwest No. Head
BU(cy)*
Northeast No. Head
EU ( cy) *

West

Central
East

No. Head
BU(cy)*
No. Head
BU(cy)*
No. Head

BU(cy)*

West
Southwest
East
Southeast
Southwest

No. Head

BU(cy)*

No. Head
BU(cy)*
No. Head
BU(cy)*
Southeast No. Head
BU(cy)*
Total

3,054,000
5,268,150
658,800
1,136,550
2

,

210 200
,

3,812,550
939,600
1 620,750
414,800
,

715 ,500

2,151,200
3,710,900
1,138,800
1,964,400
531,400
916,500
782,200
1,349,250
20,494,550

*

Bedding Used - Cubic Yards

Feeder
Cattle

Stock
Beef Cows Sheep
104,100
61,400
156,150
900
32,800 34,200

Milk Cows

672,000
1,008,000
273,500
410 250
287,400
431,100
182,200

109 ,000

408 750
64,100
240,450
,

,

273 ,300
135 ,000

49 200

5 ,100

12,000

139,800

45 ,000

209 700
75 700

40,700
6,150
36,600
5,550
29,500
4,500
36,000
5,400
37,200
5,550
9,700
1,500
9,700
1,500

,

,

14,200
53,250

113,550

,

200

38 ,600

202,500
273,000
409,500
162,400
243,000
138,700

49,500
24,300

208 ,O5O
117 ,800

146 700
6,800

57,900
128,800
193,200
84,400
126,600
51,700
77,550

176,700

25,500

3 'E2 40U

13

,

91 200
25 300
,
,

94,950
39,100
,

1

1

flfl

72 ,100
108 ,150
1

1107

I

(11111

,

icn

Total
6,841,950

1,841,550

4,504,500
2,066,400
1,029,900
4,410,200
2,434,500
1,350,300
1,661,100
7

lAfl 400
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Figure 11.

Estimated bedding requirements of livestock
producers in Illinois by counties--1970.
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Even though bedding may be a relatively low value
use for residue materials at this time, it may prove to b
a very essential market to those mills that are far removed
from the metropolitan areas where seemingly the more attractive markets for bagged mulching materials exist.

Due

to the high transportation costs involved, the nearby bedding markets may prove to be a more attractive outlet for
residues in the long run than will the more distant mulching materials markets.

There is increasing evidence to suggest that opportunities to supply a greater proportion of these bedding
needs are increasing.

This fact will be dealt with in a

later section of the report, but it should be noted here
that a strong promotional program developing this market

potential could very well pay high dividends by providing
the large bulk type outlets for bark and wood residue

materials so badly needed to insure total utilization of
all the residues generated.

Estimated Consumption of Bark and Finewood Residue
Products
The marketing survey results presented in the previous section of this report show there are large and at-.

tractive market potentials for many types of mulches, soil
conditioners, bedding and litter type materials within the
project study area (Illinois).

To review, survey
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returns indicated that approximately 2,435,000 cubic yards
of mulches and other soil cover type materials alone were
used and/or sold within the project area.

Horse stables

and the poultry producers reported the use of 465,000 cubic
yards of bedding and litter and the commercial livestock
producers used an estimated 26,000,000 cubic yards of bedding in 1970 (Table xiv).
These very large use-values appear to be quite reassuring, at first glance, because they represent the quantities of those materials used or sold within the marketing
area for which processed bark and finewood residue materials can be substituted.

They are the materials with which

processed bark and wood residue materials must compete.
It follows that if the objective of full utilization

of the residue materials generated within the project area
is to be attained, processed hardwood bark and the fine-

wood residue materials produced in this area must replace
or capture any expanded use of these types of materials up
to quantities of approximately 1,125,000 cubic yards as
these are the quantities of residue materials determined
to be produced within the projeôt area.

Processed bark and other residue materials have already begun to make significant inroads into these markets.
The marketing survey results show there were nearly 498,000
cubic yards of bark and other wood residue materials used
in the project area in 1971 (Table XI).
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Whether or not this movement of processed wood residue materials into the mulching, bedding and litter marketing areas can be continued or accelerated is the burning
question, for only if reasonable judgments in this regard
can be made, can there be meaningful estimates of the mar-

keting potential for the bark and finewood residue products
generated in this area.

It does appear that the prospects

are quite good.

Before making the necessary judgments regarding the

marketing prospects for residue products, the author made
an extended effort to develop as broad a base of knowledge
as possible.

This meant making:

1) a thorough study of

the findings of research regarding the performance capa-

bilities of these materials in the various use-areas; 2) a
thorough search into the uses to which these materials

have been put in other regions of the United States; 3) an
extended investigation into the uses to which these materials might be put in this area; 4) actual field tests of
the materials to gain first-hand experience in working
with these materials both in experimental and practical
applications, and 5) an effort to gain some feeling for
the degree to which these new materials might be accepted
and used by the consumer, user-groups in this area and to

determine in which of the various use-areas these materials
might be most quickly adopted including those where initial
acceptances have already begun, i.e. as a roadside
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mulching media, growth media for container grown ornamentals, etc.

Projected Replacement Ratio Assumptions
After consultations and discussions with others working with these materials in a wide number of use-areas,
replacement ratio estimates were made.

These ratios were

the means by which initial quantitative estimates of the
market potential for residue materials were determined.
The basis for determining the projected replacement
ratios used for each of the eleven groups of materials in-

cluded in this study are explained in the following discussions.

Peat Moss Group

In the first instance a 20% projected replacement
ratio of bark and wood residue products for the various
types of peat moss materials was predicted.

That is to

say that it is expected that processed bark and other
wood residue materials will replace the use and/or sales
of peat materials up to levels equivalent to 20% of the

quantities of peat moss determined to have been used or
sold in the study area in the 1971 marketing survey (see
Table XI).

The replacement ratio estimates were not made

on the sole premise that bark and other wood residue

materials will replace peat or the other materials
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strictly on a one to one ratio but rather on the basis of

partial replacement and on the premise that the new residue
materials are expected to capture a larger proportionate
part of the increased use and sales of mulching and growth
media in those use-areas where peat moss and the other
materials have been used in the past.

The basis for making this and the other replacement
ratio predictions in this section of the report were derived from the mounting evidence that these wood residue

materials are being widely accepted and used in other
parts of the country and no doubt would be in this area if
quality materials were produced and promoted properly.
It is well documented that processed bark and composted sawdust materials can be used as a substitute for
peat materials in many horticultural and residential landscaping capacities.

Many studies can be cited to show

that wood residues and processed bark are becoming preferred materials for soil amendments, potting mixes,
mulches and for a number of other horticultural uses.
Evidence of the fact that wood residues could be
used successfully to replace peat moss In many horticultural uses was developed first in the west.

Dr. Gessell

(34) at the University of Washington demonstrated the
values of finewood composts as a mulching mediumin 1959.
Bollen and Glennie (10) reported on the use of wood wastes
as soil conditioners in 1961.

These authors pointed out
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that the physical properties of bark and other wood wastes
are a particularly desirable growth media when used for
container grown plants.

Dr. Wilde (68) of Wisconsin has

shown that sawdust composts are among the few materials
that counteract the ill effects of eradicants, restore
soil fertility and permit production of vigorous planting
stock on biocide-treated soils.

More recently important work with the southern pine
species and the central hardwoods has been completed.
These studies further substantiate the performance capaWright

bilities of these bark and wood residue products.

(69) demonstrated that both composted pine bark and hard-

wood bark can be successfully used as a mulch for hybrid
tea roses.

Pokorny (54) has used a processed pine bark

material successfully as a woody ornamental plant propa-

gating media and in 1968 Gartner et al. (29) here at the
University of Illinois produced salable geraniums in various pot mixes containing hardwood bark fibers.

Subse-

quently a series of studies (29, 31, 41, 63) has demonstrated that both hardwood bark and White Oak sawdust can

be used quite successfully as a growth media for container
grown ornamental crops.

Dr. Gartner (32, 33) has also

demonstrated these materials can be used successfully for
packaging and for balling bare root nursery stock.
Haramaki (36) reported the successful use of hardwood bark both as a soil amendment and as a mulching media.
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He had excellent weed control when the bark was used as a
mulch, particularly when a herbicide was used in combination with the bark.

Similar results in this regard were

reported by Lamphear and Carpenter (44) in their work with
herbicide mulch combinations applied to roadside plantings
in Indiana.

Scott and Bearce (59) using a hardwood-bark-

sawdust compost with ammonium nitrate added as artificial
soils for producing greenhouse pot flowers suggest this

combination led all other treatments in the average number
of flowers produced per pot.

In his study as well as in

all the other studies cited above, peat mixed with soil
and sand, or with perlite or vermiculite was one of the
media included in the tests.

In most tests bark has proven

to be a better medium than peat and/or has given equally as
good results.

It seems quite evident that bark and wood

residue materials have an excellent opportunity to gain
wider acceptance by growers on the basis of the evidence
presented here.

Economic factors also support this conclusion.

In

1970 sedge peats sold at prices ranging up to $16.88 per
cubic yard.

Sphagnum moss prices ranged up to $27.00 per

cubic yard.

Processed bark and finewood residue materials

selling at about $2.50 to $2.75 per cubic yard in bulk
form, f.o.b. the mill would cost no more than $3.30 per
cubic yard delivered to sites at distances of 120 miles
and about $5.59 per cubic yard delivered to sites up to
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200 miles from the bark or wood residue materials sources.
These price differentials indicate there is considerable
incentive for large users to switch from peat moss t
these new materials if they can expect performances equal
to that of the peat materials.

Proof that this is occurring on a broadening scale
and proof that these wood residue materials have excellent
performance capabilities has gone far beyond the experimental stages of application and use.

This is demonstrated

by the fact that many large growers on the west coast and
through the southeastern part of the United States have
for several years been growing almost exclusively in

growth media made up from 1/2 to 2/3 bark or sawdust and
soil or sand.

The world's largest container grower of

nursery stock in California uses bark and wood residues as
a growth media exclusively.

Growers in Oklahoma, Pennsy-

lvania and more recently here in Illinois are shifting to
these newly developed growth media.

Several of the larger

growers in Illinois have adopted the use of the newly developed hardwood bark growth media in the past two years.

DeWorth (17) of the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station
points out that 75% of the total florist crop production
in Texas is now grown in pots using bark and wood residues
as the growth media.

He sees this method of production

(potculture) reaching nearly 100% over the next few years
and states that bark materials will be the major growth
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media used because they are a more desirable ingredient
than peat and they are cheaper.

He consequently predicts

the continued expansion of the use of bark and wood residues as growth media.

He points out that peat and even

soil have been removed from the growth media used by many
progressive commercial operations in that area and have
gone mainly to shredded bark and sand as their standard
growth media.

In view of these many evidences that bark and Line-

wood residue materials can and are replacing peat moss in
a wide array of horticultural uses, including their use as
mulches, growth media, soil conditioners, propagating

media, etc., it seems the predicted 20% replacement ratio
used in this study is not unrealistic.
Perlite, Vermiculite
Materials

Calcined Clay and Similar Type

Perlite and a group of more or less similar materials are used mainly as soil conditioners arid as constitu-

ents of potting and container growth media.

In the old

standard mixes of 1 part soil, 1 part peat and 1 part
perlite or vermiculite these materials were an important
constituent of the media.

They introduce air space, im-

prove drainage and reduce the weight of the mix.

Because

bark and sawdust introduce these characteristics to the
mix in themselves, the use of perlite and similar materials
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are materially decreased when growers switch to the bark
residue type of growth media.

If the movement toward bark

and wood residue type growth media continues as it appears
it will, these materials will be replaced to a considerable degree.

A 15% replacement ratio of bark for these

types of materials seemed not out of line again in view of
the evidence presented above which points so strongly t
ward increased use of the new bark and wood residue types
of growth media.

Straw and Corn Cobs

In the case of straw and corn cobs a rather high replacement ratio of 30% was applied.

Several reasons can

be cited as justification for predicting these rather high
displacement rates.

First, small grain production in this

particular area is declining rather rapidly.

According to

the Illinois Crop Reporting Service (51), acreages planted
to oats in the late 1940's were just short of 4,000,000
acres per year.

In 1970 only 612,000 acres were planted,

only 15% of the acreage planted in 1940.

Wheat acreages

planted have not dropped as drastically.

However, from

the approximately 2,000,000 acres planted in the early
1940's they dropped to only 993,000 acres in 1970, 280,000
acres fewer than planted in 1969.

Soybean acreages have

increased from 2,000,000 acres planted in 1940 to just less
than 7,000,000 acres in 1970.

This change in farming
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practices has contributed greatly to the reduced supply of
straw.

But an even more important factor has been a change

in harvesting practices.

The combines used today simply

scatter the straw back onto the field.

It is subsequently

disced back into the soil to help maintain the organic contents of the soils.

Many farmers are reluctant to remove

this source of soil conditioner from their fields.

Corn

cobs are also returned to the field in which they were
grown.

It is hard to visualize any change in these prac-

tices; thus it appears straw and corn cobs will continue to
be in short supply and the users of mulching materials will
have to continue to search for substitute mulching media.
Because it has been demonstrated that shredded bark
is an effective mulching media for roadside use (70, 71)
and particularly since these residue materials are increasing in supply as the pulp industry continues to expand and
as more sawmills install debarkers, it seems likely that
shredded bark materials can and will be used to replace
straw and corn cobs as a roadside mulching media.

This

probability is further enhanced by the fact that new and
efficient bulk-bark-blower units have been developed.
Illinois and Missouri Departments of Highways have approved

processed bark and whole wood chip materials for roadside
applications and Indiana and Iowa are expected to follow
suit in the near future.

A recent statute provides that on

all federally constructed highways, no more than 17.3 acres
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of freshly disturbed roadside surfaces can be left unseeded
and unmulched beyond thirty days on any one contract job
site will also increase the need for roadside mulching
materials.

The fact that straw and corn cob mulches are possible
carriers of crop diseases and insects, that straw is a

possible source and means of spreading noxious weeds, and
the fact that the unattractive emulsified asphalt materials

must be used with straw reduces the desirability of these
materials and tends to point toward reductions of their use.
These factors cannot be overlooked in assessing potential

uses for bark materials in lieu of these old standard
materials.

In view of these conditions it seemed that estimating
a replacement ratio of 30% for straw and corn cobs was
justified and would be realized over the next few years.
Crushed Rock, Sand, Nutshells and "0ther

Materials

For this group of products there is little evidence
to indicate they will or will not be replaced to any great
degree by the relatively new processed bark and related
wood residue materials.

The respondents to the survey

questionnaire indicated they generally felt that use and/
or sales of these materials might increase slightly or remain static.

As Dost (21) suggests sales of peat and some

of these other materials are expected to remain relatively
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constant or show slight gains, but bark and other wood
residue products will capture most of the market expansion.
He suggests that residue products in California are gaining in sales and use at rates of up to 25% per year.

In

any case 10% and 20% replacement ratios for the above list
of materials were predicted and used in this study.
Processed Bark Mulches, Decorative Bark Chunks and
Fjnewood Residues

A somewhat surprising result of the marketing survey
was the relatively large quantities of processed bark reported sold by the respondents and the comparatively large
quantities of sawdust used.

Because no mills were process-

ing bark residue products in the study area in 1970, when
the survey was made, the bark materials used were imports
from other regions of the United States.

Obviously these

bark materials are shipped over long distances and therefore incur high transportation dosts.

It would appear that

locally produced bark of high quality would have little

difficulty competing with and replacing most of these imported bark materials because of the transportation advantage.

For that reason a 90% replacement or projection

ratio seemed justified.

On the other hand the sawdust

materials are locally produced materials and represent a
portion of the market that has already been captured, thus
a 95% replacement ratio was applied.
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In the case of decorative chunk bark a very low replacement ratio of 20% was used.

The reason for this is

the fact that these materials are produced mostly from
Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) Franco) and
ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa, Laws) barks from the west
coast.

These bark materials have unique qualities (chunky

or cubelike structure) that cannot be met by the locally
produced hardwood barks, it is doubtful that locally produced bark can capture a very significant proportion of
the market demand that has developed for these specialty
type products.

Only the cost factor would favor the local

products.

Animal Bedding and Litter Materials
Determining a plausible replacement ratio to reflect
the possible increased use of bark and finewood residues
as bedding and litter materials in this area was a more
difficult task than it was in the use-areas cited above.
The reason being that very little work with these materials
(bedding and litter) has been done at the University of
Illinois.

Because of this a careful study of the litera-

ture with regard to what's been experienced in other areas
has had to be relied upon as a basis for determining
replacement ratios that might be attained in this particular area.
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Even this approach proved hazardous as it was discovered that very few formal studies have been made in recent years regarding the merits of the various types of
materials used for animal bedding.

Fortunately the per-

formance capabilities of various types of bedding materials

was rather thoroughly researched by a number of workers in
the early part of the century.

Since much of this work was

rather carefully done it seems the findings of these early
studies should still be relevant and should shed some
light upon the problem as to how successful residue materials used as bedding materials might be in this area.
Some of the very early studies regarding the perform-

ance capabilities of different bedding materials were conducted by Doane (20) in 1905.

He was prompted to conduct

studies of thedifferent types of bedding materials because
of the need to find a substitute for wheat straw which was,
at that particular time, in short supply.

He pointed out

that his search was directed toward finding a material
that was in good supply, relatively low in cost, a material
that was capable of absorbing the urine and manure excrements efficiently so they might be saved as a valuable
source of fertilizer for field and pasture applications.
He reported that although the requirements per head per day
were a bit higher when green sawdust was used it still

proved to be the most satisfactory bedding material tested
in his trials.

Clean dry planer shavings were rated next
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and wheat straw, barley straw and corn stover were rated
further down the scale.

He rated sawdust as best because

it kept the stock cleaner, was relatively cheaper at $6.00

per ton, contained very little dust, was free of weed seeds
and made an ideal manure for spreading in the fields.

Ames and Gaithers' work (2) completed in 1912 pretty
much substantiated the findings reported earlier by Doane.
A notable exception seemed to be that Ames found sawdust
not only the most satisfactory bedding but felt it was more
absorptive than straw thus suggested fewer pounds per day
were needed to maintain the animals in good condition.

He

reports that the sawdust manures contained from 9.68 pounds
to 13.56 pounds of nitrogen per ton of manure.

Spent tan-

nin bark also proved to be an effective bedding media in
his studies and is one of the earliest references found
that suggests using bark as a bedding media.

Whisenand (67), in 1918, reported oats straw was more
absorptive but also found the excreta (manures and bedding

materials) produced per day by the animals was about the
same regardless of the bedding material used.

He used

wheat straw, oats straw, sawdust and planer shavings in
his trials.

He suggests that only 7.36 pounds of oats

straw per day is needed for beef cattle as compared to
13.36 pounds of shavings; 7.14 pounds of straw per head of
dairy cows versus 10.15 pounds of shavings and 14.61 pounds
of straw per horse versus 24.32 pounds of shavings.
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Excreta produced was about 55 pounds per day for horses,
37 pounds for beef cows and 53-55 pounds per dairy cow regardless of the bedding material used.

In 1935 Odland and Knoblauch (52) completed 18 years
of study of the crop yields from fields that had been
treated with 10 tons per acre per year of manure fertilizers on a three year crop rotation basis.

These research-

ers found that the combination of sawdust and shavings and
manures produced the highest crop yields.

He found that

the sawdust and shavings manures contained about 10 pounds
of nitrogen per ton of manure.

Yields on the sawdust

treated plots were higher than those produced on the plots
treated with commercial chemical fertilizers.

The soils

on the sawdust treated plots contained more nitrogen and

had better water holding capacities than did those from
any of the other treatments.

Odland recommended the saw-

dust and shavings materials even though he too found that
bedding needs in pounds per day per animal were somewhat
higher than those needed when straw was used.
In 1933 J. B. Hills (37) did some rather careful adsorption studies regarding the different types of bedding
materials.

His results are of considerable interest.

In

his studies he found that the adsorptive capacities of the
following materials were in this order:

peat moss--lO.5

times its weight, dry sawdust--3.7 times its weight, straw
--3.6 times its weight, coaco shells---2.7 times their
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weight, shavings--2.6 times their weight and fresh green
sawdust only 1.7 times its original weight.

Hills elimi-

nates peat moss and cocoa shells from consideration because
of their high costs.

He rates dry sawdust as being the

most desirable bedding material tested with shavings noted
as next best.

These studies over-all point out repeatedly that
wood residue materials are an excellent bedding material.

There seems little reason to believe they should not
be an attractive matérial for livestock producers today.

As further proof of this fact there is considerable
evidence to indicate that sizeable markets for wood-residue
bedding materials have been developed in other regions.

Dost (21) reports that one of the principal markets for
sawdust and shavings in California has proven to be animal
bedding.

He reports 290,000 cubic yards of these materials

were used for that purpose in 1965 even though few producers indicated they used promotional efforts to attain
these sales.

McIntyre (45) reports that small mills in New York
are making an excellent bedding material by chipping their
slab wood and then mixing them with sawdust.

He proclaims

that these materials with the coarse chips mixed in are
superior to any other material now used for pen stabling.

They remain dry and springy after prolonged use and do not
mat as does straw.

He states a New York dairyman reported
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substantial savings the first winter he replaced straw
with wood chips and sawdust mixes.

He reports woody manure

handles ideally with a spreader.

Although there are few recent bedding studies known
to the author in this particular area, the experiences of

several dairy operators using bark and wood residue materials were solicited.

A personal letter (4) from a dairyman

in Missouri who agreed to trying a bark residue bedding

material made these statements after using the materials
for about seven months:

We operate a 600 cow dairy herd in total conOver the past four years we have used
finement.
an assortment of materials for bedding. They
included straw, dirt, wood chips, clay, sand,
ground corn cobs, sawdust and most recently the
walnut shredded bark. By far the most satisfacIt's a
tory material has been the walnut bark.
the
stalls
firmer bedding, doesn't peel out of
as much as the others and blends well into our
It is easy to handle and is more
manure system.
economical than the other materials I have used.
This combination of advantages makes for a very
satisfactory bedding material and we hope to
have access to the walnut bark mulch for at
least until we find a better product to replace
it.

This and other favorable responses from current users of
residue bedding materials have been received.
With regard to poultry litter, conditions are somewhat different.

Several recent studies have demonstrated

that both pine and hardwood bark materials perform well
as a litter material for the commercial poultry producers.
Jordan and Allison (39) working with the poultry producers
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of Pennsylvania in an effort to find a substitute for the
scarce and expensive materials used in the past conducted
studies using hardwood bark.

An eighteen week trial with

1,500 laying pullets on maple bark showed the bark met all
Sub-

the requirements of a good poultry litter material.

sequent trials using black cherry bark showed that it too
could be used with no adverse effects.

Chicks apparently

became well adjusted to this new type of litter material.
In Georgia where spokesmen for large integrated

broiler operations reported severe shortages of litter
materials for poultry houses, Dendy, Reed and McCarney (16)

have conducted a series of studies in which several new
materials were tested.

They were looking for a substitute

or alternate for wood shavings or sawdust (their normal
litter media) because these materials were in short supply.
Pine bark (ground), pine bark and chips, clay, pine stump
chips and rice hulls were compared with shavings as a
control.

They concluded that all but the clay materials

could be recommended as alternate materials for use as
poultry litter.

Pine bark ranked high in their ratings of

the various materials.

Still further evidence of the fact that wood resi-

dues can and are being widely used as a poultry litter is
presented in an article by Peter Fields (28) of California.

He reports that his firm sold 100,000 bales of shavings to
the poultry industry to be used as litter in 1965.

He
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states the poultry producers have been their best customer
for finewood residue materials.

In view of the evidence presented here regarding both
the excellent performance capabilities of wood residue

materials when used as bedding and litter materials and
the unquestionable success achieved in other regions in

moving large quantities of wood residue materials into
these use-areas, it seems that sizeable quantities of lo-

cally produced bark and finewood residue materials could be
diverted to these

uses if an honest effort were made to

develop the quality of bedding and litter materials needed.

Assuming this will be done a projection ratio of 10% seemed
not out of line for predicting the market potential expected to develop for bark and finewood residue with regard to
their use by stables and the poultry industries.
In the case of predicting the potential for expanded
acceptance and use of processed bark and/or finewood resi-

dues as bedding by the commercial livestock producers, a
more cautious approach was taken, partly because there were
no survey responses available from this group on which to
base our determinations.

Furthermore it is well known that

a large proportion of the livestock operations are farm
based and much of their bedding needs are self supplied.
It is doubtful that the practice of using their own materials will change in the near future.
very nominal

Because of this a

3% projected increase of use of wood residue
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materials for bedding in these types of operations was
predicted.

It should be pointed out, however, that there are
many changes taking place in livestock production practices
and even greater changes are contemplated now that stream
pollution from feed lots has become an important issue.

A

trend toward large confined feeding operations has already
begun to develop in this region and is expected to continue.
This means that improved manure management practices will
have to be followed.
larly are involved.

Dairy and feeder operations particuAs these new practices are initiated,

it would appear there will be an expanded need for quality
type bedding materials.

The confined feeding operation in Ohio cited earlier
in this study is evidence to the potential for bark in
this particular use-capacity.

In this instance a confined

feeding operator, maintains about 12,000 head of cattle in
his feedlots.

He has worked cooperatively with a large

primary wood-using firm and the University of Illinois in
testing different kinds of bedding materials.

Cobs, straw,

bagasse, peanut hulls and a shredded bark material were
initially used for varying periods of time.

Hardwood bark

has ultimately been selected as the most suitable performer.

For the past year bark residue materials have been

used exclusively.

The major reasons are that the combined

bark and manure materials have out-performed the other
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materials in his particular type of operation.

This opera-

tion used approximately 18,000 cubic yards of bark over a
five month period in 1970.

Over 52,000 cubic yards of bark

bedding were used in 1971 and 45,000 cubic yards had been
used through August of 1972.

The growth studies conducted

to establish the performance of the processed combination
of bark and manures as a potting media are reported by
Kirkpatrick, Saupe and Gartner (40).

The entire production

of the processed growth media has been successfully market-

ed over the past two years.

If this type of operation

could be established in the study area, and the opportunities exist, the use of shredded bark as a bedding material
could be increased dramatically.

In view of these possi-

bilities and the other evidence examined in this section,

it appears that attaining some increased levels of use or
sales (approximately 3% of the bedding presently utilized)
of bark and wood residues as bedding media is a possibility.

Quantitative Projections of Residues Marketinq Potential
Once the replacement ratios were agreed upon, it was

possible to make initial quantitative determinations of the
expected marketing potential for shredded bark and finewood
residue products within the study area (Illinois).

The

procedure was simply that of multiplying the quantities
of the various types of mulches, bedding and litter materials used and/or sold in 1971 (see Table XI) by the
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projected replacement ratios determined in the previous
section.

The quantitative potential marketing estimates

derived in this manner are presented in Table XV.

The

estimated replacement ratios applied in each instance are
shown in the far right hand column of this table.

The values derived in Table XV represent the levels
of use and/or sales of shredded bark and finewood residues
expected to be reached in the next few years expressed in
cubic yard units of the various materials they are expected
to replace, and/or the quantities of increased sales they
are expected to capture in the areas of use that were pre-

viously served by that particular material.

One of the features of this table is that it shows
those districts where the prospects for developing markets
are the most promising, it shows those materials that are
most likely to be replaced by residue products in the

greatest quantities and it shows the types of bark or
residue materials that are apt to be most in demand.

For

example in the first line of the table quantities of peat
moss expected to be replaced (Table xv) by the new bark
and wood residue products is indicated to be 20,589 cubic
yards.

Since nurseries, landscape contractors and large

institutions are the major users of peat, it can be rationalized that most of the bark used in its replacement
will be in the bulk form.

On the other hand the 66,540

cubic yards indicated to have been sold by the respondents

ESTIMATED CONSUMPTION OF PROCESSED BARK AND FINEWOOD RESIDUE
PRODUCTS EXPRESSED IN CUBIC YARDS OR MATERIALS EXPECTED TO BE
REPLACED BY 1977 (BASED UPON REPLACEMENT RATIOS INDICATED)

TABLE XV.

Northeast

District

Peat Moss

Used

perlite and

Used

Iermiculite

Sold

Sold

Straw and

Used

Corncoba

Used

Sold
Sold

8utChelie

Used

Rock

Sand

Used
Sol
Used

Other

Used

(Decorative)

Sold

Sold

terial

Subtotal

Sold

Mulch

12.079
49,129
3,622
12.232
39,488
235.129
8,861
15.134

Northwest

District

4,030

3.582

032
006
720

1,206

41,274

054
082

2.454

001
333

040
058
007
094

474

1.786
102

018

629

9,936

5,946

50.030

692

43.596

5,751

Roidue
All

121

166
857

1,219
1,222
1.595

220

4.148
1.319

206

476

1.138
1,672
15.742

,7%
764
636

047

1,663
1,404

N. Southwest

District
1,131
3.527

290
283
896

1,427

038
007

214

013
039
265

408
015
471

_
062
002
013

6.169
3.885
3%
568
126

E.Southeast

District
196
495
072
008

1.287
014
024
51.7

-.
039
073
134

8,908
82,933
472
386

1,214
14,186
2,245

6,810

23.588

11,785

95.420

3.083
8.416
130

007

054

-

038

Southwest

District

1,001
1,417
278
045

32,787
1,382
007

Southeast

District
222

215
010
054
464

Total
Ured-Scid
30,589
66,540
5,243
13,013
119,805
241,493
11,763
15.716
1,107

Replasemest

tatio(4
20
20
15
30
30
30
30
10
10
10
10

-

001

011

020

2.583

20

008
014

3,644
11,458

20
20

1,090

524,354
98,264
10.194

90

01.8

002
006
297

001
073

4.946

031

035

030

313

2,773
068
078

37,589
1,526

066
097

190
151

3.037

4,691

074

011
080
269
038
499

434

6.930
17.993
73,436
3.185

18,978

3,346

6,641

104,328

6.119

44,230

1.087

734,356

9,182

26.291

50.924

20,213

461,217

129,570

70,187

36,108

49,068

749,554

2,849

4.401

765

34,661

897

90

20

2099

210.002

Mulches

442.909

15.687

24,924

73.618

20,554

Used

211,649

47.920

42,630

24,821

27.386

48.734

192.996

133.185

60.395

29,4'

7.214

12,263

1,350

1,598

1,489

2,738

98,283

141.4.83

99,327

01.433

70.046

1,245,432

18.837

245,816

105,446

72,033

135.663

1.979,788

ptoducer

8eddi?8eO.

Dairy Nedding
Requireisents
Bedding&
Total

Total

022

last

District

Bark&
Wood

Stables and
pou1tr
LivetOek

__._,,

545

118

Total

297

2,040

Sold

Subtotal

144
179

2,829
14,267

Used

Shavinqs

.

008

55wdst 6.

Used

159

2.383

Sold

Rark

Sold

151.

1,330
3.331

003
190

Chunks

sed

Medi
Used

District

360

619
362
3,1.79

399,313
5.307
5.780
3.541
10,390
18,460

Sark

Central

West

Cjtrict

Litter

267,097

253,179

117,765

86,814

Media

flO,006

368,866

202,689

160,432

All

10

03
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were those materials sold through retail outlets.

This

means they were largely purchased by home-owners and thus
indicates that if these quantities of wood residue mater-

ials actually replace peat, they probablywill have to be
sold in bagged form.

There are important implications

here in that it is evident that large quantities of the
residue materials will not only have to be processed but

bagged as well if they are to capture that proportion of
the market indicated in this table.

A few further highlights of the table will be pointed
out here as a matter of interest.

Looking at the totals

at the bottom of the table for the moment one can see the
importance of the different regions in Illinois from a
marketing point of view.

The estimates of the market po-

tential for bark and other wood residue products indicate,
as expected, that the northeast district (Chicago area) is
by far the most important prospective marketing area.

The

use and/or sales of residue materials in this area are

projected to reach nearly 710,000 cubic yards per year
over the next few years.

In the west-southwest district

(East St. Louis area) the predicted sales of 246,000 cubic
yards indicates this too is an important marketing area
even though the values determined here are a very conservative estimate because the market potentials of St. Louis
proper were not determined.

The northwest district (quad

cities area) also shows promise as an attractive marketing
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area.

A considerable portion of the large market potential

indicated for this area is due in part to the probable
needs for bedding as this is an important livestock producing area.

Looking further at the total values presented in
Table XV, it is indicated that the use of residue materials
for just mulching, soil conditioning and related type uses
are predicted to reach volumes of use of approximately
734,000 cubic yards within the near future.

It is inter-

esting to note that nearly one-third this amount (210,000
cubic yards) is represented by the bark and finewood residue products that are already being sold for this particular purpose.

Unfortunately, most of these materials are

being supplied from outside sources and not by the procesäers operating in Illinois.

According to the estimates

then it appears that not more than 520,000 cubic yards of

peat moss, perlite, straw, cobs, etc. need to be replaced
by bark and other residue products, or sales in these useareas increased by that amount in order to attain the
levels of sales and/or use predicted by the replacement
ratios applied in this instance.

It appears that much of

this use and/or sales (399,000 cubic yards) can be developed in the northeast district (Chicago area).

Obviously there are other important facets of the

market structure for residue materials indicated within
this table that will be of interest to the reader,
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particularly if he is planning an entry into the mulching
business or is contemplating processing the residue materials generated by his mill.

Supportinq Evidence of the Marketability of Residue
Products
Obviously the replacement ratios applied in this
study and the estimated market demands derived from them
(Table xv) are value judgments.

There were no mathematical

means or basis for making these determinations.

In view

of this fact readers may question the determinations made.
Some may consider them grossly optimistic and some may
feel they are conservative.

This cannot be avoided in a

preliminary study of the nature conducted here for there
are few guidelines to follow and many opportunities for
making interpretive errors.

Only as time passes and as

subsequent studies are made will it really be known how

wide of the mark these preliminary estimates may actually
fall.

Because this is true there is little doubt that the
absolute values derived (Table xv) may be subject to question.

On the other hand it is believed that the relative

values presented in this table are significant and indicate there are excellent chances for increasing the use
and/or sales of bark and wood residue products in this important midwest marketing area.

The real need at this
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time is the development of efficient processing facilities.
If this can be accomplished and an agressive promotional
and sales effort made, the goals projected in this study
do not seem unattainable.
For those having reservations regarding the market-

ability of quality processed bark and finewood products
some further degree of assurance might be gained by examining the successes attained and the views of those handling
these materials in other regions of the United States.

Some examples of what can be achieved in promoting the use
of residue materials in various horticultural and agricultural uses are cited here.

Dost (21) found that as early as 1964 peat moss sales
in California had dropped far below the sales of wood residue materials.

He reports that in 1964 peat moss sales

were 312,000 cubic yards versus 700,000 cubic yards of
sawdust and shavings plus an additional 175,000 cubic yards
of bark.

These materials were used as soil conditioners,

ground cover and/or as a growth media.

This excludes an

additional 290,000 cubic yards of residues used as bedding.

As a result of his studies, he predicts that, al-

though sales of peat are expected to remain about the same
or show slight gains, wood products are expected to capture
most of the market expansions.

His predictions were that

gains of up to 25% per year would be realized.
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In 1967, Mrs. Jean Mater (49, 50) of Corvallis,

Oregon, in discussing sales of bark mulches in the northwest, pointed out that one of the major chain store opera-

tions in that area has doubled their sales of bagged bark
mulches each year over the past four years.

John W. Anderson (4) of Portland, Oregon, speaking
before an area meeting of the Southeastern Lumber Manufacturers Association at Tifton, Georgia, February 15,
1969, stated that in the city of Portland, the nation's
largest user of processed bark and finewood residue prod-

ucts, 60,000 units of these materials were consumed in
horticultural capacities in 1968.

At a conversion rate

of 7.5 cubic yards per unit this indicates that 4,500,000
cubic yards of wood-residues were used in that area alone.

This is about four times the quantity of bark and wood
residues produced annually in all of Illinois.
Raymond Rexius (55) operating a successful fuel and

garden supply center in Eugene, Oregon, has made these
statements:

Just over the past few years we have seen the
use of bark products and sawdust grow in the
Eugene-Springfield areas from mere handfuls of
use per home to an average of approximately
one ton (3 cubic yards) per home per year.
The major uses are for gardening and landscaping purposes.

He further states, "I can see nothing but increased demand
for bark products."

He admonishes those contemplating
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entering the business,

People are naturally suspicious of new products, so dont expect to be knocked down in
the rush for your product, but patience
coupled with a good campaign to make the public aware of your product will bring results.
If, in comparison to the above annual home use levels
of bark mulches (3 cubic yards/home), the larger home
owners in Illinois (not all homes--just those valued at
$10,000 and up) were to use only three five cubic foot bags
of bark mulch (.56 cubic yards) per home per year, sales to
home owners in Illinois would exceed 786,000 cubic yards
of mulching materials per year.

The projected use per

home applied here is less than one-fifth the use per home
reportedly achieved in the Eugene-Springfield area (55).

Even on the basis of these very nominal projections of use
per home, the ultimate importance of the home gardening
and landscaping markets to potential bark producers cannot

be overlooked and obviates the fact that this market should
be one of the major targets for well planned promotional
efforts over the next few years.

The distribution and numbers of homes valued at
$10,000 and up within the nine districts into which Illinois has been divided, along with the projected wood residues use-values determined on the basis stated above (.56
cubic yards per home per year) are shown in Figure 12.
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The number of homes ($10,000 and up) in Illinois and projected mulch use---1970.
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The indicated consumption of bark and other wood
residue products within each district are values of considerable interest.

They show again that the market poten-

tial in the Chicago metropolitan area (northeast district)
pretty much overwhelms those of the other regions.

It

should be noted, however, that in the northwest, the cen-

tral and the west southwest districts there are indicated
market potentials for bagged mulching materials of approximately 50,000 cubic yards each.

It is interesting to note

that product sales of this magnitude are sufficiently
large (see Appendix D) to support an integrated residues
processing operation.

It is apparent that the efforts to increase the use
and sales of bark and wood residue products in the west
have been quite phenomenal.

Other regions, however, are

also experiencing rapidly expanding markets for these
products.

Very successful use and/or sales programs have

been developed in the South.

J. C. Adams II of Suffolk,

Virginia, in speaking to an area meeting of the Southeastern Lumber Manufacturing Association, reported that

6,000,000 bags of bark were produced and sold in the North
Carolina and Virginia region in 1969.

These materials

sold at an average price of 90 cents per bag (3 cubic feet)
delivered to the retail outlet.

This represents sales of

$5,400,000 at the wholesale level in this two state area.
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A marketing study conducted by Knight, Chaff in and

Atchison (42) in the Atlanta Standard Metropolitan area
over a two year period, 1968, 1969, has shown that sales
of bark mulches and related finewood residue products in
that local area were at the $670,725 level in 1968 and
reached values of $725,445 in 1969.

They pointed out that

although pine straw has held a dominant position in the
mulch sales of that area historically it is now being
challenged by the sales of processed pine bark mulches.
They report that sales of pine bark mulches rose 14% over
the period of study compared with gains of 8% for Michigan
peat moss and only a 6% gain in pine straw sales.

They

also suggest that even though pine bark represents the
fastest growing segment of the mulch market in the Atlanta
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area, greater expansion
of the market could be attained if a sound instructional
marketing campaign on how to use the materials were directed toward specific users and particularly toward those
who are selling mulches and related products in that area.
These selected references lend considerable credence
to the sales projections made in this study and strongly
suggest that markets for the bark and other wood residue
products generated in this area could be developed if well
directed sales efforts were made.
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Market Potentials Beyond Those Estimated by the
Marketinq Study
The subject of marketing potentials for processed
shredded bark and other finewood residue soil conditioners,

bedding and related types of materials cannot be dismissed
without noting that even though the attempted coverage of
the marketing study conducted was an extensive effort
there were substantial marketing opportunities left out of
consideration.

It is important they should be pointed

out and discussed briefly in the interest of making this
analysis as complete as possible.

Orchards, Berries, and Other Garden Crops
One of the more obvious market potentials for wood
residue materials omitted from consideration in the marketing study was their use in the production of horticul-

tural crops such as peaches, apples, and berry crops and
in the production of a number of vegetable crops.
There have been a number of studies that indicate,
both through research and field trials, that shredded
bark, wood chips and sawdust are proving their worth as
mulching media for fruit trees and as a mulch or soil
conditioner for those areas devoted to the production of
berries and other vegetable crops.
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Christensen (14), reporting on the early results
of three separate mulching trials in Australian orchards,
suggests that his mulching trial results have been very
promising.

Fertilizer and herbicide treatments were

incorporated in these trials.

Growth of the young newly

planted trees mulched with Monteray Pine bark (Pinus,
radiata L.) was materially improved over that of the
control plants which were not mulched.

It was antici-

pated that the mulch would improve growth and fruit production by reducing moisture loss, lowering summer soil
temperatures, improving soil drainage and aeration and
restricting weed growth and subsequent competition for
soil nutrients and moisture.

McIntyre (45) relates that during a recent dry
summer in Maine an apple grower found that 65% of the
apples produced on trees mulched with whole-wood chips
(bark and wood combined) measured more than 2 1/2 inches
in diameter while only 30% of the apples picked from the
unmulched trees had attained that size.

lie also notes

that bark and wood chips applied as a deep mulch have
reduced injury to the "drop
can be marketed.

fruits thus many of them

The "drop" apples were more readily

found and salvaged when chip mulches were used rather
than straw and/or where the grass was allowed to grow
beneath the trees.

He further states that an orchardist
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reported savings of $180 per acre in cultivation and weed
maintenance over a five year period when wood residue
chips were used as a mulch around his fruit trees instead
of straw.

Still another rather extensive study (26) designed
to examine the advantages of using bark as an orchard
mulch was a cooperative effort between the Lane County
Extension Service of Lane County Oregon and three orchard
owners whose operations are at Springfield, Harrisburg
and Medford, Oregon.

In this study several trial areas

have indicated that:

1) rodent problems have not been

introduced, 2) some weed control is still needed with
certain weeds such as thistles, 3) equipment can be moved
on the orchard site year around without difficulty, 4)
damage to the root systems of the trees has been minimized because the need for cultivation has been virtually
eliminated and, 5) the application of bark has made the
top 6-8 inches of soil available for use to the tree roots
so that better utilization of moisture and nutrients in
this layer is now realized.

The advantages cited here are being reflected in the
yields obtained.

The trial plots have indicated that nine

inches of bark materials will completely inhibit the
growth of most weeds and moisture requirements have been
greatly reduced through the summer drought periods.

It is
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anticipated that one application of 8-10 inches of bark
will last through an 8-10 year period.

The long-lasting

qualities of bark appear to be of major importance.
Saw mill residues have been found especially well
adapted for use as a mulch for blueberries.

Kurth (43)

states that Douglas fir sawdust mulches have consistently
increased yields and the quality of the berries and finds
that Douglas fir bark, cedar shingle-toe, pine shavings
and red alder (Alnus rubra) sawdust also serve as an
excellent mulch for blueberries.

These materials are

producing results equal to or superior to that of peat
moss.

It is reported by McIntyre (45) that tests in New
York have showi that production from blueberry bushes
mulched with finewood residues was double that obtained
when straw mulch was used and nearly three times the
yields obtained when no mulch was used.

Blackberries and

raspberries also responded well to mulching.

A number of researchers in other areas have worked
very successfully with strawberries and have shown they
too responded well when mulched with sawdust.

Kurth (43)

points out that as a mulch on strawberries, sawdust has
consistently increased yields.

He reports these mater-

ials (sawdust) are very effective in preventing soil
splash and ultimate damage to the berries due to rot
and/or mold.
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Several of the vegetable crops responded well when
mulched with wood residue materials and prepared bark products.

In the west it has been shown that vegetable crops

respond remarkably well to bark and wood residue mulching
treatments.

According to Kurth (43), increased yields of

cabbages, tomatoes and potatoes have resulted when properly
mulched with wood residues.

Douglas fir sawdust has per-

formed best on these crops but red alder sawdust, pine
shavings and Douglas fir bark has produced nearly comparable results.

Dunn and Latimer (24) point out that mulching of
vegetable crops must not be done indiscriminately as some
vegetable crops respond to mulching where others do not.
They have, however, demonstrated that shredded bark is
very effective as a mulch for tomatoes and cabbages.

Four

years use of mixed southern pine bark as a mulch for tomatoes has produced increased yields of up to 20-57% and has
improved fruit quality.

Sproull (62) in a series of studies, using a mulch
of mixed southern pine barks and subjected to a patented
process he has developed, has field tested bark mulches on
potatoes, corn, tomatoes, squash, cantaloupes, beans,
pepper, cabbages, onions, azaleas, camellias, roses,
chrysanthemums, pansies, grass turf and ilex.

He reports

that yields of fruit, foliage and flowers have always been
excellent when the wood and bark mulches were used.
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A thorough search of the literature reveals that
very little work has been done with the hardwood bark and

finewood residuesgenerated in the Central Hardwoods
region.

It simply has not been determined if the species

of bark and wood materials available in the midwest can be
used successfully in a number of these use-capacities.
Thomas and Behr (64) pointed out that even though

bark and finewood residue materials are used extensively
in some areas, there is a reluctance to use them in others

because of the lack of adequate information as to how
these materials should be applied to obtain best results.
This seems to be particularly true in this midwest area
and indicates the need for additional research and the
need for conducting a number of carefully controlled field
studies using and comparing the performance capabilities
of bark, sawdust and other residue materials with those of
the materials presently used.

The importance of investigating the potential for
developing wider use of bark and wood residue materials
in this whole area is emphasized by the fact that orcharding, the production of berry crops and of vegetable crops
are well established industries in parts of Illinois and
are of economic significance.

Illinois Agricultural Statistics (51) indicate that
in 1970 there were about 96 million tons of apples pro-

duced in Illinois and an additional 19 1/2 million tons of
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peaches.

The acreage of orchards is not reported separ-

ately but there were approximately 113,000 acres of land
devoted to the production of vegetable crops and fruit
orchards combined.

The value of these combined crops was

placed at just under 30 million dollars.

The distribution of acreages devoted to the production of these various crops by districts is shown in Table
XVI.

From this table it can be seen that if it could be

demonstrated that the use of hardwood wood-residues was
beneficial to the production of these crops, this could be
an extremely important market outlet for mills operating
in the west central, southwest and southern portions of
the study area.

It is hoped that accelerated work with

residue materials in these particular use-areas can be
begun in the near future.

Dam and Industrial Construction Prolects and Tract
Developments
Dam construction for flood control and for the generation of power continues in Illinois at a rather rapid
rate.

The Corps of Engineers has announced plans to con-

struct several additional flood control dams within the
next few years.

In addition to these projects, plans for

constructing several dams in conjunction with private power
plants have been announced and are scheduled for construction in the near future.

It is believed that these

TABLE XVI.

THE NUMBER OF ORCHARDS, ACREAGES, AND NUMBER OF TREES AND ACREAGE DEVOTED TO THE PRODUCTION OF VEGETABLE CROPS IN ILLINOIS--1970

Number of
farms having
orchards
(all types)

Total
acreage
for all
orchard
types

Total No.
of farms
having apple
or peach
orchards

Total No.
of peach
and apple
trees

Northwest

63

690

21

14,121

Northeast
West

42

385

37

26, 332

40

816

29

21,580

Central

41

272

06

East

43

205

West Southwest

144

East Southeast
Southwest
Southeast

State Total

709

212

91

1,046

36

136

6,923

152

43

813

19

649

16,859

512

5

,

1

,

Acreage of
orchards and
comm. veg.
crops

208

249 ,277
25

,

384

288 ,806
13

,

341

640,049

113,000
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projects will be subject to the new law which states that
no federally supported construction project can leave over
17.1 acres of freshly disturbed soils unprotected for more
than 30 days before it is seeded and mulched.

The purpose

of this law is to reduce sheet erosion and subsequent
stream siltation to minimum levels.

If this is the case

then there is an excellent chance that bark and/or wood
chips can be used as the mulching media on many of these
projects.

Because the new bulk-type bark spreaders have

been developed, they could be used as an efficient means
of treating the large areas of exposed soil surfaces
created by these huge construction projects and could provide additional outlets for considerable quantities of
bulk type mulching materials in the near future.

There is little doubt that other large construction
projects and tract developments will be more closely
scrutinized by the pollution control boards in the future.
It appears most likely that adequate erosion control will

have to be provided for disturbed soil surfaces created.

These areas will have to be mulched and seeded more
quickly than they have been in the past.

Although strip mining and reclammation of the spoiis
areas afterward are not construction operations in the
strictest sense, they should be mentioned here as these
activities create erosion control problems that are closely
related to those of the construction industry.

Very large

areas of land are left bare once the mining operations are
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completed and the areas are brought back tonormal grade.
Due to the success of several limited attempts to control
erosion on these areas with wood residue mulches, it is
felt that the practice of deep incorporation and surface
mulching of these areas with these materials may be of considerable help in establishing vegetative growth future.
If shredded bark and/or chipped wood residues continues to
function as it has in the early trials, this could be an
extremely large outlet for wood residue materials.

Studies

in this area are underway and others are planned.

Other Markets of Opportunity
A final potential marketing prospect for the bark
and finewood residues materials generated in this area
It is their use on recrea-

should be mentioned in closing.
tion sites.

In 1972, 14,000 cubic yards of bulk bark

mulches were used on three federal recreational park sites
in Illinois.

Although the specific quantities are not

known, other firms in Illinois sold bark products to state
and private parks and to overnight camping areas.
Roth's studies (56) have indicated that processed

bark materials are well accepted by those using the park
facilities included in his study.

Carl Bollerslev's

article (11) indicates the extent to which interest in this
marketing area is developing.

He reports his firm is work-

ing on a special bark product that is to be used
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specifically for walkways, playground areas and for camp
sites at recreational developments.

This suggests that

there is considerable interest in this potential area of
use.
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VI.

Economic Operations Analysis

Basic Economic Data
The object of the final phase of this project was to
identify and examine a number of the economic aspects and
the problems that will arise as attempts are made to develop a viable bark and wood residues processing industry
within the project area0

Achieving this objective required

bringing together the basic data developed regarding the
sources of supply of the residues produced and the marketing potential or indicated levels of consumption data developed in the previous sections of this report along with
other economic considerations to determine if processing and
selling the bark and finewood residues generated in this
area seems a feasible and economically sound undertaking.
To make such an analysis required that a number oE
major questions be answered.
What districts within the study area actually
generate sufficient quantities of residue materials to
sustain an efficient residues processing operation?
What districts of Illinois produce quantities of
residue materials in excess of the levels of consumption
indicated for them in that particular district or in other
words which districts must look to outside markets for the
residue materials they produce.
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3,

In what regions are the quantities of residues

produced less than the predicted levels of consumption or
in other words, in what districts are there market potentials greater than the quantities of residues generated?
What differentials are there in the costs of pro-

duction of the three broad classes of products considered
in this analysis, a) bagged mulching media, b) bulk type

mulches, ground covers, and soil conditioners, and c) beziding and litter type materials also handled in bulk form?
What are the market values of these various types
of products on today's markets, at least in the various
types of market outlets considered?
What geographic points should be selected or assumed to be the most strategic sites for residue processing
plants in order to simulate the least cost accumulation
points for the eight districts that generate residue

materials?
When the residue processing plant sites are
selected, what would the shipping distances be to the nine
market demand points established in the study area?
What are the transportation costs that must be

borne by these products as they are distributed both within
the districts in which they are produced and/or as they are
transhipped to those areas where indicated levels of consumption are greater than the quantities of residues
produced?
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Finally, since it cannot be ignored that quality

residue products will be produced outside the study area
and will compete for a part of the large market potential
of this area, it seemed most important to determine what
effect these outside sources will have upon the optimum
flow patterns indicated for the residue materials generated.
within the project area when outside sources are recognized
as functions in the programming matrix.

This chapter attempts to answer these and other
questions.

Quantities of Residue Materials Available by Districts
From the sources of supply survey data developed in
this study, the total quantities of residue materials that
could have been produced in the project area in 1971 were
determined.

In addition to that, however, it was possible

to determine these quantities for each of the nine major
marketing districts established within Illinois.

The de-

terminations of the quantities of residues potentially
available in the various districts are shown in Table XVII.
The quantities of bark residues versus the quantities of
sawdust and shavings generated in each of the districts
are shown as a matter of interest.

The quantitative data shown in this table were then
used to develop the surplus supply districts in the operations analysis matrix which in turn established the flow
solutions shown in the following sections.

POTENTIAL QUANTITIES OF RESIDUE MATERIALS AVAILABLE IN ILLINOIS BY

TABLE XVII.

DISTRICTS-.---l971

Districts

1

2

North- Northeast
west

3

Total
Residues
*

Note:

5

6

7

8

9

South- SouthEast
West
east
West Central East S. West S. East west

Total

Quantities of Materials
Cubic Yards

Type of
Material
Bark
Sawdust

4

79942
42478

789908
335877

-

29302
39519

110695
62950

440354
104804

-

68821

173645

545158 122420 1125785*

7570
2465

37059
31648

57102
23712

27884
28301

-

10035

68707

80814

56185

The total supply of bark shown n this table is 10,534 cubic yards less
than the quantities shown in Table II for 1970. Two stave mills were
closed down in 1971 and accounts for the discrepancy in the total supply
values shown in this and Table II.
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Assumed Location of Processing Plant Operations
As the procedures section of this report indicates,
residue processing plants with annual capacities of from
18,000 to 24,000 cubic yards of residue materials appear
capable of operating efficiently and at a profit.

Ray

Sarles (58) of the U.S. Dorest Service, Forest Products
Marketing Laboratory at Princetown, West Virginia, has
examined the profit potential of an integrated bark processing plant operating at this range of production.

An

'Outline of the Method for Estimating Profit," for this

operation is presented as Appendix E of this report as a
matter of interest to the readers.
An integrated bark operation of this capacity re-

quires about 25 tons of bark residues a day, is operated by
a crew of four or five men on a one-shift basis, and pro-

duces about 80 cubic yards of processed materials per day.
If the product mix is maintained at about a 60% to 40%
ratio, a plant this size would produce about 97,200 bags
of mulching materials and 7,200 cubic yards of bulk materials annually.

Sarles (58) suggests the capital investment

required for a plant of this capacity is approximately
$62,000.

His analysis of this operation showed a net

annual income of $30,000, pretax, on the bark processing
operations alone and a return to the company of $5.82 per
ton for the bark furnished to the bark plants.

This charge
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for the raw bark produced the firm an additional $32,737
income per year.

It was assumed that in those districts in Illinois in
which the primary wood-using firms could generate residue
materials in quantities equal to or greater than the magnitudes indicated above, a successful bark processing operation would ultimately be developed.

Table XVII summarizes

the quantities of residues that could be produced in the
various districts, and shows that at least seven of the 9
districts in Illinois could support one or more integrated
bark processing operations.

Only Districts No. 1 and No.

5, the northeast and east central districts, generated
quantities of bark and other residue materials at levels
below those indicated as necessary to support a viable wood
residues processing operation0

It should be noted that

even though the quantities of residues generated by the
primary wood-using industries in District No. 1 are marginal for supporting a processing plant, it was assumed there

would be a plant located in that area because of the very
attractive markets and because it was felt that a plant
could be supplied by bark materials barged into the area
either from the south or from the north and because of the
possibility of using this low cost form of transportation,
it was assumed a plant in this area could operate competitively.

There were, therefore, eight plant sites
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recognized and used in the linear analysis of maximum
profit distributions, presented later in this report.

Thesales districts into which Illinois was divided,
the assumed processing plant sites selected and the quantities of residues generated along with the indicated market
potential within each of these districts are shown in
The assumed sites selected for the various

Figure l3

processing plants are not at the geographic centers of the
districts.

The locations selected were shifted in order

to locate these simulated plant sites near the major
sources of residue materials within the respective districts.

No processing plant site was selected in District

No. 5 because there are no residue materials generated in
this area (Table XVII).

Selecting processing sites other than the geographic
centers of the districts was justified because the most
profitable location for processing plants within a district would be plant sites near the major sources of residue materials.

The sites selected would minimize inbound

resource transportation costs, particularly if the raw
materials are to be derived from more than one woodconversion plant or mill.

It should again be noted that

although the author shows only a single processing plant
site per district, additional plants might be supported in
several of the larger supply districts.

Because the dis-

tricts established are large, it might ultimately prove
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economically feasible and desirable to have more than one
plant in these larger supply districts0

The purpose again

would be to reduce incoming transportation costs.

However,

such an arrangement would increase competition for the
local markets.

Such a development would not, however, af-

fect the least cost or maximum profit distributions discussed later in this report since the model used recognizes
only the maximum profit distribution of the total production of residue products for the district as a whole and
does not recognize sources of materials that might derive
from competitive plants within a given district0

Indicated Market Potential for Residue Products by
Districts
The returns from the marketing survey questionnaires
provided the information used to develop quantitative esti-

mates of the levels of consumption of processed shredded
bark and, other finewood residue products expected to de-

velop in the project area over the next few years.

The

estimated residues consumption quantities derived are
shown in Table XVIII.

Because the respondents were asked

to report the materials used in their own operations
separately from the materials sold through their retail
outlets, it was possible to roughly estimate the quantities
of materials expected to be used in bulk form versus those
quantities expected to be sold as bagged materials and

ESTIMATED MARKET POTENTIAL FOR RESIDUE PRODUCTS IN ILLINOIS BY

TABLE XVIII.

DISTRICTS--19 77

1

4

NorthNorth-West
East
Central East S. West S. East
east
2

west

Type of
Materials
Bagged
Mulch
342541
Bulk
Mulch
100368

3

5

6

7

West

8

9

South- Southwest
east

Total

Quantities of Materials
Cubic Yards
10636

6624

5051

442909

211649

2796

9071

1239

3406

402

386026

18300

64307 17758

95257

4880

40824

1585

348330

15687

24924

73618 20554

104328

6119

44230

1987

734356

47920

42630

24821 27386

9182

26291

50924 20213

461216

55448 205259 135135

61993 30897

132306

73036

40509 49833

784416

267097 253179 177765

86814 58283

141488

99327

91433 70046

1245432

710006 268866 202689

160432178837

245816

105446 135663 72033

1979788

9311

Bedding
& Litter

Horses &
Poultry
Livestock
Producers
Grand
Total

I
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finally those materials expected to be used as bulk materials for bedding and litter.

These breakdown values are

shown as line items in Table XVIII.

Note also the expected

use of bedding for horses and by the poultry industry are
shown separately from the projected bedding needs of the
livestock industry.

The reader will recall these estimates

were determined by different means.

The stables and

poultry figures were determined through survey procedures
while the livestock industries' estimated consumption of
residues were derived from Dr. Hinton's bedding-use values
presented earlier in this report.

Surplus and Deficit Sources of Supply and Consumption
Areas
Once estimates of the quantities of residues available and estimates of the levels of consumption expected
within various districts were determined, those areas that
are confronted with probable surpluses or deficits of
these residue types of materials could be identified.

As one would expect the greatest surpluses of residue
materials occur in the southern districts.

The greatest

forest resources are found there and thus the area supports
the greatest concentrations of wood conversion plants.
The largest disparity between the quantities of residues
generated and the indicated market potential for them occurs in the Southwest District, District No. 8.

The
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production of bark in this district is large because the
largest pulp mill in the project area is located there, as
are both of the whole log chipping centers and a number of
the larger sawmills which accounts for the large quantities
of sawdust materials reported in this district (District
No. 8)e

Districts No. 7 and 9 are also surplus production

areas due in part to the large pulp mills located in each
of these districts.

The indicated market potential for

both mulches and bedding materials in those districts are
not sufficient to absorb the residue materials generated
(see Tables XVII and xviii).

When the predicted market potentials for the two
classes of higher value materials, bagged mulching media
and bulk mulches and soil conditioner type materials, are
viewed apart from the bedding and litter materials, the
northwest district (No. 2), the west district (No. 3), the
central district (No. 4) and of course districts Nos. 7,
8, and 9 are potential excess suppliers and thus will be
competing for the indicated market deficits for these
higher value products in districts No. 1, No. 4, No. 5 and
No. 6.

The areas where the indicated consumption of these

higher value bagged and bulk mulching materials are greater
than the quantities available are those areas with large
populations.

The Chicago area (District No. 1) is, of

course, a major deficit area for residue products.

The
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central district (No. 4) and the east district (No. 5) also
represent rather attractive prospective marketing areas for
the higher value materials.

If the estimated marketing potentials for bedding
materials are reasonably accurate determinations, there appears to be marketing prospects for residue materials considerably in excess of the quantities of residues available
in all districts except those located in the extreme southeast portion of the state (Districts 7, 8 and 9).

Whether

or not the indicated marketing deficits existing in the
districts lying to the north of these sources are sufficient to absorb the excess quantities of residues generated
in the surplus regions is one of the major objectives to be
determined by the spacial analysis discussed in the following sections of this report.

Haulinq Distances
In viewing the estimates of the quantities of processed residue products that could be generated in the
project area in relation to the projected marketing potentials for them, it would appear at first glance that
prospective producers of residue products should have little to worry about since estimates of consumption in the
near future indicate there may be markets considerably in
excess of the total quantities of the residue materials
generated.

Would that it were so.

The truth is that the
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great distances between the major sources of these mater-

ials and the major prospective markets for them may prove
to be an insurmountable obstacle.

The logistical problems

involved are one of the major concerns of the linear programming model.

To develop the costs of transportation elements of
the analysis matrix, the distances between the assumed
processing sites and the major marketing points had to be
determined and are presented in Table XIX.

These distances

represent the approximate mileages between each of the
eight assumed sources of residue products and the major
marketing areas within each of the 9 districts.

Also, the

approximate distances between two of the major outside
sources of residue materials (Wisconsin and Kentucky) and
the 9 marketing points in Illinois are shown in this chart.
This table shows the extreme distances between the most
southerly sources of bark in Illinois (Districts 8 and 9)
and the potential markets of the Chicago area.

Distances

of more than 350 miles are involved in these instances.
Obviously only high value products can be transported at
a profit over distances this great.

This point will be

dramatically evident as results of the linear programming
analysis are examined in the final section of this report.
It should also be noted that due to mileages of smaller
magnitude it appears that producers in Wisconsin can be
more than competitive with processing plants operating in
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TABLE XIX.

MILEAGE CHART SHOWING DISTANCES BETWEEN SOURCES
AND MAJOR MARKETING POINTS IN ILLINOIS AND OF
POTENTIAL OUTSIDE SOURCES OF RESIDUE PRODUCTS

District W.SW
Nwnber

E.

6

N.L

W.

S.W.

8.E.

LW.

1

3

8

9

2

Cent E.SE
7

-I

Place
Names

2t
:1

156
279

136

158

186

329

306

66

259

178

100

1614

323

351

18

91

153

110

23

252

112

163

86

186

285

213

153

263

176

1457

358

222

1465

554

5142

238

321

53.7

1483

5514

686

688

8o

MileageR

.

1408

WiCr Kent
10
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the southern districts of Illinois, particularly with regard to the large indicated marketing potential of the
Chicago area.

Hopefully local markets and markets in the

St. Louis metropolitan area might be developed as outlets
for the excess materials produced in the most southerly
districts in lieu of those lost to the north.
Cost Determinations

As it was stated earlier, one of the major purposes
of this study was to examine the economic aspects of developing a bark and finewood processing industry in
Illinois; an industry capable of utilizing the waste wood
residue materials generated in the area and capable of
supplying the estimated marketing potential for these
types of materials at a profit.

An operational analysis approach to the problem was
taken.

As with any linear programming maximization prob-

lem, the objective was to pick the optimal output (in this
instance the most profitable) from among several feasible
output combinations.

This could be done only if relevant

production and transportation costs were determined.
Costs of Production
Bagqed Bark Mulching Media

Since there were no bark processing operations
underway in the project study area where bagging
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activities are involved, it was not possible to make first

hand observations in regard to production costs.

Inter-

views with firms operating in other areas were made, however, and the consensus of these contacts were that the

production costs of bagged shredded bark mulches probably
range from about $3.30 to $3.85 per cubic yard of materials
processed and packaged.

Production costs of $3.34 per

cubic yard were reported by a very reputable firm operating
in the West.

A smaller firm in the midwest area reported

costs of $3.85 per cubic yard.

Ray Sarles (58) in his

study reported a cost of $3.38 for producing bagged materials when costs of the raw materials were not included.

In

this study the costs of production for bagged mulching
media used in the linear programming operations analysis
was the $3.38 per cubic yard value developed in Dr. Sarles'
study (see Appendix E).

Processed Bulk Bark and Other Wood Residue Media
In the case of processed bark mulches sold in bulk
form the production costs of several plants operating in
the project area were solicited.

Production costs in this

instance include the cost of transferring the bark from
the debarker to the hammer mill or shredders, actually

milling the bark then passing the materials over a set of
slotted shaker screens and finally conveying or hauling
the materials to a stock pile area.

The costs reported by
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operating plants ranged from 55 cents per cubic yard up to
85 cents per cubic yard.

The costs assumed in the linear

programming model in this instance was the 85 cents per
cubic yard figure.

This is a value that would have to be

determined for each individual operation.

The cost assumed

here was used only as a matter of expedience in that it is
an important element in the matrix used in solving for an
optimum distribution solution in the analysis.
Bedding and Litter Materials (Bulk Form)

The final cost values needed for the model were those
for producing bedding and litter materials.

Since these

are for the most part a low value product, there generally
is very little done to the materials other than to stock
pile them in the yard.

Conveyors or blowers are generally

used for moving these materials away from the mill sites.
In some instances the materials are screened to remove any
sticks and large chunks.

may not be needed.

With sawdust even this operation

The only other cost involved is that of

loading the materials into conveyances brought to the yard
for hauling the materials to the farm or dairy using the
materials.

The costs assumed in the model in this instance

was a charge of 15 cents per cubic yard for storage and
loading the materials.
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Transportation Costs

The next major elements needed in developing the
matrix for making analyses was the cost of transporting
these materials both from the processing sites to markets
within the various districts and, in the case of excess
supply districts, the costs of transporting the various
types of residue products to those districts where consumption levels are expected to exceed the quantities of residue materials available either as bagged mulching materials, as bulk form residue mulching materials and/or as
bedding and litter materials.
Considerable variability in these costs can be experienced.

In many cases processing plants were utilizing

the so called 'gypsy

haulers who may or may not charge

uniform rates.

In determining the rates to be used in the analysis
matrix for transporting bagged mulching media, the actual
rates being paid by one of the larger bark processing
plants in the midwest were employed.

This firm has nego-

tiated a backhaul rate with commercial hauling firms operating in the area and are rates that probably could be

duplicated by other processing plants on a negotiated
basis.

These rates are presented in Table XX.

The bulk hauling rates used in the analysis were the
rates established and presently being used by a large

TABLE XX.

HAULING RATES FOR BAGGED MULCHES--1972

District Name and Number

NE

NW

W

1

2

3

Cent.
4

E

WSW

ESE

5

6

7

SW

SE

8

9

(Hauling Dist. & Rates for Products from Supply
to Demand Points)
1.

2.

Chicago & Suburbs
Mileage
Rate/cu. yd.
Mt. Morris

40
0.65

100
0.91

243
1.59

153
1.23

136
1.13

100
0.91

40

164
1.30

112

0.65

0.94

243
1.59

164
1.30

0.65

110
0.97

153
1.23

112
0.94

110
0.94

0.65

136
1.13

178
1.36

199
1.46

279
1.65

259
1.60

162
1.30

279
1.65

186
1.43

360
1.91

329
1.75

178

259

1.36

1.60

263
1.62

323
1.81

351
1.91

199

162
1.30

285
1.65

278

1.46

306
1.69

91
0.91

148
1.20

176
1.36

243

40
0.65

156
1.23

86
0.84

221

0.91

1.52

186
1.43

148
1.20

156
1.23

40
0.65

163
0.91

120
0.97

158
1.23

Fr e ep ort

3.

4.

5.

6.

Mileage
Rate/cu. yd.
Galesburg
Ft. Madison, Ia.
Mileage
Rate/cu. yd.
Peoria
Pekin
Mi1eage
Rate/cu. yd.

Champaign-Urbana
Mileage
Alton
E. St. Louis
Mileage
Rate/cu. yd.

40

40

91

1.64

1.59

252
1.61

TABLE XX

(Continued)

District Name and Number
7

NE

NW

W

1

2

3

Cent.
4

E

WSW

ESE

5

6

7

Marshall
Terre Haute
Mileage
Rate/cu. yd.

186
1.43

263

1.62

285
1.65

176
1.36

0.84

Carbondale
Murphysboro
Mileage
Rate/cu. yd.

360
1.91

323
1.81

278

1.64

243
1.59

Harrisburg
Eldorado
Mileage
Rate/cu. yd.

329
1.75

351
1.91

1.69

Greenbay, Wisconsin
Mileage
Rate/cu. yd.

222
2.61

238

465

2.80

Knoxville, Kentucky
Mileage
Rate/cu. yd.

554
4.71

688
6.29

86

SW

SE

8

9

163
1.91

0.65

120
0.97

213

40

60

1.52

1.51

0.65

0.71

252
1.61

186
1.23

158
1.23

153
1.23

66

0.71

40
0.65

5.46

321
3.77

358
4.21

487
5.72

408
4.79

554
6.51

542
6.37

686
6.26

580
5.01

483
3.88

517
4.28

420
3.14

2.10

306

221

40

123
1.51

-

153
1.23

-

2.88
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producer of bulk shredded bark products within the project
Two different rates are presented in Table XXI.

area.

These rates, in the first instance, are based on hauling
units of the conventional type, the 40 foot semi-truck
trailer unit, which can only haul about 46 to 47 cubic
yards per load.

The second and more favorable rates are

those established for a recently developed hauling unit
that self-unloads through the rear doors in about six to
seven minutes and is capable of hauling approximately 80
cubic yards of processed bark in bulk form.

The import-

ance of developing and making widespread use of this hauling unit can be seen.

It will greatly increase the range

over which bulk bark products can be hauled and sold at a
profit.

In the case of bedding materials, hauling rates less
favorable than those reported for the large hauling unit
described earlier were used because it is felt that
smaller hauling units may be used most frequently in moving bedding materials to their use-sites.

The rates

adopted and used as operational elements in the matrix are
those presented in Table XXI for the 40 foot semi-trailer
units.

Note the hauling rates used for the shadow sources
of residue products, Wisconsin, Kentucky, and the West
Coast, are shown in Table XX.

TABLE XXI.

HAULING RATES-..-BULK SHREDDED BARK AND FINEWOOD RESIDUES---1972

Hauling Dist.
Miles

20
30

40
50
60
70

80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200

40' Semi
47 cu yd/id
Rate/yard

.43
.64
.85

1.06
1.28
1.49
1.70
1.92
2.13
2.25
2.45
2.66
2.86
3.06
3.23
3.44
3.64
3.84
4.04

Bulk Trailer
80 Cu yds/ld

Rate/yard

.25

.375
.50
.625
.75
.875

1.00
1.125
1.25
1.32
1.44
1.56
1.68
1.80
1.90
2.02
2.14
2.26
2.38

40' Semi

Hauling Dist.
Miles

47 CU yd/ld

Rate/yard

Bulk Trailer
80 cu yds/ld
Rate/yard

210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
400
450
500

4.22
4.42
4.62
4.83
5.03
5.19
5.39
5.59
5.78
5.98
6.18
6.38
6.58
6.78
6.98
7.98
8.98
9.97

2.48
2.60
2.72
2.84
2.95
3.05
3.16
3.28
3.40
3.52
3.63
3.75
3.87
3.98
4.10
4.69
5.27
5.86
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Market Values of the Various Types of Residue Products
The final determinations made to complete the operational elements needed for the MPS/360 linear programming
matrix were the market values of the three general types
of residue products described in this study.

That is,

realistic market values had to be established for 1) bagged
shredded bark products, 2) bulk type seeding and woody
shrub-bed mulches, and 3) bedding and litter type materials.

Market Price of Processed andBagqed Residue Products
Fortunately there were fairly reliable market values
established for the bagged bark and finewood residue materials sold in this area in 1972.

Imported coniferous bark

products were readily available at garden centers and at
the many retail chain stores that handle plants and garden
supplies.

Although processed hardwood bark was not readily

found, a few outlets that handled midwest hardwood bark
products were found.

These processed bark products were, in 1972, selling
at various prices, of course, but the selling price seemed

to be averaging about $3.98 per five cubic foot bag in the
Chicago and St. Louis areas.

The three cubic foot bags

were somewhat cheaper per bag but cost the buyer more per
cubic foot of material.

This meant that bagged bark mater-

ials were selling at the retail level for about $21.49 per
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cubic yard.

This value was used in the operations analysis

determinations as the retail market value of bagged mulches.
In spacial analysis VI a delivered price of $11.88 per
cubic yard was introduced into the model so that the income deriving to the primary wood using industries themselves could be approximated.

This price closely repre-

sented the market value of processed and bagged bark mulch
from the producer's point of view.

Sellinq Price of Processed Bark in Bulk Form
The 1972 market price for processed shredded bark,
when used as roadside seeding mulches, as functional

mulches for woody shrub-beds and as landscaping mulches
particularly, and when purchased and used in bulk form,
was not well established.

The reason was that prices paid

varied according to the hauling distances involved.

For

the landscaper close to the processing mill, the prices
paid were cheap (note hauling rate tables).

For those who

were hauling long distances, the price paid soon became

quite expensive because the costs of hauling these low
density materials increases rapidly as distances increase.
Prices of these materials f.o.b. the processing mill,
however, were more firmly established.

Prices ranging

from $2.50 to $3.50 per cubic yard loaded at the mill
seemed to prevail.

A price of $3.00 was used in the

matrix as a price base in the first linear programming
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spacial determinations.

An alternate selling price of

$6.70 per cubic yard delivered at the job site was intro-

duced in spacial analysis IV.

This price represented more

realistically the average price paid by thelandscape contractors in 1972 and provided for a more valid gross profit
determination from which to subtract production and hauling
costs.

Price of Bedding and Litter Materials
The prices paid for litter and bedding materials in
In many instances,

1972 were virtually indeterminant.

these materials were available to local farmers for a small
loading fee.

In other instances prices charged for bedding,

particularly if the materials were delivered, ran as high
as $4.50 to $5.00 per cubic yard.

Because the market value

of these materials when used as bedding was most imperfectly determined, an assumed price had to be adopted for use
in the linear model.

The price chosen for this purpose in

the first analysis was $1.25 per yard f.o.b. the mill plus
a 25

per yard loading fee.

In this situation the only

profit value incorporated in the analysis to offset pro-

duction and hauling costs was that of the profit made by
the mill.

In spacial analysis IV a delivered price of

$3.25 was introduced into the model.

With these values determined all the data needed to
initiate the linear determinations of the maximum profit
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distributions of these residue products within the study
area had been assembled.

Maximum Profit Distributions of Residue Products
One of the major goals of the wood residues research

program at the University of Illinois has been to determine
if there are realistic opportunities for attaining full
utilization of the bark and finewood residue materials

generated by the primary wood-using industries in the midwest area.

It was believed the basic data developed in the

previous sections could be the basis for making this determination through operations analysis procedures.

The ele-

ments needed for developing a basic programming model
designed to solve for the maximum profit distribution of
the residue materials produced in the project area were
available.

The MPS/360 Linear Programming Routine (6) was

selected for this purpose because it provided the means
for determining not only which products would flow from
district to district but also what quantities of each of
the three types of products recognized in the model (bagged and bulk mulches, and bedding) should flow to each of
the various marketing points in order to maximize profits
either for the industry as a whole or for the individual
processing points assumed in the study.
It was hoped that these types of determinations might

be of help in encouraging a more orderly expansion of the
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wood residue processing industry, which has already had a

beginning in this region but must be further developed if
bark and finewood residues are fully utilized.

The linear

programming approach to the problem seemed to be the most
logical means for developing the type of information
needed to help the industry in this expansion period.
The reasons for selecting the programming approach
are that it; 1) provides a means of determining the optimal
solution to a distribution problem when several products
are involved and when these products have different costs
of production, are sold in different forms and at different
prices and must bear different costs of transportation,
2) suggests what courses of action might best be taken in
working toward preassigned goals in the most efficient
manner, 3) indicates the optimal mix of product lines a
processing plant can expect to move to any particular location, and 4) affords the opportunity of looking at not one
but many alternative approaches to the problem by provid-

ing means for progressively introducing additional factors
and/or constraints into the program.

In each case profit

maximization solutions are derived in accordance to the
functional elements and various types of constraints imposed upon the model in viewing new and alternative approaches to solving the overall problem.
Since these were in essence the types of answers
sought in this particular study-project, the "MPS/360
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Linear Programming Routine Procedures" (6) program was
adapted to the conditions imposed by the residues utilization problem of this area.

The results of the spacial

analyses made are presented in the following section.
Emperical Results of the Analyses
Spacial Analysis I

The first analysis carried out under the procedures
indicated above was, by design, the least complicated approach attempted.

In this analysis, outside or shadow

sources of residue products (Wisconsin, Kentucky, West
Coast) were not included as operational elements in the
model.

This first analysis was an attempt to see if the

modified program developed for this project would produce
a feasible solution.

Secondly it was to be used as a

basic solution with which to compare later analyses when
more objective functional elements and parameter values
were introduced into the matrix.

It is important to note

that the price parameters used in this first analysis were
very restrictive to long distance transport of the residue

materials because only the bagged mulch price parameter
used ($21.49) was actually a retail value.

For the bulk

materials only the selling prices loaded f.ob. the mill
were used in the matrix, therefore, small profit ranges
were imposed.

This meant that transport distances were

highly restricted since a general non-negative profit
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constraint is imposed in the model.

One further con-

straint imposed upon this first model was the fact that
assumed processors within a given district could not sup-

ply outside high value product markets until the local
(within the district) market potential for bagged and bulk
mulches were satisfied.

No restrictions on bedding mater-

ial movements were imposed.

This model would then most

closely resemble the optimum distribution of the various
types of products from the individual processor's point
of view.

The geographic flows of the three product lines from
the indicated sources of supply to the various consumption
points are shown schematically on the left hand side of
Table XXII, Spacial Analysis I.

In examining this portion

of the table, for the moment, it can be seen that the
estimated quantities of materials available in District 1

was determined to be 10,035 cubic yards of residue materials.

The analysis indicated this total quantity should

be processed and bagged as mulching media and sold in its
entirety within the district in order to maximize profits
for the local processor.

This action is indicated by the

quantities of materials dispersed column which shows the
10,035 units were dispersed to this marketing area as
bagged mulches.

In District 2, the table indicates 68,707

cubic yards of residues could be generated.

The model

indicates, in this instance, the producer or producers in

SPACIAL ANALYSIS I

TABLE XXII.

Floss of Products to Marketing Points

flow of Products from Assumed Processing Potato

of Residue

)-Lriets

kantitiec
,vailuble

1
2

Betel
Psoducte
Dispersed

Flow

Flow Baute.

uu. vd.)

Beantities
(ass. irds.)

(mu. yds.)

District

10,035

-1

10,035

10,035

1

68 307

2-2

10,636
53,020

--

Bedding & Litter
Begged Media
Bulk iSaiah
Bedding

80,814

56,185 _-49,3U

56,185

Begged Media
Balk Mulch

Bedding & Litter

Bone

68,821

6

173,6457-1
7-5

7

9,071
59,750

6-6

7-7

68,821

47,645
2,796

- 1,239

545,148

8

8-1

173,645

99,327

234,474
3.406

6

'8-89l,433

405,61.4

9-9
1

9

dispersed

7

Balk Mulct

Flow by

Districts

Predicted
Flow
Quantities Cos,euasption
(ass. yds.) (Cu. ydS.)

l-110,03
7-147,645

342,541

8
1.22,620

Flu,, Constraints Imposed
Incoow Generated - - $7,035,334
LEG EN 1)

- INI)IUAFE!) FLOW OF UAGG LI) PI?OINICT
IN )ICATEI) FlOW OF flU K I'flOI)U CTS
IN )ICATEI) FLOW OF UF,I)DING AN!) [ITTEU I'flOf)UCT

1-1 .o...e
2-1

iatimoted
Consum7tion

Unfulfilled
(Co. yds.)
None

i_1r

30,387
None

...t00,368

None

267,097

53,020"

2-210,6361.0,636
2-2rn*se.....5 ,051"n..on5 ,051
2-2.-No.se

253,179

6,62'I6,624

3-3

3-3...u l8, 300

18,300

3-3.,.38,457'.-'i77,765

44-4..........
1_9,3119,3].].
Is6,874...

Bedd106 & Litter
Bagged Media

5-5

None

Bsi.k Mulch

7.5
2,796
5.51.....nns None

Bedding & Litter

5.5.-.. None

Begged Media
Bulk Mulch

7-5...........17,758

2,796

6-6.e........ 59,750*...
8.6mee.e. 35,507

6.6"Nosse

5,257

1,239
4,880

Begged Media
Bafla Mulch

8-8
8-8

,40,824....,m.40,824

Begged Me

9-9
9-9

1,585.......ne.1,585

Bedding & Litt

3,4063 ,406

8-8--91 ,433-'--91,433

flow Conutrainta Imposed

4c

lone

(86,8114
None

None
None

141,688

99 ,327."99 , 327

Balk Mulch

None

None

7-7.-

7.7e..4,880rn

None
None

(139,3041

(58,283J

7-7

1,239

None

Bane
(253.1791

58,283

9,0719,O'Ti

6-6

(47,3481
(267,0971

17,758

Bagged Media
Balk Mulch

Bedding & Litter
9

9-l

3J5.sse.... 17,433.m.11564,307
4-4e.''lSone
86,8t4

Bedding & Litter

402

50,387
1,585
70,046

Bagged Media

Bedding & Litter

1139,5041
1Io

122,420

4

5

.7..5,.n.......*.**es17,758
4,880
-7

'57_7'

Product

Bagged Media

Balk Mulch

68,707

6,624
.....1.8,300
17,433

80,816

N'ps of

8-1-234,47

n2-2.*ms.*"s. 5,051

4

Product

by Districts
Ldlet. IIos,

'lOB

066

None
None
No.5.

None
None
None
None

lone
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this district should process and bag 10,636 cubic yards
of their residues and sell them within the local district
as bagged mulch.

It further indicates that 5,051 cubic

yards of bulk mulch could be sold locally, but 53,020
cubic yards of their bulk materials should be shipped to
the Chicago marketing area (District 1) thus providing
for the dispersment of the total quantities of residue
materials generated in that district.

It is interesting,

to note that none of the residue materials available are
to be dispersed as bedding at the market prices assumed,
In

in this model if optimum returns are to be realized.

District 3, however, it can be seen that in order to disperse the total quantities of residues available, a processor would have to divert 38,457 cubic yards of residue
materials to the local (District 3) bedding market if
additional higher value markets could not be developed.
If the reader follows these procedures in interpreting the table, the rest of the information in the
table becomes self-explanatory.
It should be noted that the matrix developed under
this set of constraint configurations and price functions
indicates that all residue materials in the project area
could be distributed at a profit except for 139,504 cubic
yards of the residues generated in District No. 8.

It

should be remembered, however, that none of the outside or
shadow sources of residue materials (Wisconsin, Michigan,
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Kentucky, etc.) were provided for in this matrix, thus
did not compete with or influence the flow of the local
(Illinois) sources of residue materials in this first
analysis.

Finally, it should be noted that the model

indicates the southern-most districts (7, 8 and 9) would
be able to sell bagged mulch at a profit to the Chicago
marketing area.

The model indicates that large quanti-

ties (332,500 cubic yards) of bagged materials from these
districts could be moved to the Chicago markets under the
conditions imposed in this analysis.

On the right hand side of Table XXII, a schematic
view of the flow of materials to the various marketing
points is shown for the same analysis procedure (Spacial
Analysis I).

In this instance the distributions are shown

as the flow of products from their respective sources to
the estimated levels of consumption expected to develop in
the various districts.

Looking at the flow of products

indicated in District 1, for the moment, it can be seen
that bagged materials will flow to the projected market
potential of the Chicago area in the following manner:
from the local processor, only 10,035 cubic yards since
that is the estimated total local supply; 47,645 cubic
yards from District 7; 234,474 cubic yards from District 8;
and 50,387 cubic yards from District 9.

The total of these

values equals the estimated levels of consumption for
bagged mulch expected to develop in the Chicago area.
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Looking further at the indicated flow of products to
the Chicago market, the model shows that 53,020 cubic yards
of bulk mulch could be supplied by District 2 at a profit.
The remaining 47,348 cubic yards of market potential for

bulk mulches in the Chicago area could not be fulfilled
profitably under the pricing constraints imposed on this
model (see l39,501i. cubic yards of residues not dispersed

from District 8).

The reader can see that flows of residue products

were sufficient to fulfill the predicted consumptionof
higher value products in each of the other marketing districts in Illinois.

It can also be seen in this table that

the large estimated market potential for bedding in the
Chicago area is completely unfulfilled.

This condition

prevails pretty much in most of the other districts as
well.

The indicated market potential for bedding in Dis-

tricts 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 were left unfulfilled.
At the price configuration used in Spacial Analysis
I, it is indicated that if the residue products were sold
in strict conformance to the distributions shown in the
model, the income generated by the residue processing industry and the retailers handling the bagged materials
would be approximately $7,000,000.
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Spacial Analysis II
In the second spacial analysis (see Table xxiii),

all constraints on the flow of residue materials generated
within the project study area were removed.

It does then

represent the optimum distribution of the residue products
that could be generated within the project area.

In this

instance the products are distributed in such a manner that

the best market opportunities and the best returns for the
resource as a whole are determined.

This model again re-

quires the existence of the shadow or outside sources
(Wisconsin, Michigan, Indiana, Kentucky, and Tennessee)

which would compete for the various markets under normal
competitive conditions.

The immediate noticeable effect of removing the flow
constraints in this model is the fact that most of the
residues produced in the northerly districts of Illinois
are relegated to lower value products.

As is indicated,

the Chicago area bagged mulch markets would, under total
industry profit maximization, be supplied by the more distant processors of residue products, the districts of the
southern part of the state.

The reason is that the high

value bagged mulch is the only product that can be shipped
long distances and still earn a profit.

The model seeking

the maximum profit distribution without regard for the
profit interests of any individual processing plant or for

TABLE XXIII.

SPACIAL ANALYSIS II AND SPACIAL ANALYSIS III
SPACIAL ANALYSIS II

Sources of
Residues

14Districts

SPACIAL ANALYSIS III

claw of Products from Assumed Processing Points
3usntitie,
Flow Routes
Flow
Aveilehie
by Djtajcts
Quantities

(cu. yds.

(dint. lion,)
1-i

1

(cii. yda.)

Produets
Dieperse

(cii. yds.)

None

10,035

,'1,, o "rodsots Tssr Ass'red I'ruscsr::;- Foists

Ibtal

iv Districts
1

10,035

None
2

68,707,
L1

Suentities

Sources

of Residue

ivsilsble
(so. yd

Plow Route.
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any particular district increased the income generated to
$7,053,282 as versus the $7,035,334 attained in the first
analysis wherein the northern districts were allowed to
supply as much of the high value type products as they
could to their own local markets.

It is interesting to

note that even the residue products generated in the
Chicago area (10,035 cubic yards) were, in this second
analysis, relegated to bulk mulch markets in order to save
the bagged market for the more distant sources and in the
interest of maximizing overall profits.

One further point worth noting in this solution is
the fact there were 118,833 cubic yards of available residues in District No. 8 that were not dispersed.

This was

only slightly less than the 139,504 cubic yards that were
not dispersed in the first model.

Obviously much of the

low value bedding requirements were left unfulfilled as
they were in the first instance because these materials
cannot be hauled profitably to any outside market points
at the selling price imposed ($1.50/cubic yard) on this
model.

This second analysis is of interest in that it
demonstrates that flow determinations are extremely sensitive to change when constraints are altered in the model.

The results themselves are obviously not of much
practical interest, however, because one would not expect,
in a competitive industry, that northern producers would
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back off from the high value local markets in the interest
of attaining greater overall utilization of the total
resource.

It was surprising that the additional gains made,

even under these so-called optimum distribution conditions,
were not too great.

The actual indicated gain in the

income generated was only $17,948 greater than the income
indicated in Spacial Analysis I.

The author also realizes that these solutions are
biased toward bagged materials since the costs of the retail
operations have not been deducted from the retail price
used.

Therefore the income generated value shown in not

profit in the strictest sense of the word.
Spacial Analysis III

The third spacial analysis made with the matrix developed for this project involved changing the objective
function parameter values of processed bulk residue materials and of bedding and litter products.

In this analysis

an overall average delivered price (delivered to the job
site) of $6.70 per cubic yard for bulk mulching materials
and a delivered price of $3.25 per cubic yard for bedding
and litter products was assumed.

Since the retail value

of bagged products ($21.49) was already used in the two
previous analyses, this price function was not changed.
The prices assumed for the bulk materials represent the
approximate average price the large nurseries and
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landscape contractors paid for residue products in the
Chicago area in 1972.

The resulting optimum distributions indicated for
the three types of residue products in Analysis III are
also shown in Table XXIII (right hand side).

In this

trial analysis there were, again, no constraints imposed
on the flow of the various types of residue products, but
shadow sources of residue products were introduced in
this model.

The most striking feature of this analysis is the
fact that the model indicates that large quantities of the
outside or shadow sources of products should flow to the
more northerly marketing points.

The program reaches

these solutions in order to maximize overall profits in
the system.

It again relegates the northern sources of

residues to the less profitable lines of products because
they are the only sources that can supply the lower value
product demands at a profit.

The indicated income gener-

ated by this configuration of operational elements in the
matrix was $9,282,299, a substantial increase over those
indicated in the first two analyses.

It should be noted

again, however, that the costs of selling the bagged
materials through the retail outlets have not been deducted; thus the figure represents the income generated,
not a maximum profit determination.
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Obviously this solution would not be attractive to
the individual plant operators because it restricts them
from taking advantage of the most attractive local marketing opportunities in order that the more distant southern
suppliers can supply the higher value materials to the
northern districts and thus add some income to the overall
profit picture.

It is interesting to note that even with the improved price functions, all materials in the project area
were not dispersed.

The exception in this case was 51,225

cubic yards of the residues generated in District 9.

This

nearly complete dispersal of residues was attained, however, even though a total of 633,188 cubic yards of materials from the shadow sources were dispersed in the project
marketing area.

If the conditions of this solution pre-

vailed in actuality, it appears that much of the excess
Wisconsin and Michigan sources of residues would be consumed in the Illinois markets at the expense of a portion
of the locally produced residue products and again is not
a realistic solution to the problem.

It does, however,

show that local producers must be aware of the fact that
outside sources have a greater opportunity for invading
Illinois markets as product prices increase.

The model most accurately shows what the distribution

might be if maximum utilization of the residues generated
in Illinois and several of the adjacent states were to be
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attained.

lEt shows what central planning might direct

regarding the flow of the total residue resources in order
to maximize the incomes generated by the industry and the
retail outlets as a whole.

Spacial Analysis IV
In Spacial Analysis IV, an attempt was made to show
the distribution of residue products that would be at-

tained under more realistic conditions.

This necessitated

changing the objective functional price parameters of the
matrix again.

In this model all product prices were

placed on the same basis by incorporating the approximate
delivered prices and for all three types of residue products in 1972.

The prices used for this model were $11.88 per
cubic yard for bagged material delivered to the retail
outlet, $6.70 per cubic yard of bulk material delivered
to the job site (nursery, highway project, etc.) and

$3.25 per cubic yard of beddingor litter delivered to the
user (horse stable, dairy, poultry producer, etc.).
In spacial analysis IV runs were made with and
without flow constraints being imposed.

The dispersements

of the various types of products resulting when the program
was permitted to solve for the maximum profit solution for
the industry as a whole (without flow constraints) are
shown in Table XXIV.

In examining the left hand portion of

TABLE XXIV.
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this table (Flow of products from assumed processing
points) it can be seen that all the residue materials that
could be generated in the project area would be dispersed
in the defined marketing area under the conditions proposed
in this model.

This total dispursement would occur even

though It is indicated that large quantities (629,188
cubic yards) of outside sources of residues can successfully compete for the markets in this area.
In order to accomplish this total dispersement it
is evident that districts 8 and 9 in particular must
develop plants capable of bagging their residue materials

because of their ultimate dependence upon the bagged mulch
markets in the Chicago area.

It is also apparent that the

southern districts as a whole (6, 7, 8 and 9) will have to
develop large bedding outlets in all cases if complete
utilization of the residues they generate is to be attained.

In the northern districts only district 3 would

apparently have to rely heavily on the development of
bedding markets.

This might be possible for this region

is an important livestock producing area.

Processing plants in districts 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 apparently could rely quite heavily on the development of
the local market potentials.

The processor in district 7

may find it advantageous to develop a completely diversified plant as it is indicated that markets for all three
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types of products outside the district must be relied upon
if all materials are to be dispersed.

On the right hand side of Table XXIV the flow of
materials to the various marketing points are shown and
are of interest in that one can see that only in a few instances (districts 5 and 6) the market potential must be
supplied from several outside sources.

It is interesting to note that the estimated market
potentials for all three types of products could be fulfilled profitably by existing sources of residues except
for the estimated bedding needs in districts 3, 4 and 5.
It is important to note that Table XXIV presents the
results derived without flow constraints being imposed,
thus, the dispersements of high value products are biased
to favor the flow of products from the more distant southern districts.

Although the dispersements derived under

these circumstances actually maximize the returns to the
industry, they would not prevail in our competitive system.
The program, when flow constraints were not imposed,
indicates that the income generated by the dispersements
of products in the manner illustrated in Table XXIV would
be $5,572,588 and in this instance would approximate the
profits that could be earned by the bark processing industry of the scope indicated in this study.
In the final run constraints on the flow of products
were again imposed on the models

These constraints simply
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provide that the market potential for the higher value
products (bagged media and bulk mulch) can be supplied by
outside sources of residue products only to the extent
In

they cannot be supplied from local residue sources.

essence, this is saying that the local processor will sup-

ply the demand for high value products in his particular
district up to his ability to do so.

The results of this

run of the program are presented in Table XXV.

One can see

by comparing Table XXIV with Table XXV that imposing these
constraints on the model the indicated flows of the various
types of products are changed quite significantly.

For

example in district 1 Table XXIV (left hand side) shows
that the available residue materials should flow to the
bulk bark market but in Table XXV it indicates these materials should flow into the more attractive bagged media
market.

In district 2 it shows that 10,636 cubic yards of

the materials directed to the bedding market in Table XXIV
would be diverted to the bagged media market, etc.

It is

obvious that this is a more realistic solution as in this
instance the profits of the individual processor are maxi-

mized rather than maximizing profits for the industry as a
whole.

It is important to note that even under these flow
constraint conditions (Table XXV, left side) complete dispersement of the residue materials could be attained.

TABLE XXV.
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In examining the right hand portion of Table XXV
(Flow of products to marketing points), it can be seen that
the flow of products to the various districts has not been

materially changed from those indicated in Spacial Analysis IV.

The indicated consumption levels expected to d

velop in the various districts have been fulfilled in all
cases except in districts 3, 4 and 5 where again the estimated bedding needs were not satisfied.

The quantities

unfulfilled are only slightly larger than those indicated
in Table XXIV.

Figure 14 shows geographically the flows of the
various products expected to develop under the conditions
imposed in this final model.

It shows very clearly that

the southern districts muât depend upon markets in the
Chicago area in order to attain full utilization of the
residues generated in that area.

It also shows that out-

side sources of residues are a distinct factor to be dealt
with in the northern marketing areas
The indicated profits that would accrue to the woodusing industry in this final analysis configuration were
reduced from the $5,572,588 figure derived in Table XXIV
to $5 500,823.

This is not a serious loss, it seems, con-

sidering the fact this figure was achieved with a model
that more nearly represents the competitive situations
under which mills would actually operate.
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Two further observations regarding these analyses
should be made at this point.

First it must be realized

by all that the residue utilization levels indicated in
these model solutions can be reached only if integrated
processing plants are developed up to the numbers indi-

cated in the model solutions and only if the distribution
of the products from these plants conform somewhat closely
to the distributions indicated in the model.

Furthermore

the indicated profits could be earned only if the product
mixes indicated in this model were ultimately produced and
only if the costs of production hauling costs and sales
prices used in these solutions were actually experienced.

This also means that plants capable of producing bagged
materials as well as the other product lines would have to
be developed ultimately in at least seven of the nine districts into which the project study area was divided.

Secondly the spacial analyses definitely indicate
that competition will become increasingly severe from outside sources as residue product prices increase.

Sup-

pliers should be extremely conscious of this danger not
only from the point of view of competition developing from
the outside, but also because it will be most difficult to
develop the expanded markets needed if prices are allowed
to get out of line.

In closing, the author is aware that the final solution (Analysis IV) still does not represent the ultimate
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best solution to the problem.

It simply shows the best

solution for the assumptions made in this particular study.

A major weakness of this study is obviously the fact that
the marketing survey was limited to establishing the use
and/or sales of mulching, soil conditioning and bedding
type materials of only those firms and agencies located
within the boundaries of Illinois.

It is recognized that

had the use of these types of materials been established
in the metropolitan St. Louis area, that of Davenport,
Iowa, Gary and Terre Haute, Indiana and other immediately
adjacent population centers, more valid solutions to the
problem would have resulted.

The maximum profit distribu-

tions derived under these circumstances would, without
question, be quite different from those presented in this
report.

An expanded study of regional magnitude would

eliminate the phases that could not be avoided by recognizing only the potential uses within a rigidly bounded
area

It is felt, however, that the analyses presented
here have accomplished the objectives sought:

1) to

demonstrate that attainable market opportunities probably
do exist for the residue materials produced in the project
area, and 2) that the linear programming approach is a
valid one and could prove to be a valuable tool for examining the type of spacial problem presented in the study
project undertaken in this instance.
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VII.

Conclusions

The studies and investigations directed toward developing uses for processed bark and finewood residue
products conducted at the University of Illinois over the
past four years including the present analysis of some of
the economic aspects involved in processing and marketing
these products have provided the basis for drawing the
following conclusions:

The primary wood-using industry survey has
established the fact there are substantial and reliable
sources of bark and finewood residue materials generated
within the project study area; quantities sufficiently
large to supply a significantly large proportion of the
indicated future consumption of mulching media, soil conditioners, potting media, bedding and other related type
materials within the state of Illinois.
The resource studies have clearly established
the fact that the quantities of bark and finewood residues generated are sufficiently large to support several
well distributed and integrated processing plants, plants
equipped to produce both bulk and bagged type products.
It appears that these plants could operate in at least
seven of the nine districts into which the project area
was divided, a) without incurring excessive incoming ac-

cumulation costs even though bark resources might be
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derived from more than one mill in several instances, and

b) without fear of experiencing excessive competition from
adjacent producers.

The reason for this is that except

for the high value bagged materials, marketing spheres for

much of the bulk materials are fairly restricted due to the
high costs of transportation incurred when hauling distances become too great; therefore, local producers can
maintain exclusively competitive positions within a well

defined local marketing area, particularly with regard to
the lower valued bulk type products.

The marketing surveys completed in 1971 supported
by careful observations of the use and sales patterns developing in the project area over the past two years
strongly suggest this densely populated area has the latent

marketing capacity to absorb large quantities of bark and
finewood residue products, quantities that may be in excess of those generated by the primary wood-using industries in this area.

These market potentials can and will

be realized, however, only if the wood-using industries in
this area make an exerted effort to produce an array of

quality products that are tailored to serve the specific
needs of the various types of user-groups found in this
area.

The marketing survey returns conducted in this
study, the independent estimates made of the quantities
of mulches that might be used per home worth $10,000 and
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up, and the marketing experiences of those processing bark

mulches in other regions (4, 42, 55, etc.) point up the
extreme importance of developing attractive materials to
be used by the home gardener and further leads to the conclusion that a much greater effort to reach this market
must be made in this area.

This means that processing

plants equipped to bag residue products of various types
must be established.

This attractive marketing outlet

must be served if profits are to be maximized and if com-

plete utilization of residues is to be realized in the
near future.
5.

Obviously processed shredded hardwood bark and

finewood residue materials are new products that are only

now beginning to be produced and offered to the public in
the market place.

Because they are new products that are

unfamiliar materials to both the producer and to a very
large proportion of the potential users, it is imperative
that continued and expanded studies be made, a) to determine those uses for which these materials are best suited,

b) to demonstrate more clearly what the performance capabilities of these materials are in the various use-areas
for which they are recommended, c) to learn more precisely

what the limitations of use for these materials are, and
d) to continue to search for new and more efficient uses
for wood and bark residue materials particularly in those
districts where large excess quantities are generated.
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The consensus drawn from the replies of respondents and from contacts made with stable owners, poultry
farm operators, dairy operations and livestock producers
is that prospects of increasing the use and sales of shredde4

bark and finewood residues as a bedding or litter media
are materially improving as straw becomes more scarce
and prices for it and other materials continue to increase.

A greater effort to expand the utilization of bark and
other wood residues products in this particular use-area
is clearly indicated.

The results of the spacial analyses illustrate
quite distinctly that distributions (flows) of the residue
products are very sensitive to changes in the price functions used in the programming matrix.

Prospective proces-

sors of hardwood bark and other closely related wood residue
products must be acutely aware of this in their pricing
practices.

As long as prices for these materials are main-

tained at relatively low levels, processors can remain exclusively competitive within their local marketing areas.
This position cannot be maintained if prices rise to a
point that permit outside sources to pay the high transportation costs into the area and still make a profit.
The impact of transportation costs upon the

ul-

timate distributional range of the various types of bark
and wood residues products considered in this study is
dramatically illustrated in the spacial analyses made.
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From these flow determinations it is imperative that renewed and vigorous efforts to minimize these costs be
made.

The attainment of the complete utilization of the

residue materials generated in the project area and particularly in the southern-most districts of the study area
are dependent upon the achievement of this goal.

Better

distribution throughout the state of the new highway units
developed specifically to haul low bulk density materials
are urgently needed, the possibilities of developing more
favorable rail rates needs to be studied more completely,
and the possibilities of moving large bulk quantities of

materials from southern Illinois to Chicago by barge
should not be overlooked.

The author is aware that many problems still remain
to be solved but staunchly contends that major proportions
of the bark and finewood residues generated in Illinois
are well suited to the production of an increasing number
of commercial products for which there are existing and
expanding marketing opportunities.

It appears it is tech-

nically and economically feasible to produce and sell
these products in this important marketing area.
In conclusion, it is hoped this study project will,
if nothing more, make the primary wood-using industries

more aware of the residue materials they generate; create
the feeling that these materials are an integral part of
an increasingly valuable forest resource and point up the
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fact they deserve more than to be pushed into the big hole
at the local sanitary fill dumps.

With some creative

thinking and some inspired effort, these materials can be
put to good use and as this is done, society as a whole
will benefit.

A long standing source of smoke and solid

waste pollution will have been eliminated, new business
opportunities created, new jobs established and more complete utilization of our dwindling natural resources
attained.
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Appendix A
Mulching Materials Groups
The Total List of Materials Reported by Respondents
Peat moss materials
Sedge peat
Peat soil

3.

4.

Michigan peat
Sphagnum moss

Perlite - vermiculite and similar type materials
Haydite
Jiffy mix
Terra green
Pulverized earth

Calcined shale
Calcined clay
Calcareous stone
Turfus (calcined clay)
Redi earth

Straw and similar substances
Bagasse
Mulch hay
5.
Straw and stable manure 6. Wild hay
Slough hay
Alfalfa hay (i.e., not for feed)

Corn cobs
1.

Field run

2.

Cracked

5.
6.
7.

Rice hulls
Ko ko mulch
Crushed nut shells

Nut shells
1.
2.
3.

4.

Pecan shells
Peanut shells
Cocoa shells
Cotton seed hulls

Decorative rock or gravel mulches (decorative)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Vol rock
Gravel mulch
Ornamental gravels
Washed gravel/sand
Rock mulch - (hard
rock-Lava-calcinated
clay)

6.
7.
8.
9.

Granite chips
White rock
Red lava
Ryolex red crum
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Sand

Torpedo sand
Bar sand
Pit sand
Other (miscellaneous materials)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Rotted manure
Mushroom compost
Mushroom manure
Cattle manure
Composted humus
Leaf mold

7.

8.
9.

10.
11.

Shredded newspapers
Black dirt
Grass clippings
Horn shavings
Sewage sludge

Imported and local bark mulches (shredded)
Bulk form
Bagged form
Imported bark (decorative chunks)
Bagged bark chunks
Bark nuggets
Sawdust or shavin.s
1.
2.
3.

4.

wood chi s and wood fibers

Bulk sawdust
Bagged sawdust
Chipped or shredded
wood
Wood chips

5.
6.
7.

Stump cuttings
Chipper chips
Ground stump chips
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Appendix B
Lists Used to Establish User-Group Populations
and from Which Samples Were Drawn
Lands cape

contractors -

Nurseries -

Entire membership from the I.L.C.A.
Membership Directory, 1970 (excluding
associate members and supplemented to
include non-members listed in cities
over 10,000 population).
Drawn from a "List of Certified Illinois
Nurseries and Dealers" published by the
State Dept. of Agriculture, November 15,
1969.

Retailers -

Same list as above.

Florists -

Drawn from a set of labels provided by
the Department of Horticulture.

Parks and park
districts -

Drawn from a directory of Illinois parks,
park districts, and forest preserve districts.

Cemeteries -

Drawn from the Illinois section of the
International Directory of Cemeteries.

Golf courses -

Mailing list for
Several sources used:
St. Clair and Madison counties and the
counties touching them, list of members
of the Northwest Illinois Golf Course
Superintendent's Association, list of
Illinois Golf Courses obtained from the
Urbana Golf and Country Club. For cities not covered, used phone directories.
Lists overlap-duplicates.

Federal and state
institutions Campuses -

Drawn from various sources provided by
Professor Yocom.
Lists from Board of Higher Education.

Horse stables and
breeding farms - Drawn from a directory provided by
Professor Yocom.
Poultry farmers - Drawn from a list provided by the Office of Poultry Extension.

Appendix C
Primary Wood-Users Study (050)
Spring, 1970

1.

What

kind

(Chock one or more boxes)

of wood-using plant is this?

law mill

r

Veneer mill

LI Wood preservation plant

5a.

What is your best estimate of the species of the wood used as raw materials
in 1569?

Stave mill
H of total

Species of wood raw material

Cottonwood
S

Oak

Other (Specify)

Pulp mill

Hickory

Chipping plant

Elm

remanufacture

Do you
any way?

H

or reprocess part or all of your primary product in

(Specify the product produced by
remanufacture or reprocess)

yes

No

H

Aspen

H

Ash

H

Walnut

this

Cherry
Hard maple
H

Soft maple
Sycamere

35.

Do you operate a dry kiln is
Ii

yes

LI

connection

with this plant?

H

Pine

H

Other (Specify)

H

No

100 H

Total
V.

Do you operate a planing mill or moulder in connection with this plant?
b.

1]

Are there any species that you will not accept for technical reasons?

No

4.

H

No

LI

(Specify

Yes

the species)

Which of the following raw materials did you proc.s
in 1970?
measure.)
(For those purchased indicate volume and

unit of

6a.

Form of material

Not
purchased

Saw logs

H
H
H

Poles

LI

veneer logs
Tree length logs

Purchased

Volume

Unit of measure

Do you debark your wood?
El yes

b.

H

What type of debarker is used?
(Check one or more boxes)

H*

fl

Drum

J-

H

Ring

H

ROsser head

Posts

H
H

LI

Ties and mine timbers

H

H

Other (Specify)

Li

Pulpwood
Stave bolts

Other (Specify)

LI.
H

H.

No *

c.

Do you intend to install a debarker?

Hiss
(Skip

to

Questeon 20)

4.

3.
10.

7.

How much hark residues were produced at this plant in 1969?
(Indicate unit of measure)

ices

cow dod you dispose of
1969?

fore)

(Check

one

c. Indicate cost
of disposal
(in $ per ton)

Give percentages of

b.

your bark residues in

total bark residues
according to kind of

or

disposal.

LiiIyes
to

kaootion 10)

f.

9.

Volume

lest of measure

Percenta.n sold

Volume

Unit of measure

Percentage sold

i '

e.

100
COARSE RESIDUES

1969?

At approximately what price did you

sell bark residues?

To what kind of firms were sales of bark residues made in 1969?
(Fjf 0 out .one or .morc)

6.

Kind of firm (according to the
kind of product in which the
bark residues are mainI

used)

LI -n

Edgings

LI -e

LI °.
Cull lumber
LI
Other (Specify)

per ton

$

llahs
Triosnings

About what percentage of your total bark residues
did you sell in 1969?

a.

Sawdust

sold it 1969?

:casurp)

None

Did you sell bark residues in

(S.kip

FINE RESIDUES

Approximate what
percentage was

Don't know

Total

jNo

eats welt o

boxes)

c.

S

La

Other (0000ifd)
d.

or more

what volume of solid
wood residues was produced in 1969? (mdi-

LI -n
Shavings
Other (Specify)

Burn in power plant LI
Burn in open burner [1
Dump

b.

residues were produced at
this plant in 1969? (Check
one

Ha.

..No - (Ship to )oss..

Ila. What types of solid wood

Unit of measure:

Amount:

Did this plant produce solid wood residues in 1969?

what were the percentages of

bark residues sold to these
different kinds of firms?
5

-5

Don't know

Li

None

LI *

l2a. How did you dispose of poor
wood residues in 1969?
(Check one or core)
FINE WOOD RESIDUES

Burn in power plant
Burn in open burner
Dump

Other

Total

100

(If also

6.

::one:: for FIRE

RESIDUES skip to Questioe 24)

Guve the approximate percentagn of residue
disposed of by each means of disposal
(so each column totals 100%).
Sawdust

shavinqs

Other

S

6

6

a

%

a

6

S

S

Li-n
Cl-n
I

(Specify)

Slabs

COARSE WOOD RESIDUES

S

S

100%

100%

gings

Thimxingn

100 6

100 5

1.00%

Qall lumber

Other

Burn in power plant LI-..
Bars in open burner LI -..
LI-n

Dump

Other

(Specify)
I

100 %

%

100

100

iSa. About how many weeks did your plant operate in 1969?

l3a. lid you sell solid wood residues in 1969?

b.
fl

No -s (Skip to Question 24)

Yes

To what kinds of firms were sales made in 1969?
-

-

Kind of firm

(according to
thcrna;)or product of the firs)

With regard to these weeks of operation in 1969. please indicate the approxs.mate
percentage of these weeks during which you operated one day during the week.
the approximate percentage of these weeks during which you operated two days
during the week. etc.
Days of operation
during the week

(Indicate approrimate

ercentagee if possible)

percent of fine
residues sold

weeks

Percent

Weeks

1

of coarse
residues

4
N

N

N

5

N

N

N

N

6
7

Total

Total

100 5

16.

100

Would you be interested in discussing your wood residue problems with memberS

of the University of Illinois Department of Horticulture?

Pt approximately what price (f.o.b. plant) did you sell the following types
of residues in 1969? (Indicate unit of measure if other than ton)
Type of residue

14.

Unit of measure

0/ton

other than ton

100

LI

Yes

LI No

Check if did

not sell

Sawdust

LI

Name of firm

Shavcnqs

LI

Slabs

Address

LI

Cdg ings
Trimmings

LI

Cull lumber

LI

Other

LI

Name of owner

(Specify)

Name of respondent

Title of respondent

What were the final products of your fins and what was the volume produced in
1969?

(Usc additional sheet

Product

Volume

if necessary)

Unit
of measure

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPKRATION

Product

Volume

Unit
of measure

t'J

Appendix D

MAUG SURV

For those materials used in your

a operations in 1970, what Bmounts were
used.
in your own growing and packing operations?

2.

OFFICE USE ONLY

8LE

No.
QUESTIORAIRE

is your contract landscaping jobs?
describe the unite used as in the

(Give the number czsd unite used
rample below.)

SURVEY RESEARCH LABORATORY

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS

1.

a.
Used in your own growing
and packing operations
Weight or
Nuirber af

EX.14PLE

Bark Marketing Study (050)
Form U, Suiier, 1971

Which of the following materials were handled by your firm in 1970?

For each

Not

Materoal
CL Peat moss

of the following, please indicate.

a. if you sold any of the materials to other users retail in 1970, and
b. if you used the material in your own operations in 1970.

used
LI

units

volume

per unit

used

I47.A,
fia .-

.J4

4.

a.
Used in your own growing
a.

Sold to other

users retail

Material

b.
Used in your
own operations

Yes

No

Yes

No

(1)

Peat moss

LI

LI

LI

LI

(2)

Perlite or vermiculite

LI

LI

LI

LI

(3)

Bark (fine mulch)

LI

LI

0

LI

(4)

Bark (decorative chunks)

LI

LI

LI

LI

(5)

Sawdust or shavings

LI

LI

LI

LI

(6)

Ground nut shells

LI

LI

LI

LI

Ground corncobs

LI

LI

LI

LI

LI

LI

LI

LI

LI

LI

(7)

.

.

and packing operations
Weight or
Nuther of
Not

Material
(1) Feat moss

12) Perlite or vermiculite

used
LI

.

.

Bark (fine molch)

Bark (decorative chunks)

LI

LI

.

LI

Other (Speaifj)
(8)

(9)

Straw

Sawdust or shavings

LI

Crushed nut shells

LI

Ground corncobs

LI

Other (Specify as you did in Q. 1)
Straw

(9)

units
used

volume

per unit

b,

Used in contract
landscaping jobs
No

iex

units

of

Weigh

tor

volume

per unit

used

.212 1.1..,
b.

Used in contract
landscaping jobs
Number

units
used

of

Weight or
volume

per unit

4.

3.

Of those materials sold on a retail basss by your firm in 1070, how much of
r;zcu':
(GiTThe numbar wta units sold cm:d Jcocril
each was sold?
each vas 8Old as you did for Q. 2.)

Not sold
in 1970

Material
(a)

Number of units
sold retasi

Lonsidering each of the types of material
used and/or sold by your firm in 1970,
approximately (a) what percent was
originally produced in Illinois, and
(b) what percent was originally produced
outside Illinois?

height or volume
per unit
Not used
or sold

Material

Peat moss

(a.)

(b.)

Percent
produced
in
Illinois

Percent
produced
outside
Illinois

S. In the past five years has the
demand for each of the materials
sold by your firm been generally
increasing or decreasing, or has
it remained about the same?

Demand in past
Not sold
five years.
or sold
DeAbout
Inless than
five years creasing the same creasrng,

Perlite or vermiculite

El

bark 1fine mulch

U

El

0

L]

El

El

El

El

:

U

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

Peat moss.

Perlite or
vermiculite.

El

Bark (fine
mulch)

El

_t

Bark (decorative

[I]

much)
El

Bark (decorative chunks)

Sawdust or
shavings
.

Sawdust or shavings

.

El

.

Crushed nut
shells
Ground corncobs

Crushed nut shells

El

Ground corncobs

El

El

______%

El

_%

fl

Other (Specify ow you did in Q.1)

'I

Straw

Other (Specify as you did in l.1)
Straw

Name of firm
Address

State

City
(1)

Your name
Your title

Thank you for completing the questionnaire.
Please return it in the postpaid envelope
provided.

Zip Code_

Appendix E
OUTLINE OF 7ThOI FOR ESTIMATING PROFIT

Raymond L. Sarles
Forest Products Marketing Lab.
Frisceton, West Virginia

Sate of estimate

Product Lamowoom EcAnsi k1cc

'07.

March 24, 1970
Production mix Bcxcn mcm

(cic'c

nccmi

.su.n

PROFIT POTENTIAL FOR A BARK PROCESSING PLANT
March 26, 1970
Royal Motel, Ridgway, Pennsylvania

A.

Estimated total plant investment

B.

Intimated annual production

C.

forest product industries well located with respect to
2.

.

(nZO'O.

.

OOO (cu. vds.)

I(uZtOO

(22S000.ox aeea.-

Primar

.

g.88

Expected average selling price
(moo/om
ZOoumo
Estimated annual gales (B0C)

7ZOlOs.lO

(0 per co. yd.)

ISO, SOG. (dollarm)

tt055pomtation facilities and market outlets can expect to operate an inE.

Estimated

annual operating costs

pamoocr cowls

tegrated bark operotcon at a profct.

eamm R,aeZ,r

9$

Prodoctisn

Sarles examined the profit potential of an integrated bark
operation for SHOLO mills generating 25 tons of bark residue daily.

Operating & sales manufacture
8 $20,000 plan 7% overhead

An

.

operation processing this volume would require an investment of about
$62,000 and an operating crew of four men on a one-shift basis.

Prodse-

Lion wosld amoont to 80 cubic yards per day of bark mulch is bulk and

.

.

Gross annual income

C.

Interest on borrowed funds

bags.

With product sales of 60 percent bagged material and 40 percent

realized on the bark operations.

This is in addition to a return to the

v.cçx

,os

- 4

8T3ftsx

Net annual income before taxes

I.

Income tao (Federal)**

6 2,b7.

8 87

I.

'

8

J.

Net annual income after taxes

S8OLO mill of $5.82 per ton for every ton of bark consumed or $32,737

K.

Profit per invested dollar (JIA), after tames.

per year.

L.

Profit per sales dollar (J/D), after taoes

M.

Profit per unit,

N.

Asnual caah flow (2 + depreciation)

0.

Cash flow per invested dollar

, produced (JIB)

.

.

.

3) ccc0i,

Cash flow per sales dollar (R/D)
Cash flow per unit,

:

oYcctS

5,2-CD,

H.

8.

na"sur

2.0,52-

(60% of total plant investment)

balk maierial, a net annual income of about $37,000, ptetan, could be

2(eS52.

Total opetating costs
F.

xx

F

c.semmZ50--A
A5.

, produced (N/E)

.7,L

Pay back period (A/N)

* 8 7% of production costs
** 22% on first $25,000; 48% xx all income over $25,000.

cc

Appendix F
Sample Design for Wood Residue Users Study
The universes for this study consisted of twelve

228

The names

industry user-groups within Illinois who were considered
to be the most probable users of wood residues.
of the groups, the total population sizes, the designated

It may be seen that the ini-

sample sizes, and the completed sample sizes for each
group are shown in Table 1.

tial sampling rate was 100 percent for five of the groups,
50 percent for four others, 67 percent for golf courses,
25 percent for cemeteries and ten percent for florists,
the largest of the groups but one that was not considered
to be a potentially heavy user of wood residues.

This was accomplished through

As may also be seen in Table 1, the overall cooperation rate was 60 percent.

Since there were no differences in the

two mailings and a telephone follow-up to a subsample of
nonrespondents.

Higher cooperation was obtained

responses of those contacted by mail and by phone, these
results are all combined.

Nonrespondents were unlikely to

from groups most interested in the subject and already
users of wood residues.

be users as may be observed in the low cooperation rates
of poultry raisers and horse stables.

The sample was selected using systematic sampling
where every nth name on the list was chosen except where

229

all units in a group were included.

Although ordinary

simple random sampling formulas give good estimates of the
sampling error, it is necessary to include a finite correction factor term since a high fraction of the population
is included.

This reduces sampling error considerably.

Table 2 gives estimated sampling errors for proportions
for each of the groups including the finite correction reduction.

These sampling error estimates do not include the
unknown sample biases due to non-cooperation.

Table 1.

Population and Sample for Study of Wood Residue Users (1970)
(2)

(1)

*

Group

Population

(2)/(l)

(3)

(3),/(2)

(3)/i)

Actual
Initial
Sampling
Initial Sampling Completed Cooperation
Rate
Rate
Sample
Rate
Sample
89%

89%

233

59

30

50

300

50

25

205

100

154

75

75

361

361

100

279

77

77

781

200

25

119

65

16

2000

200

10

119

60

6

State institutions

103

103

100

89

86

86

Poultry raisers

740

369

50

136

37

18

Horse stables

641

320

50

151

47

24

Golf courses

290

202

67

127

62

41

Campuses

149

149

100

139

93

93

60%

60

100%

Large nurseries

45

45

Small nurseries

800

400

50

1200

600

205

Park districts
Cemeteries

Retailers

40

Landscape con-

tractors

Florists

3154
*

1846

Corrected subsequent to mailed questionnaire survey to reflect more accurate
determinations of total populations (see Table VII).

231

Table 2.

Sampling Errors for Various Percentages for Groups
(1970)
Included in Wood Residue User Study*
p
5%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

Large nurseries

2.6%

2.6%

2.4%

2.1%

1.6%

1.1%

Small nurseries

2.7

2.7

2.5

2.2

1.6

1.2

Retailers

2.5

2.4

2.3

2.0

1.5

1.1

Landscape contractors

2.0

2.0

1.9

1.6

1.2

0.9

Park districts

1.4

1.4

1.3

1.1

0.9

0.6

Cemeteries

4.0

3.9

3.7

3.2

2.4

1.8

Florists

4.4

4.3

4.1

3.5

2.7

1.9

State institutions

2.0

1.9

1.8

1.6

1.2

0.9

Poultry raisers

3.9

3.8

3.6

3.1

2.3

1.7

Horse stables

3.6

3.5

3.3

2.8

2.1

1.6

Golf courses

3.4

3.4

3.1

2.7

2.1

1.5

Campuses

1.1

1.1

1.0

0.9

0.7

0.5

p

[(1-f)
n

1/2
pqj

where

f = actual sampling rate
p = proportion value
q = 1-p
n = sample size

232

Table 3.

Approximated Total Sampling Error and Confidence
Limits of Total Use Determinations (Table XI) (1971)
Approximated Total
Sampling Error

Confidence
Limits

(Cu. yds.)

(percent)

(cu. yds.)

15.6

78,202

423,000 -

579,000

12.0

32,750

240,000 -

305,000

15.0

207,805

1,200,000 -

1,600,000

26.4

50,824

142,000 -

243,000

8.4

2,391

26,000 -

31,000

Cemetaries

24.0

1,930

6,000 -

10,000

Golf courses

20.4

3,415

13,000 -

20,000

6.6

979

14,000 -

16,000

Federal and
state institutions
Horse stables

12.0

1,919

14,000 -

18,000

21.6

68,940

250,000 -

388,000

Poultry farms

23.4

34,271

112,000 -

180,000

User Group
Nurseries
Landscape contractors

Retail garden
stores
Florists
Park districts

Campuses

Approx. Total Sampling Error = 3 xSp x 2 @ 50% prop.
Table 2)

(See

